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maining until yesterday. He will
in August for a longer visit.

NEW

The Congregational church will be closed
for the summer, after next Sunday. The
pastor hopes to have a large attendance on
this last service of the season.

ing

! write

us

the other fellow?

If you can’t

ADVERTISEMENTS THISjWEKK.

Dr.

Wanted—Situation.

H A Buck—Saxon Automobile.

6.66, 7.18, 11.16, 11.58 a. m.. 4.21, 6.18 p. m.
Sundays, 6.66 a. m., 7.18, 9.11,11.16 a.m., 6.40
m.

p.

Full Particulars

on

Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 7.37 a.
12.23, 4.11,6,85, 10.21, 10.37 p. m. Sundays,
6.39 a. m., 4.11. 6.36, 10.21, 10.87 p. m.

Request.

m.,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT BLL9WORTH POSTOPP1CB.

In

effect June 23% 1914.
MAILS RBCBIVBD.

From Wbst—*6.56. *11.16 a m; 4.21, §6.18 p
From East—12.28, 5.36, and 10.37 p m.

ROLL OF HONOR BANK

MAIL CLOSES AT

Going West—11.66
Going East—6.30 a

an

nr,

*3.46, *6 and *9
3.45 and 5.46 p m.

p

m.

hour before mail closes.

*Daily, (Sunday included. §Daily, except
Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

panies capitalized 8100,000 or more, on a basis of surplus and profits compared to capital. It proves this
bank's unquestioned ability to properly safeguard
care

POSTOPPICB

m;

WEATHER
For Week

for YOUR funds.

IN

observations
taken at the power
station of the Par Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Precipconditions
itatiou
Temperature

[From

4am

Wed
54
Thurs 51—
Fri
54—
Sat
f 61—
Sun
63—
Mon
66
Tues 61—
—

j
1

t

—

forenoon afternoon
cloudy cloudy, fair
rain
cloudy
cloudy, fair fair
clear
clear
clear
fair
fair
cloudy
rain
cloudy

.46

WE SELL
——————————————_

Corn,5Meal, Cracked Corn, Feeds, Flour,
Lime, Hair, Cement,

Roofing, Sheathing Paper,

COAL
Kerosene Oil

<»

■

j
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by the Barrel,

an

Over-

jj

Mrs. Julia H. Niccolls has gone to
Northeast Harbor for the summer.

■

Mrs. C. E. Beane, with daughter Ida, of
Auburndale, Mass., is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Harry E. Rowe. Miss Marjorie Rice, of Waban, Mass., is also the
Mrs. Rowe.

of

The contractors for the State highway
work on the Trenton road arrived in Ellsworth this morning, with a crew of
thirty-five Italian laborers. Work on the
highway will begin at once.
J. T. Crippen, of Allston, Mass., is
Ellsworth for a few days, the guest of
Mrs.^F. H. McFarland. Mrs. Crippen is
on her way
from Southwest Harbor to
Bluehill, where she will visit relatives.
Mrs. M. L. Kimball and son, of Norare

visiting

Cook and wife.

Cook,

editor of

has been

her parents, James L.
Mr. Cook’s son. J. A.
the Brunswick Record,

spending

a

few'

days

at his old

here.
have been received in Ellsworth

Cards

his

Miss Florence Smith is at home from
New York for the summer vacation.
A. Goodwin is with her
Mrs. Sidney
husband, Capt. Goodwin, in New York.

Mrs. Morris

ELLSWORTH

Call on us whenever you
way and at any time.

are

in town and let

Union Trust

MONEY
BURRILL

f

W. Knowlton

and

little

daughter, of Washington, D. C., arrived
Friday to spend the summer with Mr.
Knowlton’B parents, J. F. Knowlton and
wife. Mr. Knowlton is expected in about
two weeks to

spend his vacation.
Edward A. Hopkins, of Trenton, well
known in Ellsworth, died last Friday,
aged fifty-eight years. Mr. Hopkins was

always

save a

St., Ellsworth,

SON,

and

wife.

Mass.,
Bridge

Save Your Dog
hvners of

dogs

in the

city

of

Which, We beg to say,
is what the Good Housewife
must do

Maine

ON EVERY BAKING DAY
Why work thus—exert your

117-2

urniture Repaired

strength,
Why not this burden shirk?

painting,

dressing,
FINISHING.
franklin street,
E. Tilfipn
,,UCIIi

There’s

Foundry

Motor Boat
[0
PPb

LET by day

to

or week.
ALBERT N. CUSIIMAN,

Ellsworth,

Maine.

A. HOLZ,

for HIRE

at El& Machine Works
Bes. tei. 85-21; Garage. 55.

°rth

better and far eas-

Let the Baker do the work!

Auto

Wyto EBEN WHITCOMB

a

ier way,

ELLSWORTH

*A|QE TOURING CAR

Brockton, evening,

homestead

on

hill.

Pearl

|

Cor. Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth
’Phone 61-2

A.

l will
them to me,
turn the roots all one way,
and make a large switch
for #1.50 or #2.00.

HELEN C. RHODES,
Bockland, Maine.

Hancock

county democrats have asEllsworth to-day for a conference meeting and to start the campaign
going.
Oakley C. Curtis, of Portland,
candidate for governor, and William R.
Pattangall, of Waterville, candidate for
congressman from this district, addressed
a meeting of democrats this afternoon.

Carter,

who

Company

Hancock

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

next

Monday

Grand Chancellor

evening

Roy C.

Ellsworth, Me.
by

Haines.

was

called to

Swamp-

scott, Mass., five weeks ago by the death

no less interest.
Mr. Leland is just
booming the annual meeting of the
Maine Seed Improvement association to

Deputy

with

A

now

ban-

quet will be served.

be held in Bangor in December, and hopes
tiling racks for the file to arouse an
interest in Hancock county.
registry of probate have been The Union Trust Co.
of Ellsworth has alinstalled, together with a steel double- j
ready agreed to offer a special prize for
front standing-desk specially constructed
the best ten ears of the whitecap dent
for convenience in searching records, and
corn.
a steel roll-top desk for the register of
probate. With the exception of the
Great Diamond Robbery.
wooden cabinet for the storing of blank
“The Great Diamond Robbery,” a comforms, all the furniture of the room is now edy in three acts, will be staged at Hantire proof, affording long-needed proteccock hall next Wednesday evening, under
tion for valuable papers.
the direction of Fred E. Cooke, with John
Blanquefort commandery, K. T., at a J. Farrell, professional, and a local castmeeting Monday evening, voted to accept The play has been selected by Mr. Cooke
the invitation of the Eastport commandery because of its clean humor, its ridiculous
for a field day at Eastport Tuesday, July situations and its adaptability to produc28. Five other Maine commanderies have tion by a local cast. Some new scenery
for Hancock hall is now being painted,
been invited to be the guests of the Eastport Knights on that day, and a big and will be used in this play for the first
Eminent Com- time.
gathering is expected.
mander Trussell, and Sir Knights L. B.
Following is the cast of characters in
Deasy, E. F. Robinson, jr., and Charles the order in which they make their enW. Joy have been appointed a committee trance upon the Btage:
to arrange for transportation and to secure Texana.Miss Hazel Giles
Mrs Max Juniper.Mrs Harry Crabtree
a special train back if possible.
Max Juniper.Frank Dunleavey
Howard A. McLellan, principal of the
Jean MacLean.Miss Christina Doyle
Ellsworth high school for the past three Alonzo
Willing.Clarence Tapley
years, has been elected principal of Hig- Victoria.Miss Alice Garland
gins classical institute, at Charleston. Ted Keegan.Walter Allen
The

room

new

steel

of the

usual

difficulties

adjustment

attendant

upon

the

things to the new system,
being rapidly overcome, and

of

but these are
in a few weeks the service will

be

work-

ing smoothly. The mail boxes have
yet arrived. Many householders

not
who

asked for the free delivery service
have failed to provide the required receptacles at their doors. No mail will be
delivered at such places; even though the
carriers may have mail for such homes,
it will be returned to the postoffice and
It is not
put in the general delivery.
necessary to provide an elaborate receptahave

Mike.Fred Cooke
Tompkins.William Flanagan
Sheriff Jim Larrabee.John J Farrell

Reserved seats are now on sale at the
Reliable Clothing Co. The
advance sale assures a big house.
store of the

The Circus Is Coming.
The circus is coming to Ellsworth. The
date is Thursday, July 16; the circus is
Howe’s Great London Shows.
Howe’s show has been in Ellsworth before, so that the people know what to expect. The American is not going to
quote from the press agent’s notices, but
going back to its own hies of two years
ago, this is what The American said the
day after the show was given here:
circus day in Ellsworth.
real circus, too. Unlike many
called
a circus, whose only apaggregations
peal to public patronage is on their flaring
advertising sheets, this one of Howe’s was of
a different kind; it was “short” on promises,
and “long” on performances.
Beginning with its street parade, which was
one of the best ever seen here, it held
everybody’s attention throughout the day and
evening, and well into the night. Both performances were of a high order. The animals,
both caged and loose, excited admiration;
the ring performances
and three of them
were going on at once
were diverting, and
held the closest attention. The acrobats were
tar and away above the average.
The clowns
were funny; the music was excellent.
In short, this circus, modestly heralded,
has come and gone, and has left'an impression greatly in its favor. It well deserved the
liberal patronage it received.

Yesterday

There

was

was

a

of

a

home

—

—
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Mrs. C. E. Monaghan is the guest of
Miss Mabel Leighton, of Bangor, at her
cottage at Rogers Point, Steuben.
Mrs. Harry Scammons, of Boston, with
two children, is visiting Mr. Scammons’
parents, Irving Scammons and wife.
For hoodoing the weather, the Congregational lawn parties have crowded the
traditional court week into second place.
Elmer Galley, wife and little daughter
and Harold Morey, all of Btonington, were guests of Mi98 Marion Nealley

Marie,

Save Your Combings
and
send

The party will continue into the
attractions.

with many

sembled in

R. B.

any

son-in-law, George Smith, returned
cle—anything that will hold mail will do.
Friday. Mr. Carter has also visited
old-time Ellsworth
Another of the
in Marblehead, Lynn, Boston, Stoneham
Brockton and Salem, seeing the ruins schooners has gone the way of so many
old fleet. Last Thursday the
from the big fire in the last-named city. others of the
George F. Goggins, who is employed as a He was accompanied home by his grand- schooner Mary Auguste, built at Ellsmail-carrier in New York, is at home for a
worth forty-seven years ago, was washed
daughter, Miss Nellie Alexander.
vacation ofjtwo weeks.
on the rocks at Walker’s point, near
Fred L. Mason, jr., and Edward Parsons up
Kennebunkport. One of the masts was
Mrs. Ellen E. Moore, of Massachusetts, are at home from
East Orange, N. J., for
awash. Nothing was known of the vessel’s
is visiting her brother, Edmund G. Hoptwo weeks’ vacation. They have as guests
troubles until she drifted in from the eea
kins, on Church street.
a party of East Orange friends
Elmer
COMING EVENTS.
about 2.30 p. m. The schooner was owned
Miss Clio M. Chilcott, now a teacher in \ Slipner,
Misses Mary Sherry, Gertrude
at Bangor, and registered 175 net tonnage.
the New York city schools, is spending j Grapel and Isabel Andreson. This makes
ELLSWORTH.
Capt. Winfield Tainter, of Winterport, his
the summer vacation abroad.
a lively party of young folks at the Parsons
Friday evening, July 10, at Society hall—
son Raymond and the third member of his
Dance.
John J. Buckley, of the Marlboro, Mass., cottage at Shady Nook, which they are crew landed in their
power boat, having
At Hancock hall, Wednesday
police department, with Mrs. Buckley, is occupying. Mrs. Mason and Mrs. Parsons abandoned the schooner before she reached
evening,
are chaperoning the party.
visiting relatives in Ellsworth.
the rocks. The schooner was laboring in July 15—“The Great Diamond Kobbery,”
Moore, of New' York, joined his
w ife and little son here to remain over the
Fourth and Sunday.

Hoyt

Water Street

Public

the Thomas

of

Harvey L. Alley, of Somerville, Mass.,
spent the week-end with his parents, G#
W. Alley and wife.

Linnehan’s Auto Livery
TELEPHONE

wife,

Austin Maddox, of Norwood, Mass.,
spent a few days last week with his father,
Addison Maddox.

Constable.

EII»**orth,

at

and

Thorsen, of Weehawken,
N. J., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes.

he owner will be
compelled
0 Pav a
fine to cover costs,
n addition
to the license fee.
John II. Bresnahan,

Dog

are

Mrs.

ulsworth are warned that
unless licensee are
paid at
>nce, dogs will lie shot, and

_

for sale.

Holloway

C. M.

you in

of his income.”

portion

LOAN

to

serve

“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busihe must be economical. No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is receiving, he should

a stone-masdn and
brick-layer by trade,
Harry W. Haynes’ family have gone to and had been employed on many jobs in
their Shady Nook cottage for the summer. Ellsworth. He leaves a widow and one
Miss Effie Bridges, of Boston, is visiting daughter.
Water Street,
! 1 her brother Nelson on Washington street.
Ellsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. DeLaittre, who came Mr. McLellan has done most efficient
!!
Miss Hannah Frances Malone is at home from Minnesota recently, in company work in the Ellsworth school, bringing it
Telephone 66-3
from Bates college for the summer vaca- w’ith Mrs. Josephine Farrell, after a two up to a high plane. He is a capable inweeks’ stay in Portland, are at Sandy structor, a good disciplinarian, one who
tion.
f ! • i >■!» lll>|»[»|,Hltl« t
♦ !■ ♦ »iVi
where they have opened up the holds the interest and wins the respect of
Point,
and
of
Lawrence
O’Brien
wife,
Philip
Castine alumni cottages, and are keeping bis pupils.
His interest in athletics
for
annua!
in
Ellsworth
their
Mass., are
makes him a leader as well as a teacher of
I “open house” during July.
visit.
His F.lleworth friends cona He lawn party unaer tne
auspices or the boys.
Prof. A. C. Lyon, wife and two children,
the ladies’ aid society of the Congrega- gratulate him on his election to a larger
of Orono, are at North Islesboro for the
tional church, three times postponed, is school.
summer.
ueeu
iu
mail
uas
tree
0b Improved, Productive Real Estate; on Collateral and Commercial Paper.
being held to-day at the residence of John
1Q6
ueiivery
is
Mrs. Harold A. Robinson, of Chicago,
A. Peters. Supper will be served on the operation here a week, and is working
her parents, Charles L. Morang lawn at 6
o’clock. Ice-cream and cake are satisfactorily.
There are, of course, the
•
c.
Me visiting
&
16 State

C. W. GRINDAL,

us

ness

James E. Ford, wife and daughter
Margaret, of Melrose, Mass., came Saturday. Mr. Ford returned the first of the
week but Mrs. Ford and Margaret will remain for a longer visit.

home

Gallert, Sec’y.

county.

Miss Alice Garland has returned from a
week’s * vacation spent at Mrs. C. I.
Welch’s cottage at Shady Nook, and her
sister, Miss Ruth Garland, is now there
for a week.

announcing the birth of a ten-pound
daughter (Dorothy Lousie) to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur E. Smith, of Gardiner, on
is the guest of Mrs. H. W. Dunn.
July 6. Mr. Smith is the son of Frank
E. Smith, formerly of Ellsworth.
Edward Scott, of Gardiner, is visiting

*

■

Royal J. Goodwin and family are at
cottage, “Nokomis” at Bayside, for a
few weeks. They have with them as
guests Mrs. F. A.| Scribner and son, of
Bangor.
Monaghan’s orchestra is playing Wednesday and Saturday evenings of each
week for the season at Holmeside, the hall

way,

Eugene Moore and wife are home from
Springvale for a short visit.
Rosamond Lunt left Monday for Pownal
where she has employment.
Mrs. William Harriman, of Cherryfleld,
is visiting relatives in the city.
Mrs. Carolyn Jelly, of Wakefield, Mass.,

parents, John Scott and wife.
Rev. J. W. Tickle’s subject next Sunday
morning: “Shew us the Father.”

<

Groceries, Grass Seed.

[c.

j

D. E. Lin neb an has bought
land automobile.

M.

We invite your attention to the following reasons for you to do
business at this bank:
Because it is a strong safe institution, and our aim is to make this
the Peoples Bank.
Because its offlcere and directors are among the safest and most
conservative business men in this community. Its officers have had
years of experience in the Banking business.
Because this Bank studies the needs of its customers, and properly
takes care of them, whether their business is large or small.
Because systematic savings pay; we receive deposits from fl up.
Because this Bank is interested in the development of this

their

Mrs.

.24

Henry H. Higgins, Treas.

OF"

week.

in

f
I

•

12 m
60—
56—
69—
77—
74—
73—
64—

07

Upiop Trust Gopipapy

Harry C. Woodward, with his wife and
cnildren, and Marcellus Woodward,
of Springvale, have been visiting their
mother, Mrs. W. P. Woodward, the past

guest

ELLSWORTH.

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
July 7, 1914.

No

Harry C.

the new masonic block at Northeast
Harbor.

Registered mail should be at postoffice hajf

FIRST In Maine, 4Sth in the United States! That is
the standing accorded the Eastern Trust & Ranking
Co., on an impartial Roll of Honor of trust com-

and

a

John A. Peters, Pres.

in

m.

matt..;I

'SbbrcfurnuntB.

two

CONDENSED TIME TABLE."
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at

to-day—NOW.

»»«»■«>*. ..oond-cla,,
I
AT TH* It I. LA WORTH POHTOFFICB.

i

Miss Mabel N. Joy, who has been in
Portland the past winter, is at her home
here for the summer.
Mrs. Florence
Dewey, of South Portland, is her guest.

Bucksport,

call,

return

Mason, of Old Town,
joined his wife and family here for the
Fourth and Sunday at the home of his
parents^ C. W. Mason and wife.

—Bucking horses.
Howes circus.
Hebron academy.
Notice-Board of 8tate assessors.
Sheriff’s sale—George FJNewman.
In bankruptcy—George E Moon.
—Gilbert G Uatcomb.
14
—Robert Jones.
John H Bresnahan—Dog constable.

ELLSWORTH

or

1

i

7

A Holt—Bakery.
New England Tel & Tel Co.
Martin L Adams—Dry goods.
For sale or to let—Farm.
Burrill National Bank.
For sale—Grass.

j Allows 2 per cent, interest on all balances of $500
Is YOUR account workor over subject to check.
for YOU

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 8, 1914.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

lie Bnrrill National Bank
OF

-----

—

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

..—.

Sunday.
Mrs. T. E. Hale has returned from a
month’s visit in Bath and Massachusetts,
during which she enjoyed extended automobile trips with friends.

Charles A. Hanscom, of Baltimore, joined
Mrs. Hanscom here for the Fourth, re-

One of

Maine’s most remarkable old

ladies, Mrs. Harriet Austin, died Monday
at Newcastle, lacking but three weeks of
a century of life.
Mrs.
connected with some of the
Ellsworth Austins and with Mrs. John H.
Brimmer. “Aunt Harriet” was loved by
all, and was spared to this remarkable old
age with all her faculties unimpaired, and

rounding

out

a big sea, while bound from St. George for
Swan’s Island with 250 tons of soft coal,

when the shrouds gave way and the mast
wrent overboard. She will be a total loss.

John J. Farrell and local cast under management ol Fred E. Cooke. Admission 25
cents; reserved seats, 35 and 50 cents. On
sale at store of Reliable Clothing Co., beginning Tuesday, July 7, at 9 o’clock.

Dairy Inspector Leland, of
agricultural department, is in
Howe’s circus at
Thursday, July 16
Ellsworth to-day on business of the department. Mr. Leland has personal charge Ellsworth.
of the seed-improvement w'ork in the
Wednesday and Thursday, July 22 and
State, and is greatly interested in the ex- 23, at Unitarian churoh, Ellsworth—Hanphysically as vigorous as many half her periment being made in Hancock county cock
county Unitarian conference. Inage—a wonder to all who knew her.
with the whitecap dent corn from Minne- stallation of Rev. J. W. Tickle as pastor of
Officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P., were sota, seed of which has been distributed Ellsworth church
Wednesday evening at
elected last Wednesday evening, as fol- to the farmers of Hancock county by the 7.30. Supper in
vestry; 25 cents.
lows:
Clyde F. Richmond, chancellor Union Trust Co., of Ellsw’orth. With the
Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 5 and 6,
commander; Roy C. Haines, vice chancel- exception of a few ears sent into Wash- at Hancock hall
Unitarian fair under
lor; John A. Lord, prelate; George L. ington county and one ear sent into York management of Woman’s alliance.
Higgins, master of work; Herman 8, county, Hancock iB alone in this experiScammons, master at arms; Joseph R. ment. The farmers have taken a lively
C. W. Basford announces that all orders for
Clark, inside guard; Almon R. Reed, interest in the experiment, and the State piano tuning may be left at Roscoe
H»
outside guard. Officers will be installed agricultural department is watching it Smith’s confectionery store.—AdeC.
Austin

was

Assistant

the State

—

—

ffluttial Bmcfit Column.

SUNDAY_SCHOOL.
II—Third Quarter, For
July 12, 1914.

Lesson

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

EDITED BT

"MINT MADOK".

41Helpful and Hopeful

ft* Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—U Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to he helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medtum for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

ing I went to the statehouse, visited four different offices and took my friend to see the
State exhibits, which were new to her. Now,
what is the use to go across the ocean or to
different states to see things, when Maine is
fall of wonders and beauties. Got home at
6 last night, tired, cold and hungry.
Could
Dell.
truly |ay, “Home, 8weet Home."

|

This column is devoted to the Grunge, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

appreciate your keeping us posted as
to your whereabouts, Dell, and also of
the glimpses you give us of the work
Its success depends largely going on in various public and benevolent good
We

and
the support given It In this respect. Com- institutions.
munications must be signed, but the name of
In the Review of Reviews tor July there
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will i>e subject to approval or ; is an article on Jacob A. Riis who died
rejection by the editor of the column, but none May 28. Many school teachers who atwill be rejected without good reason. Address tended the State convention in Portland
comniBii lcatlons,

COUNTY

£mong tl)t C'rangtra.

STONINGTON.
J. H. Sweetser has recently
bought *n
automobile.
William H. Goes and wit.
in Lynn, Mix.

SULPHUR FOR POWDERY SCAB

reason.

Norman

Torrey, who wa, graduated
Cushing academy, I. home.
James P. Plunkett, of New
York, i„

from

Potato Grower* Should Tr«*t Th»ir
Seed Potato** With Sulphur.
On account of the possibility of Infection with powdery scab, the department of agriculture la now recommending all potato growers to treat their
seed potatoes with sulphur. This Is
made expedient by tbe fact that Infected seed potatoes have been shipped
out of Maine, where powdery scab now
exists. Recent tests Justify the depart-

all

The first part of this lesson concerning His death and resurrection is recorded in Matthew, Mark and Luke, but
the second part, concerning the request
of James and John and their mother.
In Matthew and Mark only. The words
“in the way" of verses 17, 32, 52; xl, 8;
Acts ix, 2, 17, 27, and elsewhere, while

they

may

generally

nothing more
suggestive of Ps.

mean

than on the road, are
i. 0;cxix, 1; John xiv, 6, and make one
think of the way of i>ence, the way of
the Lord (Luke i, 79; iil. 4). and of what
it really means, to follow Him in the

way.
This is the third time that He spoke
plainly of His sufferings and death and
resurrection; but. although His words
seem so plain to us, they understood
none of these things (Luke xviii. 34),
because they knew not the Scriptures
concerning His death and resurrection
(John xx, 9), having their own thoughts
about the kingdom, just as many todayknow nothing of the second coming of
Christ, the distinction between the
church of the present age and the kingdom of the next age and the ages to
come, because they will not take heed
to what is written in the prophets concerning the Son of Man and the kingdom to be set up at His coming in
glory to judge the nntions and to reign
In righteousness (Isa. xxxii, 1, 17;
xxxlv, 8; xxxv, 4, 10), but persist in
thinking that the kingdom is within us
and that all that the great work of redemption Is for is to deliver people
from hell ami get them to heaven.
This Is the age of a kingdom postponed because of a rejected Christ and
of gathering out from all nations a
people to reigp with Him. hut who
must be content now to suffer with
Him. live separnte from this present
evil age. not conformed to It. but so
manifesting in It the meekness, lowliness and love of Christ that we shall
show something of His life in these
mortal bodies and win people to Him.
The Holy Spirit has been given especially in this age to testify of a crucified, risen and ascended Christ, who is
waiting at the Father's right hand until the number of Ills elect, waiting,
suffering ones, shall have been completed, when He will take us to Himself, reward us for service, appoint our
places in His kingdom and bring us
back with Him to reign (Acts xvl, 1318; Thess, iv, 16-18; Col. ill, 4; Rev. v.
9, 10). This is no time for a believer to
be seeking great things for himself or
his church or his denomination or society or in any way to make himself a
name, but with all lowliness and meekness and long suffering and patience
walk worthy of Him who has called ns
unto His kingdom and glory (Eph, lv,
1. 2; Col. I, 10, 11; I Thess. ii. 12). who
came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister and to give His life a ransom
for many (verse 45).
Even Jeremiah in his day said to his
Bcribe Baruch, "Seekest thou great
things for thyself, seek them not"
(Jer. xiv, 5). As it is a case of self or
the Lord and cannot be both, we must
persist In attaining to the fullness of
the experience of “Not I, but Christ
who llveth In me;” "Not I, but the
grace of God;” "In newness of life,
dead Indeed unto sin. but alive unto
God through Jesus Christ our Lord;”
“Delivered unto death for Jesus’ sake,
that the life also of Jesus might be
made manifest in our mortal flesh;"
“Risen with Christ and setting our affection on things above” (Gal. 11, 20;
Cor. ifv. 10; Rom. vi, 4, 11; II Cor. lv,
10. 11; Col. ill, 1-4).
■u'iuiit

mother

auies

seemed

nor

to

,ionn

nor

tneir

when
they came seeking preferment in the
It
did seem so out of
kingdom, and
place when He had just been speaking
of His own sufferings and death. Even
on the last night, at the passover, as he
spoke of one of them betraying Him,
they were striving as to which of them
should be the greatest, giving Him occasion to say, "I am among you as he
that serveth" (Cuke xxii, 21-27).
No
teacher of man was ever so lonely, misunderstood or unappreciated. There is
such a depth of meaning in His words.
"No man knoweth the Sou but the
Father" (Matt xl, 27); “I live by the
Father” (John vl, 57). He spoke of the
cup given Him to drink and the baptism of suffering which awaited Him
and asked if they could share it, and
they thought that their devotion to
Him was such that they could share
anything with Him. even to dying
with Him, as Peter said (John xiii, 37).
They did not understand. How could
they when they were so dull as not to
receive His plain words about Ills own
dying? And when he was arrested that
last night and was about to be bound
and led away ns a prisoner Peter
would have delivered Him by his
sword if he could.
Oh, how little we understand of what
It means to follow Him, to manifest
HU life, to bear the burden of the
meek and lowly One, who, when He
was reviled, reviled not again; when
He suffered He threatened not, leavJpg ns on example that we should follow His steps (I Pet li, 21-23).
When
people sing. “Surely the captain may
depend on me,” "Fade, each earthly
joy," "Thou. O Christ, art all I want,”
and other similar words they do not
often consider what they are saying,
nor to whom they are saying these
word^, nor how it would be if the test
came

understand

communications

to

October will remember he gave

last
The AMERICAN,

LlLiWorih, Me.
IF.

JThis is the poem that W. Cameron Forbes,
former governor-general of the Philippines,
while speaking at the state house, Boston, in
behalf of the Washington memorial fund,
declared was dedicated by Rudyard Kipling
to George Washington. Mr. Kipling told Mr.
Forbes this was true.
Copyright, 1910, by
Rudyard Kipling.)

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt
you,
But make allowance for their doubting, too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies.
Or being bated don't give way to batiLg,
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too
wise;
If you caD dream—and not make dreams your
master;
If you can think—and not make thoughts
your aim;
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the

FIELD DAY MEETING.

The annual field meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange will be held Thursday,
spring.
Aug. 27, at Bluehill mineral
National Master Oliver Wilson will be the
State
and
The
master
princial speaker.
State lecturer will also be present.

ad-

an

dress there.

of Denmark, and came
After
a young man.
working at several trades and occupaHe

was

native

a

to this

country

tions,

he filled

w

hen

a

position

as

police

re-

porter in New' York city for twenty years.
in
touch
work
His
brought him
with the people of the tenements, and his
sympathies with foreign-born Americans
made him their spokesman and representative. His book, “How the Other Half
Lives,” made known their needs.
In the Outlook of June 6 Col. Roosevelt
says of him: “If I were asked to names
fellow man who came nearest to being the
ideal American citizen, 1 should name
Miss Jane Robbins, head
Jacob Riis.”
worker of the Jacob A. Riis neighborhood
bouse, says of him: “He was, to most of
us, the finest immigrant we have ever
known. To all of us, from editor to office
boy, he w*as a friend. When we fight the
bad tenement houses, we lay a flower on
his

LAMOINE, 284.

At the last meeting the fourth degree
Miss
was conferred upon one candidate.
Barron, of Bayside, gave a fine recitation,
Sister Coolidge, a humorous reading, and
the question “WThat is the greatest thing
of to-day, and why?” brought out many
admirable

bear

to

bear*the
you’ve
spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools.
Or watch the things you gave your life to’
can

truth

visiting

broken.
And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out
tools;
If you

make

can

one

heap of all your win-

nings
And risk it on one turn of pitch and toss.
And lcse, and start a-tiin at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and
sinew
io serve

your tu. n long airer mey naa gone,
hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the will which says to them: “Hold
on!”

And

so

If you can talk
virtue.
Or walk with

with crowds and

keep your

kings—nor lose the

touch;
If neither foes

nor

loving friends

common

can

_

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.'itet:
Have I been a deserter from the ranks too
long to be admitted now? I intended Waiting
when the poem by Kipling “If we only Understood” was published, but school duties
prevented. This poem, “If,” is my favorite
of Kipling, and I think sounds as little like
the Kipling of magazine fame as the first.
I beard a lecture on Kipling and bis works
by Dean Ross, of the Emerson college of oratory, not long ago, and he certainly showed
a different side to his works from the one
usuallyjseen, both humor and pathos. One
story he read all children should hear or
read, as it furnishes great enjoyment, “How
the Elephant got his Trunk.”
How many of the sisters are acquainted
with the Tuna fish? It is a western product,
and the meat is white and looks and tastes
much like chicken. I first tasted it in salad,
and was sure it was chicken until told differently. With salad dressing it makes delicious sandwiches. A ten-cent can will make
enough salad for a small family.
I was sorry to miss the last reunion, but
schools will begin the first of September, so
unless the reunion comes in August I am unable to attend. Am with you in spirit, how.
ever, if not in body.
With best wishes for all the sisters.

Lamoine, June 80.1914.

North

It is

M. Y.

pleasure

to give A. M. Y. and
the right of way in the
column this week. We are glad to have
A. M. Y. home again, not only to Hancock county, but in the circle of the Mutuals.
Many thanks that you made so
a

Kipling's

early

a

“If”

return to the column after

year of school work.
There is a great deal
would

help

a

busy

in the poem that

and

strengthen one in the
business of life, whatever the line of work

one was

following.

I notice another of our out-of-tbe-State
teachers is home. She also has brought
up interesting subjects
Red Cross Work, etc.
from her

during

her

for

clan,
hope to hear

our

We

summer

like

vacation.

as

thin slices

here.

are

Light

will be served.

MA88APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
1 several of the members gave brief
sketches of the most enjoyable fourth of
July they ever passed. The question,
“Should there be as much true patriotic
sentiment in time of peace as in war?’

July

as

was

discussed.

remove

_

Georg* E. Pitts, who ia with the I
nited
survey at South Portland »

States coast

visiting

Stanley

KITTEKY
Janies

Wood
at

Mrs. Ed. L. Waite and daughter
Mabel
Massachusetts, formerly of this
are visiting Mrs. Scott Geyer.

Mr. Hunt, the marine artist, of
Worcester, Mass., who has spent several summers
here, came July 4 for his vacation.
The ladies of Stonington have formed
t
cemetery association and are working t0
clean up and beautify the grounds
and
add a new iron fence.
Miss Sandholzer, of Boston, has
opened
her hotel at
Fraxier’s island.
Upt.
Reuben Cousins, with his motor host
Dorothy, carries mail and passengers to
and from the island.
J“ly 6.
Nihil
REACH.
Mr. Curtis and family, of Milton. M*m.
are at tbeir summer home.
Rev. William Anderson Is the guest of

Moody P. Eaton and wife.
Earle Lowell, of Cambridge, was the
guest of Levi and family last week.
Steadman Torrey and wife attended the
graduation exercises at Caatine, their
daughter Etta being one of the graduates.
Emily Lowe was the guest of Mrs. a. T.
Lowe Sunday, leaving for Abington,
Mass., Monday to spend the summer with

Is advised.

Powdery scab of the potato Is n European disease which doubtless followed Imported potatoes before the quar-

countj’,
years.

Miss

Mary
Fellows, treasurer of Somerset
of Fred Birlem
Friday, aged seventy-seven guest
Edward Brewer,

The three-year-old daughter of John
Coulotube, of Knmford, was burned to |
death
some

on

the

Fourth,

older children

her sister

Leith

Alma

are

here for the

was

the

and

wife.
and

wife

week-end

daughter

summer.

Miss Georgia Jude, of Ellsworth, is the
playing with guest of Richard Stanley and wife.
were exploding
Miss Margaret Park and Miss Anna
McCarty, of New York, are boarding with

while
who

firecrackers.

Mrs. Sadie Trussell.
son of Jacob
its cradle early
Miss Lucy Allen, of Somerville, Mass.,
one morning last week.
The child’s face who has been boarding with Mrs. M. S.
was badly lacerated by the teeth of the
Spurling, returned home Tuesday.
rat before the parents were awakened by j
The
kindergarten school began last
A rat attacked the infant

Borensten, of Auburn,

Harry

B.

J. Stanley Estes, of Fort Fairfield, secretary to Senator Charles F. Johnson, died
suddenly last Thursday in Washington.
Mr. Estes had served as stenographer in
the Maine legislature and had also been
one of the official stenographers of the
supreme court.

little tots

glad to
| Monday.
Mrs. Hetty Schriftgueisser back again
teacher.
The

Austin, of Phillips, has been
nominated by Governor Haines as chairman of the commission on inland fisheries
and game, succeeding John S. P. H. Wilson, of Auburn, who has been appointed
United States marshal.

Maine

NORTH DEER ISLE.

in

the child’s cries.

j

j

are

Miss Florence Grant, of Boston,
iting at Mrs. Mabel Holden's.

as

INFECTED POTATOES ON TUB VINE

Mrs. Charles Spurling,

jr., and two
Barbara, arrived

children, Louise and
Thursday to spend the summer with j
Charles Spurling, sr., and wife.
Rooney.
July 6.
MANSET.
a

!

Franklin
on a

Smith is home from Pittsfield

visit.

:

|

Mary Donnell, aged ninety-one

Mrs.

Verney King is home from Saddleback
light on a visit.
Enoch Hodgdon, of Rockland, has been
in town a few days.
be dependent upon any of her relatives,
Mrs. Fred Barker and daughter Evelyn,
lived alone. It is supposed her clothing
of New York, are here for a few weeks.
caught fire while she was kindling the
Rev. Thomas Hodgdon and wife, of
kitchen fire.
years, of Bath,

death in a
fire which destroyed her hoxe last Friday
morning. Mrs. Donnell, who refused to
was

burned to

F. E. Hardy has six guests at his place:
Edward Lurvey and wife, Francis Howe
and wife, of Boston, Miss Ida McLean, of
Providence, R. I., and Mrs. Sarah Limes,
of Dorchester, Mass.

antlne law went Into effect.
Every
possible effort Is being made to prevent
this disease making Inroads on our [iota to Industry, and the co-operation of
all Interested In this crop la much needed in dealing with this new potato

L. F. Hamburger, wife and son Francis,
of Mattapan, Mass., are at Mrs. George
Brown’s for the summer; also Wendali R.
Standiey, of East Weymout h, and George
W. Brann, of Everett, Mass.
H.
July 6.

malady.
1‘owdery scab does not attack the
portion of the potato vlnee above tbe
It Is primarily a disease of
ground.
tbe young tubers, which develops as
they mature In tbe ground. Tbe disease Is made apparent by small, slightly raised pimples and a slight discol-

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Austin Smith is in poor health.
Lewis Judkins is building a new

oration of the surface.
When cut
open tbe Infected areas appear faintly
purplish and extend from approximately tbe outermost cells of the tul>er
| toward the
deeper layers.
have been in town the
Massachusetts,
Hon. George A. Murchie, of Calais, a
The powdery scab fungus. If conweek. Relatives and friends were all !
past
member of the International St. John
ditions are favorable, may eat large
to see them. All enjoyed the part
river commission, former
State senator glad
cavities Into the Immature potatoes.
he took in the service Sunday afternoon. I
and counselor, and five times mayor of
Besides consuming parts of the tubers,
Rev.
Mr. Elliot preached an interesting
it stunts their further growth and
Calais, died Wednesday, following an opsermon.
eration for appendicitis.
He was sixtycauses them to be deformed.
Lilac.
July 6.
two years old, and leaves, besides his w’ife,
| The seriousness of powdery scab may
one
son—Assistant
be realized from the following stateAttorney-General
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Harold Murchie, of Augusta.
ment
by a conservative Canadian
The Norcrosa cottage is open for the :
scientist:
season.
“The disease should by no means be
Magazine and Book Notes.
Roy Allen has purchased an Overland regarded lightly.
The “Protective Tariff Cyclopedia,” pre- I
Severe attacks ocautomobile.
cur when
potatoes are planted year
pared and published by the American
Protective Tariff League, New York, will
Virginia Allen spent the week-end in after year on Infected land. Where this
Is practiced the result will be potatoes
be ready for distribution about August 1. j North Bluehill.
Tbe cyclopedia will contain the official
hardly su|>ertor In quality to those
All are glad to see Jesse Wesse! and
text of the Underwood law; the Under- i wife
badly affected with the canker. Tills
home, after the winter in Bangor.
wood and Payne-Aldrich laws compared, I
fact Is worthy of notice, especially
Mrs. S. W. Treworgy preached a fine
since, as in tbe ease of canker, no pregiving every rate of duty on articles in sermon Sunday to a large
congregation.
ventive measures have proved of much
both law’s; what one hundred and fifty- j
Marvin and Tom Hazelwood, of Convalue."
two United States senators and congress- 1
are in their old home for a few j
necticut,
men said for and against the Underwood
two friends.
weeks,
accompanied
by
bill; and a copious index of over 8,000 citaLEGAL NOTES.
! tions.
A. G.
July 6.

Dear M. B.'s:
Guess where I went to church Sunday! At
Togus, and it was a grand patriotic temperance talk.* Subject, “The Flag, the Cross and
the Uniform.” One thought I brought away
was this.
He said a soldier would despise a
man who would put the flag into the gutter,
but it was no worse than to put the soldier’s
uniform in the gutter.
Now, what soldier
SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
ever thought dt that? The chaplain. Rev. Mr.
Mias Helen Hale, of North Brooklin, is
Cochrane, is well known in Hancock county. j
I saw him ordained at Mariaville many years I working for Mrs. Alec Briggs.
Fred Sylvester and wife spent the weekago.
My pen is not equal to describe all I saw at end with friends in Bucksport.
Togus. I have asked tlte woman who was
Ralph Mayo, of Waltham, Mass., is viswith me to write it up for our column. Evhis sister, Mrs. M. H. Henderson.
erything is grand, even to the acres of flags, iting
each meaning a soldier’s grave.
Miss Esther Eaton is spending the sumOf course, you will say she must have been mer in East brock with her
sister, Mrs.
to see Nell. Yes, I did. I took her one child Fred
DeMyer.
and brought away two, one to his mother for
Mrs. Harry Bixby, of New York, who
the summer, and a sweet four-year-old girl to
has been visiting Cecil Gray and wife, has
a new home.

You’re Bilious and Costive!
Sick Headache, Bad Breath, Sour Stomach,
Furred Tongue and Indigestion. Mean Liver
and Bowels clogged. Clean up to-night. Get
»25c. bottle of Dr. King’s New Life Pills today and empty the stomach and bowels of
fermenting, gassy foods and waste. A full
how *1 movement gives a satisfied, thankful
feeling—makes you feel fine. Effective, yet
mild. Don’t gripe. 26c., at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Burns.

returned home.
Mrs.

Ward and

son

and

Mrs. Bowen and

daughter, of Boston,
the season at Alec Brigg’s.
July 6.

son

and

are

spending
C.

Steps Neuralgia—Kills Paiu
Sloan’s Liniment gives instant relief from
Neuralgia or Sciatica. It goes straight to the
painful part—Soothes the Nerves and Stops
the Pain. It is also good for Rheumatism,
Sore Throat. Chest Pains and Sprains. You
don’t need to rub—it penetrates. Mr. J. R.
Swinger, Louisville, Ky.. writes: “I suffered
with quite a severe Neuralgic Headache for
four months without any relief.
I used
Sloan’s Liniment for two or three nights and
1 haven’t suffered with my head since.” Get
a bottle to-day.
fCeep in the house all the
time for pains and all hurts.
25c., 50c. and
$1.00, at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for all Sores.

store.

Mrs. Maynard Stinson, who has been
very ill. Is slowly improving.
Wallace Stinson, who ia yachting, made
short visit at home recently.
Miss Annie Young, of Deer
working for Mrs. Nina Stinson.

a

is

Isle, is

Flossie Seekins, who has been teaching,
spending her vacation at home.

The stonecutters who are employed at
settlement are laid off until after the
Fourth.
the

Roy Hendrick, who
Portland, recently spent

is
a

employed

m

here

few da

visiting his mother.

July

2.

lMP<
__

itur*

Regulate* the bowels, promotes ea*>
action, aud cures constipation— iJoai;
leU. Ask your druggist for them, tfeentt*
box,—Adel.

|

How to

Beautify

the Hair

A Simple and Inexpemlve
Home nethod.

_

I will tell you how Nell’s John greeted me.
I telephoned from the station. He answered.
When he learned who it was and who I was
bringing back, he said, “Gee whiz!”—and
even said Nell would not be glad to see me!
But she was.
I enjoyed every minute with her.
Went
to church in the evening and found another
old friend in Pastor Mosher. Monday morn-

1* vis-

Arthur Haviland and family, of Atlantic,
N. J., arrived Wednesday. Cpon opening
their cottage, they found that it had been
broken into daring their abseuce. and
many articles stolen.

see

John Lee has gone to Massachusetts for
visit.

Marietta.

arrivals: John Crane, w ife and
daughters, Flora and Crace, of Hartford.
Conn.; Mrs. Arthur Crane and three
children, of Waterbury, Conn., at the
Crane cottage; Mrs. Krnma Hardy, Mrs.
George Howe, daughter Louise and sons
Malcolm and Harold, of Milton, Mass., at
the “Old Manse”; I. H.
Adams, Dorchester, Mass., at Island House; Mrs.
Gustavus Robbins, of Cambridge, Mass.;
Laurence 8haw, of Somerville, Mass.;
Mrs. Raymond Robbins and two children,
of Belmont, Mass.
L.
July 3.
Recent

and wife.

died

town'

of

Lowell Rice and Eddie Carey returned
home from Portland Sunday.

TO CARIBOU.

Adah A. Frink and Miss
Mary
attended the graduation
exercises
North Haven high school.

Mrs.

ment's scientists In recommending a
thorough dusting with (lowers or sulphur after tbe potatoes have been cut
as a precaution against tbe disease, but
the treatment Is by no means Intended
to take the place of formaldehyde as a
general disinfectant. The department
advises the use of both formaldehyde
and sulphur.
Before cutting the potatoes should

salt), one cup molasses, one-half gram. Ice-cream and cake were served.
teaspoon soda dissolved in a little hot ;
CRANBERRY ISLES.
water, one-half cup sweet milk, two tea- j
Millard Spurling spent the week-end in
spoons cinnamon, one good teaspoon all- |
! spice, one-half teaspoon nutmeg, flour to i
Bangor.
J make batter that can be “comfortably” j Hillard Humor left last week for Bar
stirred; add raisins, currants (and citron 1 Harbor to work.
if desired). The recipe calls for a pound of
Mrs. Hattie Rice is the guest of Frank
each fruit, but much less makes a good
_

here.

Harold Brown, of Boston, is
spending
his vacation with his parents,
Capt.ll(,or
A. Brown and wife.

little

cake.

*

of Frank McGuire and wife.
Herbert Belledne and wife, of
Boston
are at their cottage at West
8toningt0n.
"uest

be soaked for two hours In a solution
of one pint of formaldehyde to thirty
gnllons of water. They shonld then be
allowed to dry quickly either In the
a clean
open or while spread ont on
floor. This Is known to be effective
against common scab and blackleg and
shonld therefore be employed In ail
cases. Whether It Is equally effective
against powdery scab Is doubtful, and
for this reason the use of sulphur Is
strongly advised In addition. The potatoes should be cut first and then
dusted thoroughly with flowers of sulphur. A general use of this treatment

re-

the rind and fry
BAYSIDE 476, ELLSWORTH.
to a crisp withoht burning.
Cream Pie—Two-thirds cup thin sweet
July 1, after a short business meeting,
cream, two-thirds cup sugar, one egg well I the lecturer pro tem. furnished a program
beaten, one-fourth cup vinegar, one- j of patriotic selections.
fourth teaspoon salt, one teaspoon allspice.
HIGHLAND, 3G4, NORTH PENOB8COT.
Bake with two crusts.
July 3 was children's night at Highland
Plum Cake—One egg, one cup butter
(other shortening will do by adding a grange. The children furnished the proyou possibly can,

hurt

you;
If all men.’count with you, but none too
much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,
Yours is the earth and everything that’s in it
And—which is more—you’ll be a Man. my
son!

A.

Fry Bacon—Cut in

friends who

freshments

grave.”

To

■

answers.

As next week is the last meeting before
August is was decided to have open session and make a social hour for the many

same;

If you

of HanRiuehill mineral spring.

Thursday, Aug. 27—Field day
cock Pomona at

*

Mrs. Henry Eaton, of
Clinton, Miss b
♦ be guest of John D.
Eaton.

_

Lesson, Mark x, 32-45.
Memory Verses, 43-45—Golden Text,
Mark x, 45—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
the

of

.re

week

a

on

Text

NEW

All persons using a public
highway
have equal lights, and one using an
C. E. Metcalf and wife spent the week- | automobile
must have due regard for
end at their cottage here.
the equal rights of others, taking Into
Miss Agnes Ward has gone to Manset consideration the tendency of his mawith Mrs. Dora Ward for the summer.
chine to frighten horses and cause In
The Newman orchestra gave a dance at Jury to travelers.
Where the owner of land and bis tenIsie6ford July 3 and at McKinley July 4.
ant agree that a building erected
Mrs. L. F. Newman, and daughter Lula
by
the tenant Is to retain its character as
arrived from BostockSaturday, for a short
personal property of the tenant and It
vacation.
Is not attached to the ground, the buildFred Lawton, jr., has returned from
ing does not become bound by an exPortland, where he went to attend the isting
mortgage on the premises.
of
hiB brother Arthur.
wedding
The policy of the taw is to
encourage
T. E. D.
I
July 6.
diligence In the settlement of controversies. or rather to discourage
HALL QUARRY.
delay
and carelessness A person may have
Lawrence Gonzales spent a few days re- |
a
Just
and lawful claim
perfectly
cently in Sullivan.
against another for land or for money
Will Todd and wife, of Whitman, Mass., 1 on account of debt or
damages and
are visiting Mrs. Todd’s mother.
neglect to assert and enforce his claim
John Harkins and Benjamin O’Hearn left for such a length of time that it beFriday to spend the Fourth in Rockland. comes barred by the statute of limitaGeorge Richardson, who has been work- tions. Every state has such a statute.
ing in Stonington, is home for a few days. They are similar to one another, but
not precisely alike, and the periods of
Much sympathy is felt for Marcellus
time necessary to cause claims to be
Lampher and wife in the death of their outlawed
vary with the nature of tbe
infant son, aged about four months.
claims.
Briar.
July 6.
SEAWALL.

If your hair is not pretty: if **
its color, too dry, matted, tat*:
an“
ing out, or if the scalp itches
burns, you can overcome all ol
conditions by using Parisian ''a»?’
which supplies every hair needsoaks right in to the hair roots, stun
nou
lating tliem and furnishing the
ishmeut that is needed for the hair
“
grow not only long and heavy,
j
Huffy, soft, lustrous and glorious
radiant.
You can get a bottle of this :in

,j3

losing

tnesj

■

...

pensive, yet delightful and help
hair tonic from G. A. Parrher or

oegi
any drug store. Improvement
1
with the very first application.
sides Btoppiug the scalp irnUdwu e
removes every bitof dandruff. lne
J
of this unequaled hair tonic will sur
give your hair new life and beauty-_

j

,llis"

sure of getting the best
tard, Spices and Flavoring
Extracts by saying

Make

to

your grocer

“Stickney &P001V
I

baste.
must

SINGULAR ii
CUSTOM iiJ l

i

_

; And How It Was Illustrated

by

< *

a

Russian Countess

>

**

|

>

i

< •

By LOUISE B. CUMMINGS

L

\

..ii
In progress In the Winter
There were
at St Petersburg.
palace
the resplendent throng
few persons In
sbo were not titled, and In Russia
hold his position
even a prince cannot
In the court circle without complying
of
number
requirements.
wl»b a
Among the few at the ball without the
prefix to the name of count, baron,
dnke or even general, without gold
lace or a Btrlng of decorations on the
breast hut In plain black evening
dress, was Adelbert Wyman, an attache to the American legntlon.
If Wyman was bereft of artificial
plumage nature had endowed him with
He was
an attractive personality.
finely built, being tall and proportioned
for an athlete, while his countenance
bespoke a manly spirit within. Having Inherited a fortune and work not
being a necessity with him, be had
adopted a profession In which money
making had no part and which to him
itemed full of Interest—diplomacy.
Wyman had prepared himself for
bla career by the study of International
law and more especially of several foreign languages, Russian among the
number. He was therefore enabled to
chat In ber native tongue with a young
Russian girl, with whom ho danced
several times at this Imperial balL The
Countess Olga Ivanovna was one of
those women of the north whose complexions are fair, whose eyes are blue
Notwithand whose hair Is flaxen.
A ball

Standing
and her

was

tue

mcv

uuai

companion

sue

was

a

was

uuiue

commoner,

she seemed to be pleased with him.
Indeed, there wns something unique In
that unadorned figure amoug hundreds
of uien most of whom relied for admiration on their velvet clothes, tinsel
and the medals strung on their breasts.
Borne of them were misshapen, some
had homely faces, and all were dressed as If for a play. Wyman nlone was
unadorned*
“How do you tike Russia?” asked the
All visitors are asked this
countess.
question and If they are well bred
usually reply that they like the counWyman’s
try they visit very much.
reply was tfiat the country Interested
him. When asked why, he said that It
was in the marked difference to what
he had been accustomed.
“In what way?" asked the girl.
“First, with you Russians everything
points from the people to the government, while with us everything points
from the government to the people. In
other words, here the people seem to
be for the government, while with us
our government Is for the people.
But
It Is the many singular customs In
the different parts of your great empire that especially Interest me, the
pronounced varied types of your people. 1 have read that In a certain
province dowryless girls are milled for
as wives, the money paid In for chances
being given for a marriage portion.”
"There Is a more singular custom
than that” added the countess.
"In
a certain part of Russia the girls propose to the men. If a girl wants to
marry a man she goes to his house. If
he refuses to marry her he ts regarded as insulting her and her family, and
they take revenge upon him.”
“The privilege of proposing marriage,” said Wyman, “accorded to the
man Is a mere custom.
For my part l
see no reason why a woman should not
be ns free to ask a man to marry her
aa that a man Is free to ask her to be
his wife.”
do you really mean that?
asked
the countess, looking up at Wyman

archly.
“1 certainly do.
But you most not
take me In that respect as representing
tty countrymen.
I like to think for
ttyself and am not a slave to customs."
The two parted at this point, but Just
before the ball closed they met again.
“We go next week to our home In the
Province of Vlatka," she said. “If you
will make us a visit there I think 1
can show
you some more of our odd
customs.
The people about us have
tome very singular ones."
“I assure you 1 feel highly honored
by the Invitation and shall accept It
With much pleasure.”
Iu time Wyman received a formal Invitation to visit Count Ivan Ivanovna’s estates In Vlatka. A time was
**t for his
coming, but none for his
departure. This surprised him, for It
Is usual
among most entertainers In
high life all over the world to Invite
their guests for a definite period. The
American was cordially received by
the young
lady's family and a suit of
rooms placed at his disposal. He had
hot before met
any of them except
Di£a, and he seemed to be considered
her especial guest At
any rate, she
took upon herself his entertainment,
driving him about herself, showing bltn
the people, how
they lived, how they
worked and hotw they reared their children. Wyman was much Interested in
all and more
especially in the lgnofhuce of not only the children, but of
thrir parents.
‘But you have not shown me," said
Wyman one day when they were out
together, "any of those singular customs you spoke of when in St Peters-

Jt

burg.*»

“You must be patient,** was the reWy. "You Americana are always In

A

If you are to be a
diplomat you
get rid of that American trait"
couple of weeks passed.
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wl h her visitor, nor
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Olga
disposition to part

A

did he care espe-

tlaliy to return to the city. There were
no intricate
questions between the
United States and ltussia to
render his
attendance on his chief
and

necessary,
he was not recalled. He
occupied his
time during the day in
studying the
ltussiau people under the
guidance of
Ills fair hostess, and the
evenings did
not seem long
enough, since he Invariably spent them in her company.
If Wyman thought of
what might
come of this association
It certainly
did uot occur to him that a
family
whose nobility might be traced back
for centuries, which was In
high favor
with the czar, would consent to admit
* commoner like himself
into Its charmed circle by giving him one of its members to wife. Nor did he
suspect that
Oljra Ivanovna would stoop to ally herself with him. lie was
happy, and he
was young, and
young persons are not
given to looking to a point where their
happiness may come to an end.
One evening Olga showed a well defined symptom that the little
god had
claimed her as one of Its victims. He
parting with the American was accompanied by nn Intensity of feeling not
before definitely displayed.
Wyman
went to bis rooms wondering.
Could
It be that, yielding to love, this
highborn beauty would surrender to an nntttled man from the other side of the

globe?
The next morning Olga told her guest
was to be a singular ceremony in the line of what she had
promised him.
ne was delighted.
Olgn would take part in it Would he
like to do the same? Certainly. What
was it like?
There would bo racing.
She would be dressed In running costume. If he Intended to take part he
wonld better dress for the same purpose. Capital! He had been a sprinter
In school and afterward In college. He
had several cups at home he had won
>.
on the cinder path.
An hour later Olga appeared attired
In a dress the skirt of which came
only to the knees.
Wyman had no
sprinting costume with him. so he appeared simply In a pair of white flannel trousers and shirt Thus arrayed,
the two sprang Into a phaeton which
stood at the door, and Olgn drove to
a field on which was a crowd of people. At one end of the open space was
a tent
Olgn drove to a point near
the canvas, and both she and her
Olga went Into the
guest alighted.
tent for a few moments, where she
divested herself ot her Jacket and
came out ready for a run.
Wyman saw no one else prepared
for racing and noticed that he and
Olga seemed to be the center of attraction.
While he was wondering
what It all meant Olga, who had
walked a short distance from him.
turned, beckoned to him and theD
darted away over the field.
Wyman ran after her. There was
the same excitement the same cheers,
the same shouts, as when he had won
cups In America, lie was surprised to
see that Olga was running very swiftly. Gallantry at first caused him to
moderate his pace, but It was not long
before he realized that If he was to
catch her he mast do his best
The space to be traveled was 200
yards, and to win Wyman must catch
the fugitive before reaching a goal at
the other end of the field. lie was at
first so dilatory that when Olga had
made half the distance It seemed he
And so he would have
would lose.
lost had not Olga In the next quarter
Within a hundred
slowed her pace.
yards of the goal she ran so slowly
that Wyman had no difficulty In catchHe put his hand on her
ing her.
shoulder, and she fell back Into his
arms amid a vociferous approval of

Aat there

the onlookers.
Having

recovered

her

breatn,

sne

through bis. and they
walked back together to the starting
point Out of the tent came a priest
and advanced toward them. Olga raised her band In protest
"No. no, father. This Is not a real
wedding. This gentleman wLshed to
of our customs, and 1
some
see
thought I had best show him one of
our wedding ceremonies and arrange
that he should be a part of It but your
services will not be required.”
Wyman stood looking at the speak
The excitement of the
er wouderingly.
chase was upon him. Moreover, a de
lightful suspicion flashed In his mind
that there was something more In this
ceremony than to show him a custom

slipped her

arm

of the country.
As for the crowd. It showed signs
There were cries of “A
of dissent
wedding, a wedding!” But the countess. who wa* much beloved by the
people, stilied them.
“For my part" said Wyman, looking
at Olga with eyes that expressed fnr
more than his words tmplied, “I think
We should not
the people are right

disappoint them.”
At this the cries were renewed, and
this time Olga found It Impossible to
still them. She gave Wyman a questioning look, then dropped her eyes.
Wyman struck while the iron wns hot
and signaled to the priest to advance

and perform the ceremony. Olga yield
ed, and the two, having been made one.
were escorted to the bride’s home by
a

singing, shouting populace.
Wyman returned to the embassy

at

St Petersburg, and it was announced
to the world that the secretary of the
American legation and the Countess
Olga Ivanovna were betrothed. Not
in
long afterward they were married
and
presence of the Imperial family,
there were few persons at the capital
who knew that this was a supplemen
tary ceremony.
Woman’s life has been spent mostly
abroad, but a portion of it he has lived
In America with his Russian wife.

NEAT JOB
By JOHN V. LARNED
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"Mr. Blrkstead.” said my friend Mrs.
Iddleston, “I am very much worried
nbont my soil”
“What’s the trouble?" I asked.
“He Is Infatuated with a girl I detest.”
“Have
her?”

|
1

you

grounds

for

detesting

‘There’s nothing In her. She’s vain,
selfish and altogether unlovely.
How
she has captured Jimmie I can’t imagine.”
Since I was not Interested In Jimmie the Information did not especially move me. But 1 was Interested In
his mother, who was a widow. Indeed.
I had Intentions with reference to Mrs.
Iddleston and wished I could moke her
think me as fine a man as this girl
had succeeded In making Jim think her
a fine woman.
I wondered bow she
did It
“Now, I know that you, a noveJst,"
continued Mrs. Iddleston, "are one of
the Inventive kind with plenty of Ingenuity and can bring about some sit
uatlon between Jimmie and this girl
to make her appear to him as she appears to any one who sees her through
eyes not distorted by the Imagination.”
woo is

sner

asaeo.

“Julia Hinton."
“How c»n 1 know her?"
“Jimmie tells me that she’s going
this summer to Arlington Beach. Why
can’t you go there, too, for your vacation r
“I can.”
"And you will try to do something
for me?”
“On one condition—that If l succeed
you will find some other literary man
to Invent u scheme whereby 1 may be
made to look better In your eyes than
I am.”
1 can vouch for the fact, though 1
do not expect to be believed, that a
widow Is capable of blushing, for 1 de
teeted a faint reddening us she replied,
with a bit of blarney: "You don’t need
that Every one knows how clever you
are, and I am sure you will succeed In

saving my boy.”
the

succeed In showing
as she Is 1 am sure you
would not ask me to misrepresent her."
"Certainly not”
I had achieved some recognition on
the part of the rending public and was
known as an author at the hotel where
I stayed, the same In which Miss Hinton Btnyed, and my literary reputation
—for good work or bad, as the case
may be—made me something of a lion.
While at the beach l was sending
my publisher copy every week except
the first. On my return in September
I read the final plate proofs of my story, and the book w-as Issued before
“If

I

him

girl exactly

Christmas.
8oon after Its publication 1 was Invited to dine at Mrs. lddleston’s. Jim
was
present and received me someWe bad not been long
what coolly.
at table before the subject of my novel was broached. Mrs. Iddleston said
Jim
some very nice things about It
said nothing till bis mother reproached
him for being so Impolite as not to say
something favorable to the author
about bis work.
"That’s where we auI protested.
thors have a hard time," I said. "People say complimentary things to us
about our work, but we get no real
criticism—that which of all things we
need most”
“Well," said Jim, “I have a personal
bone to pick with the author In this
Several things I said were put
case.
In the story word for word.”
“You are right” I replied. "Edmond
Searle Is a picture of yourself.”
I saw his face light with pleasure.
“Do you really mean that?” he asked.
“Searle Is a splendid fellow.”
“Why do you consider him such?"
I asked.
“I don’t know."
"It Is because yon see him as he Is—
You are taken out
a real living person.
of yourself to look at yourself.”
“But there Is one thing about me In
What an ass
the story 1 don't like.
Searle was to fall In love with that

Billy girl."
“The girl was a real character too."
“What, that thing!"
“What don’t you like about her?"
“She hasn't any sense.”
“Anything else?"
“One can tell by her talk that she Is
vain."
“Did her conversation In the story
seem

flippant

to

you?"

“I should think bo."
“I’m sorry the character doesn’t
please you. You see, my work Is nil
from models, and any success 1 have
1 don't
attained Is on that account.
Idealize my models. 1 paint them Just
as they are."
“Who Is this stupid girl you have

pictured?"
“Do you mean to say you don’t recognize her?"
“Was she at the beach last summer?”
“Certainly. You were with her at
It’s strange you don’t recogtimes.
nize her."
“Well, who was she?"
"A Miss Hinton, who spent the
whole summer there.”
1 turned to Mrs. Iddleston as though
dred of the subject and spoke of
something else. Her son soon after
excused himself and left the room. He
had no sooner gone than hls mother
Impulsively put out her hand to me.
I carried It to my Ups.
Jim didn’t marry Miss Hinton, and
I did marry Jim’s mother.

Motor Driving In Germany.
It Is an astonishing fact that a blind
man may drive a motorcar in the United Kingdom. Any one who has a driving license, which can be obtained on
■ the
payment of 5 shillings without any
test of qualification, is entitled to drive
a car whether he is able to do so or
not.
The German method is in strong contrast to that of England. If a German
wishes to drive a motorcar he must
first take out a one month’s tuition license. which permits him to learn to
drive. At the end of the month he is
taken into the heart of a large city
and. with an official by his side, is
made to drive iu and out of the traffic.
One little slip, a slight hesitation in
slowing up, and back be is put for an*
other month of tuition.
There are
many cases iu which even three
months' tuition is insisted on, and
there are others in which licenses are
refused altogether. The result of this
is that the accident percentage in Berlin is only half that of London.—Manchester News.

Marooned Ten Years.
Hudson Bay officials at Winnipeg, Manitoba, recently received meagre reports
from the north that a party of ten Esquimaux, men and women, were rescued from
an island in the mouth of Hudson bay
upon which they had been marooned for ten

fruit stains. The first is contributed by a
New York woman and the second by an
Iowa woman:
“Whenever I find a fruit stain on tablecloths or napkins, I wet it with a little
camphor. If this is done before the stain
has been wet with water, the stain will
entirely disappear when the articles are
laundered.
“To remove fruit stains from table linen
easily and surely, Bimply moisten the stain
with pure glycerin before sending clothes

years.

It appears that

caught off
after long

Esquimaux

the

were

drift ice and carried,

shore

on

weeks

of hardship, to the island
This island

upon which they were found.
had been steadfastly avoided
vessels because

by passing

to the

of reefs and magnetic dis-

turbances which affected

ships’compasses.

It is over 100 miles off the mainland.
The Esquimaux had lived during all
the period of their forced stay on tish and
seal meat. Several children
were born
during the decade of their imprisonment
and some of the party had died. Those
who

good

rescued
health.

seemed all

were

to

be

in

‘'exchange” department

of

states that, while the country boasts
of its pure air, such ‘bad air’ diseases

j

—

cal

as

to the

tuberculosis, influenza, pneumonia,
bronchitis, are more common in the

j

is the
built

of

cause

the

bad health.

heated

houses,

by

Well-

up-to-date

methods, are worse in this respect than
the old log house.
Every house should
following Bug- j have a substitute for the old-fashioned
best ways of removing fireplace as a ventilator.”

experience—appear

gestions

as

and

country than in towns. He has made
a study of the
ventilation methods followed by rural
carpenters and architects, and believes that bad ventilation

July

Woman's Home Companion
a department devoted to household suggestions
made by contributors out of their practi-

cents’ worth

Bad Air in the Country.
The following is taken from the current issue of Farm and Fireside:
“Professor Schindler, of Wisconsin,

How to Remove Fruit Stains.
In the

laundry. Twenty-five

of glycerin will probably last the ordinary
family a year or more, at least.”

the

Beginning Early.
With the following story Margaret's
father supports his opinion that adroitness Is congenital In women:
One Saturday Margaret, aged four,
was
in deep disgrace.
Four times

aubtrttBtmentB.

since 2 o’clock she had run away to
visit Mrs. Gilbert her favorite neighbor, and was now paying for her
crimes by detention In the house.
At 5 her father returned and sat on
the porch reading Ills evening paper.
To him In a few minutes Margaret
sauntered out her mind Intent on carrying out her plans, and shortly sug-

gested:
“Daddy, let’s play you

are the baby,
and I am the mother.”
Daddy agreed on condition that It
must be a very little baby and one
that would not be expected to move.
Thereupon Margaret, after a silence
In which one could hear her brain currents crackle, said, "Now, honey, you
be a good little baby and don’t run
away, while mother for a little while
Mrs. Gilbert’s.”—New
goes over to
York Tribune.

Our Oldest Religious Magazine.
Oldest of all religious magazines In
America Is the "Sailors’ Magazine,”
published by the American Seamen’s
Friend society. New York. Started in
1S28, It has appeared without interruption ever since. Its monthly Issue
has been printed by the same family
from father to sou for seventy-five or
eighty years. For sixty years its cover
In this magazine apwas unaltered.
peared for the first time the world famous
hymn, "Jesus, Saviour, Pilot
Me.”
It was written by E. Hopper,
then pastor of the little old Church of
the Sea and Land, Its edifice still standing, but almost unknown to this genColonel
eration of New Yorkers.
Roosevelt’s first speech, made when
he was a boy, Is also recorded here.
Romances are traceable through Its
pages—true stories of adventure, heroism and tragedy that make up the life
of the sea.—New York Post
Shoeless Horses.
While experiments are being made
to produce a horseshoe suited to modern roads, writes a correspondent, I
wonder whether anybody remembers
the book written by the Rev. J. G.
Wood, the famous naturalist, In which
the argument was put forward that
horses should not be shod at all. He
declared that the hoof could adapt Itself to any kind of land surface, that
although It would become soft when
the horse was out on grass land It
hardened when the pasture was stony
and that the practice of
or pebbly,
nailing on shoes and paring away the
“frog” or sole of the hoof was a clumHe gave as
sy and useless expedient.
proof photographs of the hoofs of a
horse driven shoeless by a doctor who
had a city practice.—Manchester Guardian.
At Outs With Webster.
Professor X., one of the old school,
always objected to the pronunciation
of “wound” as though It were spelled
“woond.” One day he stopped a student In the middle of a reading with,
"How do you pronounce that word,
sir?”

“Woond,” replied the student.
The professor gave him a sharp look
and said. “I have never foond any
groond for giving it that soond, sir.”—
Boston Transcript

In Touch With Friends At Home
“Of

course

doesn’t

mean

must call me
a

toll call,

That’s

simply fine—you

and Ned must visit us also.

Nell is going

to

usual, and Fred and his wife will be in the Berkshires.
be glad when you call them. I like to talk with the old crowd

Sunapee

They’ll

j

you are going to Cape Cod again this summer, but that
that you and I are to be separated all the time. You
up occasionally, and I’ll call you, too—it is easy to make
you know. Are you really going to visit the Adams’s?

as

every week—it’s so much better than letters, and
of our set, either.”

we

don’t lose track

There is no charge on a toll call
if you don’t get the person asked for

i

Telephone
Company.

Tobacco, Like Food, Must

Be

Fresh To Be Good
And tobacco cannot keep fresh after it is cut up, any
better than bread or meat can. To get fresh tobacco,
you must cut it off the plug yourself, just before it goes
into your pipe. That’s the way you use Sickle tobacco—
that’s the reason it bums slowly, and always affords you
a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.

Tobacco that

comes already cut-up, in packages, gets
and stale—bums fast and hot, and bites your
tongue. The original flavor and moisture cannot escape
from the Sickle plug—they are pressed in and kept in
by the natural leaf wrapper.

dry

Afore tobacco—fresh tobacco—no package to pay for—no
that's Sickle tobacco. Get a plug at your dealer’s today.

Waste

—

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it

as

you use
_

Shaking Hands.
Idiot—1 was quite excited
just now seeing two men shake hands.
Johnson—What can there possibly be
exciting about the simple ceremony
Cheerful Idiot—Oh.
of handshaking?
Cheerful

each man had his hand doubled up
and was shaking it under the other
fellow's nose!—London Telegraph.
Unless They Are Heiresses.
“It’s hard to lose a beautiful daughter.” said the wedding guest Sympa-

Clarion Heating Stoves

thetically.

,A\

blame sight harder to lose the
homely ones.” replied the old man who
had several yet to go.—Boston Tran“It’s

a

are

famous

question

strucuon,

script.

There is

no

tneir

unusual

<

neaung

power.

One Thing Left.
Elderly Uncle—Spent your entire patrimony, have you, Archibald? Gone
through everything? Scapegrace Nephew-Yea. uncle; everything but the
bankruptcy court.
Who's Been There Knows.
She—Take care, Alfred! That isn’t
the remedy for seasickness. Don’t you
He
see the bottle Is marked poison?
—That’s the one I want—Health Bulletin.
He who la
Who Is rich?
with hla lot-Talmud.

everywhere.

about their sturdiness or con-

,

The line is complete—a Clarion
for every need, for wood burning
or coal burning, for house, store,
hall or camp.
Clarion dealers in every section
enthusiastic over Clarion

are

1 •.

^
THE PERFECT CLARION

quality.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.

satisfied
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because the owners were compelled
to flee for their lives, a few of our
army and navy boys have been billed,
and a few thousand more are sweltin the tropic heat ot Vera Cruz,
while a few hundred more Mexicans
have filled each other full of bullet
holes. But Huerta has been re-elected
president of Mexico, we haven’t
heard of his saluting the flag, and the

ering

administration at Washington seems
to be trying hard to forget that any
those
But
was given.
ultimatum
mediators did have

a

fine vacation!

Men of

Pertinent Questions Asked and Answered by The Outlook.
New enterBusiness is disorganized.

For Governor,
WILLIAM T. HAINES, of Waterviile.
For State Auditor,
TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN, of Lewiston.
For Representative to Congress,

(Third District)
JOHN A. PETERS, of Ellsworth.
COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators:
MELViN D. CHATTO, of Brookaville.
SHERMAN S. SCAMMON, of Franklin.
For County Attorney,
FRED L. MASON, of Ellsworth.
For Clerk

of Courts,

TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY', of Ellsworth.
For Judge of Probate,
BERTRAND E CLARK, of Eden.
For Register of DeedB,
WILLIAM O. EMERY, of Sullivan.
For Sheriff,
FORREST O. SILSBY, of Ellsworth.
For County Commissioner,
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert.
For County Treasurer,
BOYD A. BLAISDELL, of Franklin.
FOR

REPRESENTATIVES.

Class 1—E. J. Morrison, Ba.- Harbor.
2— W. A. Ricker, Castine.
3— Milton Beckwith, Ellsworth.
4— Paul W. Scott, Deer Isle.
5— A. B. Holt, Gouldsboro.
6— Ward W. Wescott, Bluehill.
7— Loren W. Rumill, Tremont.
Next Congress Republican.
Indications that the republicans will
regain control of the House in the
elections this year are increasing

If the treaty is ratified,
Colombia will shortly have the largest
Does
merchant marine in the world.
this favoritism to foreign nations

please you?

a

property

America

has been

looted;

The voters of Maine

are

citizens have been killed.
The American flag has furnished no pro-

leaders

admit

large republican gains.
Democratic bungling

there will be

tidal

in 1916.
But the voters of the country will
not wait for 1916.
The welfare of the
our

dignity as a great nation,
trig be pnt in the
disastrously incom-

demand that a
wheels of this

petent administration this year.
Political

history bids fair to repeat
itself. Twenty years ago a democratic
Honse was succeeded by a republican
majority. This followed the enactment of the democratic tariff law
known as the Wilson act. This law
proved to be the undoing of the
democratic party, and Grover Cleveland spent the last two years of his
administration with a republican majority in the House.
It will take 216 votes to control the
next House of Representatives, and,
according to the estimates of Charles
D. Hilles, chairman of the republican
national committee, the republicans
will have 222 representatives.
Maine will do her part to return
four republican congressmen, and set
the pace for the other states of the
Union. The third district will reelect
John A. Peters, of Ellsworth, whose
democratic opponent, Mr. Pattangall,
says, “this is the best administration
this country ever had.”

Concerning

the

democratic

ab-

Washington, a press
Monday says: “Conbeen
exsiderable difficulty has
perienced by Senator Lewis, the democratic whip, in keeping a quorum in
chamber.
the Senate
This, too,
despite the fact that the action of the
sentees

from

despatch

of

democratic
bound the
In

last

week

conference
senators to stay
the administra-

majority
Washington until

tion anti-trust program is disposed of.
roll-calls
have
been
Repeated
necessary to secure a quorum. Warm

Col. Roosevelt’s speech at Pittsburgh
last week emphasizes the absurdity of
Maine republicans and progressives

have been delivered from any republican platform in Maine without

are

and

email attendance.”

please tell ns what
watchfully waiting for in

Will someone
we

are

Have the relations between this
country and Mexico
changed one iota from what they
were before those marines were arrested down in Tampico? A few more

Mexico now?

a public school system, built good
roads, promoted commerce and industry,
and furnished protection to a helpless
people from foreign aggression. It is now
proposed to acknowledge ourselves unable
to continue that protection without aid,
and to invite Japan and Great Britain to
'share with us in furnishing it; to abandon
the attempt to protect the peaceful citizens
from the ignorance of the many and the

lished

misgovernment of the few, aDd to leave
this people unaided to struggle their way
best they

from

can

childhood

to

them into two

or

more

competing

does not believe

in

maintaining

a

govern-

strong enough to say to both factions: The laws of war toward non-combatants must and shall be obeyed, bo it
looks on appalled but inert while bandits
plunder and assassins murder. It will
persuade, but not enforce; it will intermeddle, but not intervene.
It looks across the ocean and sees an
island people under the protection of
ment

the

flag,

American

learning

Smith Family Reunion.
Saturday, July 4, the home of Eben
Smith, of Franklin, was the scene of a
pleasant gathering the nineteenth annual
reunion of the Smith family. The buildings were beautifully decorated with
bunting in the national colors, with Old
Glory fiyiqf from every available spot.
Relative,;end friends began to arrive at
an early hour, and the time until noon
was taken up with greetings.
Twentyfive gathered at dinner in the grove.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Gideon Mayo.
All did justice to the delicious food with

Unitarian Conference.
The Hancock county conference of Unitarian and other Christian churches will
be held in Ellsworth Wednesday
and
Thursday, July 22 and 23. An important
feature coincident with the meeting of the
conference will be the installation into
the Unitarian ministry of Rev J. W.
Tickle, the new minister of the Ellsworth

under

which the table was loaded.
After dinner, automobile rides, quoits
and other sports were enjoyed until the
latter part of the afternoon, when Eben
8mith and team escorted the Franklin
band to the grounds. The band gave a delightful concert. Mr. Smith sang “When
I’m Old I’m in the Way” and the verses of
“Marching Through Georgia”, the band
playing the chorus. After an hour’s concert, the band marched up the road,
escorted by Mr. Smith, amid cheers and
thanks of the gathering.
Supper was next in order, and although
many bad left, it was much enjoyed by
those remaining. The gathering broke up
at a late hour with many thanks to Mr.
and Mrs. Smith, the royal entertainers.
Ob! Cruel! Cruel!
A happy solution of the difficulty which
confronts the state department and President Wilson might be for Mr. Bryan to
devote his entire time to the lecture platform and use his Balary to hire someone
who would keep on the job and know
enough about it to keep the present adfrom
ministration
making any more
blunders.—Portland Press.
State Assessors

Coming.

The State board of assessors will meet at
the assessors’ office in Bar Harbor on Tues-

day, July 14, and at the county court house
in Ellsworth Wednesday, July 15, at 9a. ns.
HANCOCK POINT.
Edward Wood and family, of Bangor,
have opened their cottage.
Dr. Wallace Butterick and family

are

cottage.
Oeorge A. Martin, jr., of Ohio, with his
wife and daughter, is visiting his mother
at the

Qrant

Tarratine.

The Maxwells have arrived at their cottage here after a month at their camp at
Misses Alice and
Qrand Lake Steam.
Katherine Maxwell, of Philadelphia, are
guests at the Maxwell cottage.
MT. DE8EBT FEKBY.

Americans have been killed, a few
There will be a danoe at “The Bluffs”
million dollars more of American- Friday evening, July 10. Music by Campowned property has been sacrificed bell’s orchestra, of Ellsworth.

Thursday morning,

ought

to have the power to complete the
task which it has begun.
It therefore
proposes that the United States enter into
one of those
entangling alliances with

against

nations

ton warned

Washing-

his countrymen, pay for this

by disavowing

alliance

which
the

right

of the

United States to control the canal built by
the money of the United States through
the territory of the United States,
and
then pell down our flag in the Philippines
and retire, with confession of our weakness, from
u is

our

uncompleted undertaking.

sometimes

said mat it maxes little

believe if their
No one questions
the character of President Wilson and his
advisers. Their intentions are excellent;
their spirit is patriotic. But they believe
that a strong government is perilous to an
individual liberty, that in weakness is
safety. It is this belief which has invited
disaster at home, brought dishonor in
difference

what

characters

are

Mexico,

and

men

good.

now

summons

us

to retreat

the

Philippines. Consistently applied, it would withdraw our flag from
Hawaii and Porto Rico, abandon our profrom

tectorate

in

Panama canal

Cuba, and transform the
into an international high-

way, owned, regulated, and policed by
international commission.

an

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASY PAYMENT

j

and will close

with

a

memorial service for the late president of
the conference, Irving Osgood.
A strong program is being prepared.
Rev. 8. A. Eliot, D. D., president of the
American Unitarian
association, Rev.
H. H. Saunderson,
Toronto, Canada,
Rev. Oscar B. Hawes, Germantown, Pa.,
and Rev. D. M. Wilson, Kennebunk, will
take part in the installation ceremony,
which will be at 7.30 p. m., July 22.
As the boats and trains are especially
convenient for the afternoon session, a
large attendance is expected. All the
meetings are open to the public, and a
hearty invitation is extended to all.
Supper will be served in the vestry.

•
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TERMS

IF
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JFor Salt.
with Lime.

ASHES mixed

Mr^_

or hay on
cute from

Mae.

or

my farm at Franklin
10 to 2* tone good hay.
Almira Clare, North

Hancock, Me.

8PARAOUS—Lerge, four year oldaeparaor
gua plants for tranaplantfng now
later.

Addreet Poe to (Bee box 304.

JFor Btnt

My farm of M aeree:
10 room house, barn, good wood lot and
shore property. J. M. Sabgbbt, 821 Third
St.. Chico, Cal.

Co Hct.
over

Moore’e

drug etore, vacated

water

to

.-=

Jtjrlp tSantrti.
V.X

for all-around work in
restaurant. Good pay. Ciboub’s Hotel,
or

woman

■Haworth.

_

dantrt).
HORSES-Howee London ebote
wants to bur Bucking horses; bring
your wild ones to the show ground in Ellsworth Thursday. July 16.

BUCKING

__

woman will work for
her board and board of two children. No
jection to living in the country. Addreaa
N., care The Ambeican, Ellsworth.

SITUATION—Capable

Jfcprrial Xo tiers.

^STATE

OF MAINE.
Boahd of State Aeemeoee, f
*
Augusta, July 1,1914.
is hereby given that the State
Assessors will be in session at the
Assessors* office in Bar Harbor on Tuesday,
the 14th day of July, at 9 o’clock a. m.; at the
court house in Ellsworth on Wednesday, the
16th day of July, at 9 o’clock a. m.. a. d. 1914, in
the county of Hancock, to secure information
to euable them to make a Just equalization of
the taxable property in said county, and to
investigate charges of concealment of property from taxation, of undervaluation and
of failure to assess property liable to taxation.
B. G. McIntirk,
E. M. Johnson,
J. J. Dbarboen,
Board of State Asseasors.
F. H. Steeling, Sec.
Office

thla twentieth d»j Of Jo*.
on execution doted
«’ *•*■
1
on a
1914,
judgment "
render*?’
twenty-Drat day ol May, a.
?»*!
*
luprrme Judicial couit for th,
Penobocot, in the Bute of M,. “"“1 9
term of aaid court begun and
held m n Ul

TAKEN
1«H,
itaued

within and lor the county of
the flrat Tuaadar of April, a. d. uu
*
of the E. C. Nlchola Dry Good.
1
duly organire.1
corporation
under the lawa of the Stale of
Ifain, S
having an aatabli.hed place of
11
Bangor, In aaid county of
state of Maine, and
Morriaon. of Boaton, in the county of
and oommonwealth of Ma«aacho«etu
»um of fifty-eight dollar, and
centa t9»JT) damage, and fifteen
forty lour centa
coat of ,nu
will be aold at public Auction to
bidder therefor on the thirtieth dar
a. d. 1914, at nlna o’clock in the
the office of the aherlB for the
county
cock, at E'laworth, in aaid count, of
nock, all the right, title and
the aaid William 4k. Morriaon
twenty-fifth day of February, a. d. 1914 LX
tbe time when the same was attached
original writ In the action wherein X
Judgment waa rendered upon which
execution leaned, in and to the foliowin,
scribed real estate* situated in Ellsworth. i«
u
said connty of Hancock, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land sUnauuii.
Ellsworth described as follow,:
in the north line of the Buckaport ro,d
one feet east of a lot now or former;!
by James W. Dans; thence north
grees ten minutes east parallel with
eastern side line of said Darla lot one
dred and four feet to an iron rod then«
•ootb 75 degree* 14' east fifty-nine feet tok*
Iron rod in the weet line of land of
Parker!
Perry; thence eouth 9degree* ifr- we,t. thirt?!
fire and a half feet in aaid Perry’, we*t
IIm*
the fence In the eonth line of said Pern’,
original lot; tbence following ,ald fence
south 80 degrees W east, three rod, to
the
fence in the west line of land bought by said
Perry of John R. Redman: thence br said
fence sooth 8 degrees HP west
ieventy-foar
feet to aaid Bucksport road; thence in the
north line of aaid road north TS degree, iy
west
to the flrat mentioned
bound. Bein,
the same premises containing the homestead
lot of the late John R. Redman and be
said
Redman by hi, will to
by
qneathed
Abbey M. Fulton and by s»id Abbev M. Pnlton
conveyed to ftamuel J. Morriaon. hv her deed
dated September 19, 1877, and recorded in
Hancock registry of deed,, vol. 159. page 3S.
Also a certain Jot or parce! of land situated
in Ellsworth aforesaid, and bounded and described as follows, via.: beginning at an iron
bolt 104 feet northerly from tbe north line of
the Buckaport road, and in the west lice of
the lot now or formerly occupied by P W.
Perry ; thence north 83 degree* ♦ west about
seven rod* to the east line of Janies W. D,rj
lot, said tins running a feet north of the
northwest corner of aaid Morrison's barn,
thence southerly In said east line of nid
Davis lot to the north line of land bought by
Samuel J. Morriaon of
P. Joy; thence
in the aaid north line to the west lice
easterly
of said Morrison's homestead lot; tnence
northerly in aaid went line t«’ the north line
of said homestead lot; tbence easterly in said
north line to tbe west line of said Perr?', lot;
thence northerly in said Perry'* west line to
the first mentioned bound. Being tbe premises
conveyed by David S. Joy to -amuel J.
Morrison by his deed dated March iS, 185?. j
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds- j
vol. 162. page 205.
Also a certain lot or parcel of land situated
Ellsworth, bounded a* f.:>;.ow«, tit: j
Beginning on the Bucksport road at the
southwest corner of 'ot of laud soid by Mrs.
Abbey M Fulton to Samuel J. Morrison: 1
thence westerly by said road to land of Jsmes
W. Davis; thence northerly on aaid Dani j
line to land of David 8. Joy; thence easterly j
on said David 8. Joy’s line to land «t Samutt j
J. Morrison; thence southerly on Samuel J.
Morrison's line to the place of beginning,
containing twenty rods, more or lev* Being
the same premises conveyed by Calvin P. Joy
to Samuel J. Morrison by deed dated February 5, 1878. and recorded in Hancock registry
of deeds, vol. 162. page 54.
The three above described parcels comprising the homestead of the late Samuel J. MorriGxosua F. Nbwjszk,
son, deceased.
Deputy Sheriff.
Ellsworth, Maine. J one 20, 1914.
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heat and toilet.
by Dr. Olbbe. Hot
OFFICES
E. G. Moore. Elleworth.
Apply
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STATE OF MAINE.
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FARM—At
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Salt.
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For
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Box 552. Rockland,
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i-tgal Notices.

prlee and other partlcolnre addrete J.
WOOD
to Knox Fertilliur Co..
F. Scume.
Road:
GRASS
write.
Call
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of

NOTICE

'VTrOTICE is hereby given that the road leadiug direct from Ellsworth to Trenton
Bridge is closed to the public for repairs. The
road by the way of Oak Point is the only way
open to said bridge.
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FINDING MONET.

G. A. Parcher Offers Popular Medicine at Half-Price.

The conference will be opened Wednesday afternoon, and addresses will be
made. The conference will reassemble on

—-=^
■

mm tod «»it i* tutor* Maim, t»«nrtW*| i* tin Hmie Un* Inn a Brand pjJM to ,h
^
Sheet Music and Music Books,
Motocvcles, Bicycles, Sewin®
Machines, Victor snd Edison Talking Machines, Typewriter.*
“**•
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards of local views.
Always Alive to Customer., ,
Always Reliable, Always Vp-to-date,
In'
terests. Always Ouarautee Satisfaction.

church.

tuition the lesson of selfgovernment. But it does not believe that
the United States government is or should
be strong enough to protect and instruct
a people on the other side of the globe.
It believes that this nation neither has nor

foreign

*

York; Philip McCook, president of the
FREEDOM NOTICE.
Young Men's Republican club, of New
HAVE tbia day given my
adopted son
York; William A. Prendergast, compI
Powers; now Llewellyn Allen
(Llewellyn
troller of the city of New York; Hon. *ob his freedom during the remainder of his
£. Hedges; Jacob Gould Schurman, presi- mlnorKy. I shall claim none of his wages
nor pay any bills of his contracting after this
dent of Cornell university;
Nicholas date.
Rodney L. Allen.
Brooklin, Maine, June 22.1914.
Murray Butler, president of Columbia
university.
ROAD CLOSED.

rivals.

Business is disorganized because it is the
avowed policy of the present democratic
administration to disorganize business.
Mexico is torn by contending factions
neither of which recognizes the necessary
conditions of peace or the modern laws of
war.
ThiB democratic administration

American

approaching primaries
occupying the
believed to be responsible for the

weather

We have bad the responsibilities and
of sovereignty thrust upon us in
the Philippines. We have fulfilled those
responsibilities and performed those
We have
duties with notable success.
subdued hostile tribes, made life and
property safe, banished epidemics, estabdnties

The answer is simple. This democratic
administration does not believe in a strong
government. It is afraid of a strong government. It fears that the strong governa despotic government.
It
The Baldwin Locomotive Works has ment will be
seeks refuge from that peril in weakness.
laid off 6,000 men; no work for them.
It confronts great industrial organizaTwelve beet sugar factories have
tions. It does not believe in making the
closed their doors. The Logan Iron
government strong enough to regulate
Works, a mammoth plant at Green- such organizations and compel them to
point, N. Y., operating for fifty years, deal justly with the people. It therefore
endeavors to disorganize these business
has shut down indefinitely.
organizations and convert each one of

wave

country,

war.

“Give us facts,” they say, “not political hurrah, or even arguments. Give
us facts, and we can make our own
Here are a few facts:
deductions.”

foreign af- provoking the cry of heresy.
fairs and in almost every bit of legislation attempted is responsible for a
Imports are a million dollars a day
decided drift away from the demo- more than
they wore a year ago, concratic party, and away from the insidering only working days. The
effective progressive party, back to
democratic tariff is giving 61,000,000 a
the republican party—a drift which
day to foreign nations which should
will beyond any question swell to a
be paid to our own workmen.
in

not

maturity.
intelligent.
Why?

daily. Only a few months ago this
was thought only remotely possible,
pulling apart and jeopardizing the
but to-day many leaders of the readvancement of those fundamental
publican party predict such a result principles for which both parties
in the November elections and demostand. Col. Roosevelt’s speech might
cratic

embroiled in actual warfare
with Mexico is due to the kindly offices of
No one
our South American neighbors.
wants war, and yet we are on the edge of

as

secretary of war, four governors
former governors, ten United

two

States senators, twenty-one representatives to Congress, the presidents of Cornell and Columbia universities and other
national oelebrities. These are men who
were leaders in support of the nomination
of Roosevelt at the Chicago republican
convention in 1912.
The list of men from outside of the State
who will take pan in the campaign, so far
as announced, is as follows:
Former Vice-President Fairbanks, of
Indiana; former Secretary of War Henry
L. Stinson;
Governor Philip Goaldsborough, of Maryland; Governor Hatfield, of West Virginia; Governor Hooper,
of Tennessee; Governor Eberhard, of
Minnesota; Cunis Guild, former governor
of Massachusetts, and later ambassador
to Russia;
Herbert 8. Hadley, former
governor of Missouri; Edward C. Stokes,
former governor of New Jersey; United
States senators: George W. Norris, of
Nebraska; John W. Weeks, of Massachusetts; William E. Borah, of Idaho; Porter
James
McCumber, of North Dakota;
Wesley L. Jones, of Washington; Albert
B. Cummins, of Iowa; Lawrence Y. Sherman, of Illinois; Theodore E. Burton, of
Ohio; Nathan Goff, of West Virginia;
Charles E. Townsend, of Michigan; William Alden Smith, of Michigan; former
Senator William E. Mason, of Illinois.
Republican leader in the House of Representatives, James R. Mann, and the folFrederick
lowing
representatives:
Clement Stevens of Minnesota, Horace M.
Towner of Iowa, Allen T. Treadway of
Massachusetts, Frank B. Willis of Ohio,
Joseph Russell Know land of California,
Patrick H. Kelley of Michigan, Irvine L.
Fenroot of Wisconsin, Frank Plumley of
Vermont, Caleb Powers of Kentucky,
John J. Rogers of Massachusetts, August us
P. Gardner of Massachusetts, W. R.
Greene of Iowa, W. C. Halwey of Oregon,
William £. Humphrey of W'asbington,
Phil P. Campbell of Kansas, Julius Kahn
of California; J. Hampton Moore,of Pennsylvania; £. J. Hill, of Connecticut;
Frank W. Mondeil, of Wyoming.
Former
Representative to Congress
Samuel
W. McCall of Massachusetts;
former Representative Nicholas
Longworth, of Ohio; Ogden L. Mills, of New*

scores

of American

we are

former

and

■

ESTABLISHED

•’

Mexico does not want war; the United
war; and yet we are
in a state of restrained war with Mexico.

11 i f i i i 11 i n i m i'

i Old Reliable MUSIC STORE
■

Why?

Not a long time has passed since the
democratic party enacted its tariff
theories into law, but it has been long
enough to damage seriously the business of the country and to force hundreds of thousands out of work. The
same relying on theories and ignoring
facts which marked the period of tariff-making is manifest now that the
President is busy excuse-making. His
To
excuses are as sound as his tariff.
tell a manufacturer whose business
has fallen off forty per cent, or a
working man who has lost his job that
the depression is
merely psychological, may satisfy the analytical
powers of a gentleman of long pedagogic training, but it does not satisfy
the man whose business is rained or
the man who has lost his job—Thomas
0. Marvin in Truth.

Prominence Will

■

This week’s edition of The
for protection Americans have
American is 2,550 copies.
ministration, that of Theodore Roose- tection;
fled to the English and German flags.
was ever ofinsult
No
velt.
greater
for
2,677
1913,
Average per week
The hostility of the Mexicans to the
fered an ex-president than this Wil- United States is
increased; their respect
this
1914.
But
to
Roosevelt.
sonian insult
WEDNESDAY, JPLY 8,
for the courage and efficiency of the
is not all. The treaty further pro- United States is diminished. That our
the Colombians exemp- relations with England, Germany and
REPUBLICAN NOMINEES. poses to grant
tion from Panama tolls forever and Spain are not more seriously strained is
ever.
We in America were refused due to tbeir unparalleled patience. That
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 1914.

exemption.

National

iii

i

Cainpulgn in Maine.
The list of speakers which the republiprises are not begun; old enterprises can State committee is making up for the
will- approaching campaign includes fifty men
are
curtailing tbeir business;
of
ing workers are laid off; every morning from outside the State, all of whom are
and
newspaper reports the cry of the unem- national prominence, and the number
ployed; dividends are reduced or passed personnel of this list indicate that the ;;
altogether. The crops are promising; campaign is going to be as lively a one, on
the republican side, at least, as the State
conditions demand prosperity. But business is not good;
prosperity is conspicu- has ever seen.
The list of speakers from outside the ;;
ously absent.
State includes a former vice-president and
Why?
States does not want

The proposed Wilson-Bryan treaty
with Colombia provides for a payment
of 925,000,000 blackmail, and offers an
apology for the action of a former ad-

2ltitHrtisrmrnt*.

REPUBLICAN SPEAKERS.

WHY?

G. A. Parcber, the popular druggist, is
making an offer that is just like finding
money, for he is selling s regular 50-cent
bottle of Dr. Howard’s celebrated remedy
for constipation and dyspepsia at half
price. In addition to this large diacount
he agrees to return the money to any purchaser whom the remedy does not cure.
It is quite unusual to be able to buy

subscriber

notice

hereby gives
•he has been duly appointed
Tub,
of
of the last will and

ia*»

executrix

testament

EDGAR

STEVENS, late of BLITEBILL,

fires
fifty-cent pieces for a quarter, but that is in the county of Hancock, deceased, andhinn*
bonds as the law directs. All persons
wbat this offer really means, for it is only demands
against the estate of said dsosssw
recently that thia medicine could be are desired to present the same for settlementa
and all indebted thereto are requested
bought for less than fifty cents. The make payment Immediately.
Roby F. Stitim.
have
decided
to allow Mr.
proprietors
Bluehlll, June 30,1W4.
Parcber to sell it at this reduced price for
a while, and the result has justified his
subscriber
gives notice tlist
admisi**
THEhe has been ofherebyappointed
good judgment, for the sale has been trstor of the estate duly
something remarkable.
ROBERT B. GRAY, late of PENOBSCOT.
Anyone who suffers with headache, In the connty of Hancock, deceased* M*
bonds as the law directs. All
dyspepsia, dizziness, sour stomach, speck, Siren
of w
sving demands against the estate
before the eyes, or any liver trouble, deceaaed are desired to present the same 10
From the Law Court.
sre rethereto
and
indebted
all
settlement,
should take advantage of thia opportunDecisions in several Hancock county
quested to make payment immediately.OaaT.
Vinton C.
ity, for Dr. Howard’s remedy is recomcases have just been handed down by the
South Penobscot. June 17, 1914.
mended for all these troubles. But if
by
law court. In the case of Kay Easton, of
any chance it should not help, Mr. ParBelfast, vs. Loana Eaton, of Deer Isle, in cher will return
3W>trt ism nits
your money.
which the plaintiff filed a writ of error to
have a judgment against him set aside on
the ground that being a minor, he was not
Wm. O. EMERY
represented in court by parent or guarWITH >10 PURCHASE OF GROCERIES
dian, the exceptions were sustained.
In the cases of State by aci fac vs. EdMerchandise for all the family and the
TITLES
ward L. Callahan et als: Same vs. Arthur
home, to suit every taste or pocket■ ■LSWORTH, MAINE
book. “Square S“ Premium ProfitHunton et als: Same vs.
Thomas H.
Landers et als:
Sharing Certificates on all purchases
Same vs. Michael Mclurchea made and abstract*
(except sugar). Complete Catalog No.
and copies furnished on >h°r
Auley et als, exceptions were overruled.
40 mailed to any family on
request.
Demurrer was based on the ground that
notice, and at tEASQHABLE PMCES.

The American people have the opportunity this fall to elect a House of Repre- the declaration did not aver that the
sentatives which believes in a strong gov- recognizance was returned to the supreme
able to control the great in- judicial court and entered of
record.
ernment
dustrial organizations at home, able to | Under the provisions of R. 8. chapter 134,
section
this
lack
of averment is not
27,
protect persons and property in Mexico,
ancfableto carry to a splendid consum- ground for demurrer.
From
an
mation the national work so splendidly
inspection of the recognizance
commenced in the Philippines. It is for and the declaration in the writ it can be
them to decide whether the policy w'hich sufficiently understood from its tenor at
in fifteen months has brought us to the what court the defendant was to appear,
present conditions, at home and abroad, and from the description of the offense
snail be continued or halted now and in charged, that the magistrate was author1916 reversed.
ized to require and take the same.
The Outlook believes with Alexander
Hamilton that “an energetic government
is necessary to the safety of the Union”.
State of Ohio, city of Toledo, f
B8,
Lucas County,
\
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
The Maine Hotel Agency.
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
This agency was
established thirty-five Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo,
years ago, hiring and tarnishing help for County and State aforesaid, and that said
hotels in Maine, the only regular hotel agency firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
in the State. The manager, L. P. Church, is that cannot be cured
by the use of HALL’S
well known by all hotel men in Maine. He is CATARRH CURE.
FRANK
J. CHENEY.
in
to
chefs,
regard
authority
pastry cooks,
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
waitresses, chamber girls and all hotel help, presenoe, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
many osing known by him personally for
(Seal)
Notary Public.
years, and the capability of all cooks and
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally and
other help is very valuable to hotel men. acts
directly upon the blood and mucous surCooks and ail girls wishing to secure reliable faces of the system. Send for testimonials,
hotel positions should communicate or call on free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Mr. Church, 90 Main 6t., Bangor, Me. PicSold by all Druggists, 75c.
tures of all places can be seen at office.—Ad at.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

__

13331 lbs.SUGAR $1.00 @

Reference:

Federal Trust Co.. Boston

NEW ENGLAND MERCANTILE CO.
India and Wharf Street,

—

BOSTON, MASS.

^^^WMMentionThiaflew|papeir^^B
HEBRON ACADEMY
Founded i8o4.

Hebron,

For Boys and Girls.

Ale.

Send for catalogue.

OFFICE:

MORRISON, JOY & CO. BL8CK,
•TATE

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

•■o

PAT, MO

VA8HII."

7°r‘.don«»<
delivered.

Goode called lor and

short notice.

H. B. E8TCY A CO.
Katey Building, State Be.Elliworth. Me
The newspaper which has no
uniform
role for advertising space, and is satislied to take what it can pet for it, is a
eheap advertising medium, and the ad•eraser need expect
nothing but eheap
rssuUe.—Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Press.

*■ «• *“■

"5

TEACHERS
Teachers for fall vacancies.

N®

e

charged for registration during
July and August.
8end for

application blank.

Educational Bureau.
Suite 410, Eastern Trust Bld’g. BuuS
Eastern

Maine._

ELLSWORTH

Steam

RTRcET.

Ttlamasa, 1212.

PtoftMional

ALICE

H.

Cst®*-

...

SC0TT

P
NTI NO * -V
T YPK
GENERAL dLKKICAL
?orV
A
Agent Union Safe Deposit
B0Ddl
and, for furnishing probate and Bure
f
»“pp
Agent Ollter Typewriter} typewriter
Moore
(oter
Sta.
Cot. Main and Water
Htore
Rllawortb. Me_—

WKIT1: No' YcCOU

5.9nK

Tnifanrrtv

The proceeeion of low price» t*
right along, headed by adeertiee"—
TBS AMERICAN.

CITY MEETING.

TIEAlClRj'g

for
sidewalk,
sewer and highway work.

petitions
cfrY

booking

TO

ORDERED

MARSHAL

REGULATION

OF HANCOCK HALL-

at the reguThe lull board wa* present
of tbe city government Monlar meeting
were

passed

BOLL or ACCOUNTS NO.

follows:

as

5.
Amount.
*106 19
87 50
62 00
62 00
4 00
25 00
12 26
820 00
10 00
2 00
7 91
16 50
10 20
85 64
8 90
1 oo
50
50
1 00
5 82
1,015 00
221 42
53 88
62 50
295 83
18 25
14 50
10 00
7 00
5 00
6 00

Xante.
Fund.
gi»te pauper, M J Drummey,
A C Hagerthy,
JobtCH Brown.
Fire dept,
George W Hamilton,
Harvard Clough,
Orrin M Clement,
C L Morang garage,
Senator Hale Hoae Oo,
Martin Jelilaon,
FB Aiken,
C W Qrlndal,
H P Carter,
James E Anderson,
H F Wescott,
C J Brown,
William Franklin,
Howard Lant,
Willie T Lunt,
W’alter Brown,
N E Tel A Tel Co,
BHAUR Power Co,
City water,
Electric light, BHAUR Power Oo,
George M Campbell,
Police,
John H Breanahan,
Michael J Drummey,
Poor,
Mr* H H Emerson,
Library,

Mary A Hodgkins,
E E Springer.
A S Abbott,
Lawrence G Higgins,
Earl N DeWitt,
Myra F Cottle,

School,

Samuel 8 Eatey,
Harold E Treworgy,
Adella W Barron,
Dana Haddocks,
Hazel H Cowing,
Annie Garland,
Howard Lnnt,
Edward Haney,
Ernest D Giles,
Charles J Treworgy,
Whitcomb, Haynes A
t reeman D Smith,
Clara I Carter,
E G Pews,
I J Shackford,
Everett L Alley,
High school, Freeman D Smith,
Ernest D Giles,
Schoolhouse, O W Tapley,

Co,

5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
6 00
5 00
8 00
26 00
4 00
5 85
8 69
15 50
35 00
50 00
40 00
30 00
1 00
15 00
13 96
5 25
18 75
2 50

FE McGown.
Text-bk sup, Hancock Co Pub Co,
Edward E Babb
Co,
Henry W Conley,

3 56

Morang,
Snptof schs, Henry W Conley,
Contingent, Morrison, Joy Co,
Julia A Chatto,
E J Walsh,
C W A F L Mason,
O W Tapley,
D L Fields,
Albert C Stover,
C L

11 33
41 66
75
15 00
81 95
31 96
31 95
9 50
20 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00

Walter A Jordan,
J H Brimmer,
Pearl S Hutchings,
H L Hooper,
L W Jordan,

Henry W Estey.
Harr? C Seeds,
Albert N Cushman,
Harry R Jude,
Frank T Doyle,

8 00
2

Walter A Scott.
James A French,
Frank H Young,
H W Haynes,
John W McCarthy,
William E Clough,
Almon Jellison,
Martin A Garland,
Albion H Carlisle,
Harold V Moore,
Harold E Maddocks,
John A McGown,
Herbert E Patten,
Frank R McGown,
Delbert M Higgins,
William K McGown,
John A Lord,

OC

High

*885

2 00

2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
8 75
8 50
2 00
8 26
4 98
10 00
76
8156
106 00
71 33
115
54 25

00

commissioner's roll.
1,202 24
82 16
Rock crushing.
57 26
Permanent sidewalks.
75 00
1,416 65

Appro-1 Total

Contingent,
walk,

Bridge,
Rea crush’g ;

Htate road,
Per h’hway,
Per s’walk,

School,
High sch,
text-books,
Hch

house,
Hllpt ol sells,
Police,
Plre dept,

library.
Jdty
interest,

city water,
klec
cem

lights,
lota,

Cit’/krk.
State tax

County tax,
‘life Hayings
Totals,
TAX

9.C82
3,000
500
1,000
600 001
502
996 00.
996

00
00
500 00
1,000 00;

9,000
8,000

Highway,
Hide

I

.I
500
1,500
2,300
600
1,000
500
1,200
8,000
700
4,200
2,080
2,500
72
8,550

t

credit*
50
00

00
00

60
68

618 75
107 23
722 85

9,412 26 9,412 26
2,672 81 2,672 81
1,156 68 1,155 68

9,412
2,672
1,155

cacol!ected

T»a deeds.
Tax ol 1918. 13,400 94
coll'd since last report, 6,410 76
Taa ol 1914
Total uncolleoted,

struct

city

the

such

wear

a

marshal to

procure and

uniform.
OLD TAX BOOKS.

Alderman Maddocks reported that he
had procured legal advice, as instructed by
the board, as to the right of the city to
the old tax books in the hands of
Special
Collector J. H. Bresnahan.
He had been
advised that the books were the property
of the city, “as much so as a plow or a cart

by the city,” and the aldermen
could demand them at any time.
Aid.
Maddocks thought there were a few hundred dollars on those books that might be
collected. He inquired of the aldermen
what they thought should be done to get
owned

possession

of the books.

Alderman

Stuart said he understood the

*17,441

4,157

Maddocks thought the
books should be examined before the
bondsmen were released.
The finance committee was instructed
to wait upon the special collector and
procure the tax books and tax deeds.
released.

61,888 74

*81,478 27

Mrs. E. H. Moore and daughters Mildred
and Marion went to West Ellsworth Saturday, to spend the week-end with her
mother.
Chester Maddocks and wife and little
Harriet Frost came from South Braintree,
Mass., last week to spend their vacation
with his parents, H. F. Maddocks and
wife.

HANCOCK HALL.

At the last meeting of the board the
of Hancock hall was ordered to

janitor

at this

present report
ment of account
a

meeting. A stateby the clerk,

read

was

showing receipts of f71 for rentals and an
expenditure of f2.40 for tuning the piano,
a check for the balance, fd8.50, accompanying the report.
This started

v

anew a

discussion

to

as

proper booking of Hancock hall.
March

meeting

an

order

passed

was

the

At the
that

a

the city clerk’s office, and
This order
complied with.
The board voted that the
and janitor be instructed to
this order within a week, or

discharged

as

city

School closed June 26, with the usual
exercises.

he would

be

janitor.

petition

A

for

a

streets.

near

Haynes

Co., along

(or
to

about

the

mittee
At

&

an

was

to

Ellsworth

Whitcomb,
Bangor road
culvert leading

the store

800 feet

river

at

sewer

Falls, from

of

the
a

referred

to

the

com-

streets, with power to act.
informal discussion of the matter
on

after the meeting, the committee, being
familiar with the situation, authorized
Alderman Treworgy to go ahead and have
the

sewer

Mrs.

Elizabeth Crossman

has gone to

Naples to visit her son Benjamin.
Harry C. Lord, wife and son Eugene
called on Capt. H. F. Lord and wife recently.
Fred E. Grace and R. S. Spencer, employees at the hatchery, are on their vacations.

laid.

SEDGWICK.
is

ill.

Belle Smith is visiting in Sanford.
Miss Grace Friend is visiting in WhitMiss

man, Mass.

Lillie Soper and family returned

Mrs.

William Moseley and family, of Needham, Mass., are at the “Idler”.
Miss M. H. Small, who has been in West
is home for the Bummer.

Newbury,

Hobart A. Dodge, of Isles boro, spent the
week-end here, the guest of H. A. Small.
J. E. Daniels and daughter, Mrs.Dooner,
with a party of friends, are at the Grant
cottage.
Rev. Herbert Tilden, of Hebron, is in
Mr. Tilden was
town for a few days.
pastor of the Baptist churah here thirtyAt

the

Berry,

of

men

of

Waterville,

delivered

an

address

temperance. A duet by Mr. Daniels
and Miss Alexander was beautifully rendered.
on

WeBt

one

Adjourned.

BAB HARBOR.
Mrs. Martin Burke spent the week-end
Seal Harbor.
Miss Minnie Ream, of Bangor, is the
guest of Mrs. Winnie Dolliver.
at

Mrs. White, of Calais, with her four
little sons, is visiting her mother, Mrs.

Haywood.

Mrs. Harris Turner, with daughter, of
Weltham, visited her mother, Mrs. Susan

Qoogins, last week.
Wesley Rogers, Dalton Franklin
Charles P. tiatchell are home for
from their work at Dexter.

EAST LAMOINE.
Allen Walker and family
\Y interbotham house.
Miss

ing

her

are

at

the

Helen Googins, of Boston, is visitfather, Otis Googins.

John Sullivan and family, of Bangor,
are

a

Summer Clearance
SALE

and
week

In order to reduce

Mias Agnes Black and Raoul George, of
Bangor, were guests over Saturday and
Sunday of Asa C. Flood and wife.
Miss Helen M. Flood finished teaching
the spring term of school at Osborn
Thursday, and returned to her home here

Friday.
OF THE

born to Capt. and Mr
Ernest Ray July 1.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Alley has been named Henry Marks.
son

was

Miss Gladys Sadler went to Bar Harbor
Thursday to visit her aunt, Mrs. Grant.
Walter ChBpmau, of Bucksport, visited
his aunt, Mrs. Nell Sadler, last week.
Will Higgins and Phil Dorr and wife, of
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with Mrs. Mary
Betts.
Mrs. E. B. Holt, who took her little
granddaughter, Pauline Collins, to Boston
for an operation, arrived home Monday.
Mrs. James McCollum died at her home
Mrs. Mcthe Shore road Saturday.
Collum had been a great Bufferer for some
time. During her last illness she was
tenderly cared for by her two daughters—
Mrs. Minnie Witham, of Ellsworth Falls,
and Mrs. Lizzie Sargent, of South Gouldsboro. Much sympathy is felt here for her
husband and daughters.

on

First Annual Summer Clearance Sale.
values

Schooner Lois M. Candage, Captr. D. F.
sailed Sunday for East Sullivan
to load staves for RocklancT.

shall start

Thursday, July 9,

RIVER.

Closson,
A

goods

we

preparation for

stock in

our summer

fall

our

our

MOUTH

we are

Some of the

offering:

Genuine Imported Anderson Ginghams,
1 lot Children’s Hats, formerly $1 and $1.50,
“
“
“
“
50c

Parasols,

“

Children’s Rompers,
Wilhelmena Corsets,

“

Ribbon,

5 in.

5c Toilet

$1.98

and

“

“

“

$1.49
19c
79c

“

$1

wide, 19c.

6e and 7c

19c
59c
29c

“

$2.25

25c

Print, 5c

Paper, 7 pkgs. 25 c.
10c Toilet

Burmah

now

Challies,

Paper, 7c pkg.

5c.

20% Discount

all Leather

on

Bags.

on

Mrs.

These

only

are

Mrs. Guy Carlisle spent last week

few of the

in

L

6.
_

good

values

we are

ADAMS,

Dry Goods, Ladies’ Furnishings,
95 Main

Store

St., Ellsworth.

formerly occupied by Staples

Music

Company.

WINTER HARBOR.
Rev. H.

H.

Saunderson,

Canada, will preach
chapel next Sunday at

in the
3 p.

of Toronto,

Channing

in.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth
Ar

offering.

Remember The Goods Are New.

Bucksport.

Brewer and

July

a

M. L.

Susie Will ins, who has been ill, is

Port.

July 8, sch Lulu W Eppes, Quincy

THE SAXON=

Hancock County Ports.
Sid July 3, sch Annie F Hall,
Franklin
Boston
West Sullivan—Ar July 3, sch Charlotte W
Miller
Ar July 8, sch Winchester, New York, with
coal for Capt J K Mitchell

BORN.
Hancock, July 3, to Mr and
Clarke, a son.
DUNBAR—At Southwest Harbor, July 6, to
Mr and Mrs Lewis G Dunbar, a son.
RAY—At Ellsworth, July 1, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest E Ray, a son.

CLARKE
Mrs W P

—

At

MARRIED.

occupying

“Shore Acres”.

Mrs. Riley and family, of Bangor,
occupying their summer home.
Miss Augusta Chenery, of Boston,
her aunt, Mrs. Philena Smith.

are

is

visiting

Prof. Thomas Groetzinger and family,
of Philadelphia,

are

at their

summer

home

here.

FERNALD-WHITE—At Ellsworth, July 1,
by Rev T S Ross, Miss Flora M Fernald to
Ernest L White, both of Ellsworth.
PALMER-DOHERTY—At Foxeroft, July 2,
by Charles W Hayes, esq,, Mrs Melvina J
Palmer, of Hancock, to Edwin W Doherty,
of Bangor.
SEAVEY-NEWCOMB—At Bucksport, June
30, by Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Marion
8eavey, of North Bucksport, to Foster Newcomb, of Bucksport.
At East Millinocket,
STEWART —ALLEY
June 30, by Rev W H Curtis, Miss Vera Hazel
Stewart, of Medway, to Frank P Alley, of
North Orland.
STEVENS—BLACK-At Penobscot. July 1, by
Rev W L Bradeen, Miss Marion Cushman
Stevens to George Levi Black, both of
Brooksville.

$420 f.

o.

on

b.

the Market

Bucksport
B

H. A. BUCK,

F°rbf,e

Maine

—

DIED.
CLARK—At Egypt (Frauklin), June 29. Mrs
Willard E Clark, aged 56 years, 8 months.
HAWES—At North Brooksville, July 2, Grace
Condon, wife of John Hawes, aged 67 years,
2 months, 26 days.
HOPKINS —At Trenton, July 8, Edward A
Hopkins, aged 58 years, 9 months, 25 days.
M’COLLUM—At Ellsworth, July 4. Mrs Lydia
B McCollum, aged 69 years, 6 months.
MORE Y—At Rockland, June 28, Otis Morey, of
Stonington, aged 56 years.
At Franklin, July 1, Mrs
RICHARDSON
Sarah A Richardson, aged 84 years, 9
months, 13 days.

The Object of /this
Advertisement
ia to inform every reader of The
surance

aWifrttBttntnts.

that all our

ments with the lowest

W.

C.

Property

_AVOID

Commtaaton fHerrtjanta.

8c

owners

F.

Prof. Harry Moore and family and Prof.
Henry Kind and family, of Philadelphia,
are at the Leliajoe bungalow for the sum-

with E. J.

WANT

Live

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

MASON,
MAINE

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.
LOOK LOR THE RED TRIANGLE
Ask Your Dealer

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it's a range or a fur

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a
sure

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

Do yours do you credit?
Have them cleaned and pressed

mer.

and prompt settle

Insurance

CLOTHES Reflect the Man

old homestead.

L.

of any kind of in-

will be protected from fire by placing their

Fire

CLEANSE THE BLOOD
DISEASE
AND
TThen your blood is impure, weak,
thin and debilitated, your system
becomes susceptible to any or all
diseases.
Put your blood in good condition.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla acts directly
and peculiarly on the blood—it purifies, enriches and revitalizes it and
builds up the whole system.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has stood the
Get it today.
test of forty years.
It is sure to help you.

American, who has need
policies combine broad protection
possible rates.

ELLSWORTH,

—

Capt. Charles Cousins and wife, of Bangor, spent Sunday with his mother at the

Mr. Largey and family, of Bangor, are
occupying the A. B. Higgins house, and
Mr. Thompson and family, of Bangor, the
Wiggin cottage.
Miss Lena Des Isles, who underwent an
__
operation at the Bar Harbor hospital a few
HANCOCK.
weeks ago, is home, very much improved
Miss Mamie, of
There will be a dance at the town hall in health. Her sister,
R. I., is also here.
Thursday evening, July 9. Monaghan’s Providence,
H.
July 7.
orchestra.

Best Little Runabout

ANKETELL—FERNALD—At Southwest Harbor, June 27, by Rev Frank P Dresser, Miss
Margaret Auketell, of Lynn, Mass, to Dana
P Fernald, of Southwest Harbor.

church Sunday morning, Dr.

Ellsworth, with
In a recent thunder shower, the house of
day’s work free John Cousins was struck by lightning.
for
two
will
the
days’
pay
city
providing
The lightning demolished a bed where
work. James Carter agrees to furnish the two children were
sleeping, but the chilon streets has
The
committee
free.
gravel
dren escaped injury.
to
investiStuart
Alderman
instructed
Saturday evening a box of fireworks begate.
to Dr. Hagerthy and T. A. Smith
longing
State
from
the
A communication
highbecame ignited, and went
up in one
way department was read, notifying the
gorgeous and expensive blaze. The chilcity that f75 had been apportioned the dren were not the
only ones disappointed.
city for repairs on State roads of previous
H.
July 6.
thirteen

nine teams, pledging

of her sister.

years ago.

one

Petition of residents of West Ellsworth
for the gravelling of the highway from
the Henry Higgins place to H. B. Carter’s
east line, was referred to the committee
The petition was signed by
on streets.

Mrs. Henry R. Wood left Monday for
Boston, called there by the serious illness

First=Annual

—

of July found most of the cotIt was a beautiful spectages occupied.
tacle on the lake in the evening with
Recent arrivals for the
many fireworks.
season are Fred Greeley and family, of
Needham, Mass.; Nelse Rosen, wife and
son Herbert, of Dorchester, Mass.
Fourth

home last week.

A petition for the extension of the sidewalk on the Old Bangor road was referred
to the committees

Williston and family, of Bangor.

bookings

PETITIONS.

on

Grove” is occupied by R. C.

Kev. L. Sanderson

marshal and

Smith.

better.

year.

be kept

city marshal
comply with

Miss Mildred BUck, of Bangor, is visither cousin, Miss Laura T. Flood.

WEST SURRY.

The lake is getting low for this time of

“Spruce

SSWjerttetmtnte.

Ralph Thompson, of Dexter, is the guest

GREEN LAKE.

Aid.

Frank Conners iB confined to the house,
suffering from a kick which he reoeived
while shoeing a horse.
25
Qeorge Adair and niece, Mrs. Jennie
81
68 Cripps, of Sussex, N. B., are visiting
wife.
13 William Adair and
Bar Harbor had a quiet Fourth, with
green
only a band conoert on the village
in the afternoon and a dance In the evening.
58
M82
July 8.

7,990 18

last week to spend her vacation with her
mother, Mrs. Inez Smith.

special collector had said he was willing
The Lowell cottage will be occupied by
to give up the books if his bondsmen were
Thomas Hersey and family.

13 75
77
219 85
996 68

ACCOUNT.

-_-

Arthur Sweeney, who is employed at
OTHER BUSINESS.
Bar Harbor, spent the Fourth at his home
Alderman Maddocks reported as to the
here.
removal of trees and bushes
from along
Mrs. Louville McGown and son Roland
the highway in front of
the Black place
on the
Surry road, he having been ap- spent Sunday with Mr. McGown’s parents,
Howard McGown and wife.
pointed a committee of one to
superintend the work. He
Rev. J. O. Hack lurid, wife and family, of
reported that about
half the trees and brush between
the wall Roxbury, Mass., have arrived for the sumand travelled road had been
mer and are building a
bungalow on the
cut away. He
also reported that the Bar Harbor
* Union place he bought last summer.
itiver Power Uo., which had
Eugene Leland, wife and family, of Bar
agreed to remove the
brush, had not done so.
Harbor, and Mrs. Woodbury McCartney,
The board voted to
notify the company of Ellsworth, spent Saturday and Sunday
to remove the brush at
once, and if the with Francis McGown and wife.
work was not done within a reasonable
■David DeWitt, wife and two children,
time, that the city would do the work and Mildred and
Harland, of Northern Maine
charge the cost to the company.
Junction, spent* Saturday and Sunday
Statutory bond of Tax Collector Brown with Mrs. DeWitt’s
parents, Charles B.
was
accepted and ordered Hied. Harvard James and wife.
C. Jordan and Austin M. Foster are
the
sureties.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Alderman Maddocks suggested that the
city should have a good clock or regulator
Mrs. Sarah Maddocks is in very poor
in the aldermen's room. Aid. Stuart
was
health.
appointed a committee of one to purchase
J. H. Nason is home from Bangor for a
the clock.
few weeks.
The chairman of the committee on
city
Mrs. Mary Perry has gone to Tremont
property was instructed to look after the
for a few weeks’ visit.
town clock, and if repairs were
necessary
to keep it running, to have the same made. SMrs. Ethel Haynes spent a few days at
The desirability of having the city mar- her old home here recently.
shal and day police wear a
Mrs. Marla Gray, who has been caring
regulation
police uniform as a mark of identification, for her aunt Mrs. Harriet Patten, came
especially to visiting automobile drivers, home Saturday.
was discussed, and the board voted to inMiss Corice Smith came from Machias

892

61,888 74 52,179 51 15,006 74 88,718

taxes ot years
prior to 1905

6,

years.
Bond of Alpheus W. Nason as con*5.311 78
stable-at-large was accepted and filed.
orders passed
Alderman Stuart brought op the matter
of a request for the rental of Hancock
iBalun- hall for two months for moving pictures.
/I uteri dr a tin
The sentiment of the board was against
3,016 09 6,066 41 the rental of the hall for such a purpose.
1,798 48 1,206 52

215 05
234 96
600 00
00
00 1,562 24 2,873 97 1,311 73
800 26
00 ! 2,300 00 1,499 74
410 08
189 92
00 ; 600 00
969 22
40 78
00’ 1,000 00
341 69
158 31
00 ! 500 00
880 00
870 00
00 1,200 00
947 93 2,052 07
00 8,000 00
423 64
419 24
842 88
00
4,200 00
00 4,200 00
2,030 00
00 2,080 00
885 88 1,614 82
00 2,600 00
72 00
00
72 00
50 8,650 50 1,183 82 2,367 18

COLLBCTOB’S

Miss Nina Robbins, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting her grandmother Mrs. Ella J.

all

STREET

priat'n!

Earl N. DeWitt, who has been visiting
relatives in Bangor and Carmel, is home.

has not been

Highways.
Bridge.

Fund.

( 665 41
Auditor.

entered therein.

229 17

Grand total.
AUDITOR'S REPORT
charging off rolls and
June 1,1914.

ing

at

*814 17

alter

of Charles P. Uetcbell.

Hazel Copeland and Bertha Starrett, of
Warren, are visiting Hazel McOown.

2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00

SALARY ROLL,

school.

July

hand.
J' A' Moaows'
1914.

on

I

FALLS.

$4,429 23
S.87S82

$1,000.)

book for rentals of the hall should

98,281 96
TEACHERS'

Caah

ELLSWORTH

Helen King spent Saturday and Sunday
with friends at Ellsworth Falls.

since last report.

3 50

N B Tel A Tel Co,
J H Bresnahan,

NICOL1N.
(1.693 68
1,006 50
1.780 15

2 00

2 0C
2 00
2 00
2 00
6 00

William.Goggins,
Frank A Stockbridge,
James M Hawkes,
Wm J Flanagan.
M H Clement,
B H A D R Power Co,
Ernest D Giles,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
C L Morang,
Herman E Hill,
J H Bresnahan,
FB Aiken,
Frank 8 Lord,
J A Cunningham.

Common school fund,......

from other sources (loan

Paid out

WEAR

ROLLS OF ACCOUNT8.

day evening.
Roils of accounts

eo d

uniform-

police

REPORT.

h*na
'«t report.
Received from tare, of 1918

by

DAVID FRIEND
Prompt

work.

Lowest prices.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
Corruptodtoco Solicitod.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7.

Rubber Roofing,
The
Perfect Roofing.

Rice & Miller Co., Distributers,
Bangor,

Maine.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 8-6.

(The only

county

paper.)

Buren.

Warren place these days, if one takes the
with the sun. The other
morning a mother deer with two fawns
made a good one. Another was a pair of
rabbits drinking from the boiling spring,
this couple having left the woods to live

Carroll Dunn, of West Gouldsboro
is in town for a \ iait.

among the
July 6.
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FRANKLIN.
from

home

is

Dunham

Chester

Van

Mrs.

Wesley

Clarke

spend
county
J. B. DuKoy and
the

to

up from

was

w

a

recent

visitor

here.

Doyle spent the Fourth
sister, Mrs. Sadie Small, at Mil-

Hannah

Mrs.

with her

bridge.
H.
here,

B. Arey, a former Methodist pastor
visitor in town Saturday and

was a

Miss Mildred Leland, of Bucksport, is

visiting

The Smith reunion July 4, at the pleasant home of Eben

Smith,

was

a

delightful

occasion.

Mrs. Winnie Hnnson and young son, of
Kingman, are visiting her parents, F. P.
Gott and wife.
Mrs. Effie Cook,
visiting their parents, A.

Rev. Herbert Tilden, D. D., of Hebron,
has been a guest at Capt. Charles Hodgkins’. Dr. Tilden preached Sunday morn-

ors

of

Wilbur
and
young
Northeast Harbor, are visit-

at her former home here.

Maurice Fernald and wife, of Old Town,
who visited here last

week,

were

accom-

home by Mrs. Gertrude Fernald.
F. Parsons and family left for their
home, Presque Isle, Thursday. Mrs. M.
F. Blaisdell accompanied them for a brief
visit.

panied
C.

glad hand was extended by townsmen to Ivory F.
Butler, of Oakland, a
former resident, who spent Saturday and
Sunday here.
The

}

at the church.

Capt. Edward Hodgkins, wife and son,
Ralph Parley, and Mrs. Charles Cushing,
of Waltham, Mass., also John Whitaker
and wife and Miss Cbenery, of Dorchester,
Mass., are among last week’s arrivals.
was the Fourth of July
Hancock Point. Through the
kindness of J. W. Bragdon, Capt. Charles
were
Hodgkins and others about 100
transported to Hancock Point by boat and

A notable event
at

automobile.

July

R.

6.

H.

_

SEAL COVE.

employed.

where he is

as

Rumill is at High Head employed

chauffeur

by

the Bowlkers.

Arthur Rumill and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son, born
June 30.
Hilda Hammond, of South Gouldsboro, is visiting her parents, Joseph
Swazey and wife.
Mrs.

Mrs. Abbie McKeown and children, of
East Balboa, Canal Zone, are visiting her
father, I. C. Dow.
Mrs.

E. L. McLean and little

daughter, of
summer.

Mr.

Augusta,

are

on

Fourth

of

Most of the
the older

a

short

has

joined

his

vacation

before

re-
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July passed quietly here.
young people and many of

ones

went to

The pilot had not yet left the Monarch, bound from London to Sydney,
when I was fairly well posted on the
There were twenty
passenger list
ladles In the cabin, and half the num-

Bernard for the

D. I. Herdnut and daughter Barbara,
Brookline, Mass., will occupy the RobMiss Gladys Wodell, of
inson cotiage.
Detroit, Mich., will spend the summer
with them.

of

ber had their husbands along. There
were thirty-five men. and all but ten

Mrs. Tripp, of New Bedford, Mass., is a
guest at the Parker cottage .on the point.
Miss Dora Parker will accompany her
when she returns to her

city

free of bondage Of the twenty
ladles three or four were single, three
or four were widows and others had
left husbands tn England or were going to Join husbands In Australia.
When this list had been boiled down
there was Just one to fall in love with,
who was down as Mrs. Ethel Warner.
That means she was a widow, twentyfive years old. and rich and good looking. Before we were off soundings 1
had made up my mind to fall tn love
with Mrs. Warner.
On the third day out, which la the
proper time to begin a flirtation, provided the weather Is all right. 1 found
that the other twenty-four men were
of my way of thinking.
It Is easy enough to bring about
If you
an Introduction on shipboard.
can't find a mutual acquaintance, then
Introduce yourself. When 1 got ready
to fall In love with Mrs. Warner I
walked up to her. handed her my card
and a few compliments, and the thing
She was pleased to say
was done.
that she was glad to make my acquaintance. and an hour later 1 was in
were

home.

Mrs. Cameron and daughters, of Petersburg, Ya., are here directing the work of
furnishing the old homestead and the new'
bungalow. Mr. Cameron and other relatives will join them next week.

Mrs.

Elizabeth Crippen, of Boston, is
spend the season with her sister,
George Harmon. Mrs. Crippen, who

has

been

Miss

here to

here for a month, leaves this
visit in Bluehill and Ellsworth.

Maud Trask, who closed her year's
school at Eastport June 27, spent a few
days of last week with her parents here,
leaving Friday for Sorrento, where for the
third season she will have charge of the
Mrs.

library.
Harmon hall has been fitted up for Sunservices.
The Episcopal minister,
Rev. Mr. Forsythe, who recently bought

day

of the Schuyler Clark cottages, will
preach there every Sunday afternoon if it
can be arranged with the people at Seal
Cove, where he also holds a Sunday service.
one

tained

home

Gladys
a
on

were

love.

enter-

party of young friends at
the evening of June 30.

birthday.
ments

Mayo pleasantly

Mrs. Warner

her

Music, games and refreshenjoyed. Miss Mayo expects

leave this week for a summer school in
Her mother, who has
Massachusetts.
been an invalid for more than a year, will
accompany her for a visit, if her health
will permit.
to

N.
July 6.
Dancing at the hall afternoon and evenSOUTH HANCOCK.
ing of the Fourth was participated in by !
The grange
L. A. Penney, wife and little daughter,
many.
Noyes’ orchestra.
The funeral of Robert Ash, who died
dinner and supper were well patronized.
I of Bangor, are at R. H. Young’s for a few
suddenly at Northeast Harbor June 28,
Misses Stella Dyer and Lily Billings left | weeks.
was held at the Methodist church on June
Monday for Northeast Harbor, and Misses
C. R. Wooster, wife and two children, 30, Rev. Mr. Elliot officiating. This reGeneva and Marjorie Bragdon and Helene of
Everett, Mass., are at Mrs. A. E. spected townsman hsd lived a quiet,
Phillips left Tuesday. They have employ- Wooster’s.
upright life here at Southwest Harbor tor
ment at the Kimball house.
Mrs. H. A. Brown, of Bar Harbor, and nearly fifty years, a faithful member of
Mrs. Edward Perkins and four children, Mrs. Jarvis, of Brooklyn, N. Y., are guests the Methodist church for twenty-five

of Somerville, Mass., are with her parents,
John D. Perkins and wife, for the sum-

at F.

M. Watson’s.

years.

The

floral

of which he

tributes

from

the

trustee,
Harvard CogginB and wife, of Twin church,
Falls, Idaho, Paul Coggins, of Rockland, from relatives were very beautiful, and
are
there.
the
service
Mrs.
Ada TownSomerville,
guests
impressive.
Mass., I. H. Coggins and son Russell, of
Mr. Emery, of £he Maine civic league, Malden, Mass., are guests at W. T. Cog- send, of Bluehill, the second daughter,
with her husband, and a son, Thomas W.
spoke interestingly at the Baptist church gins*.
of this place, were present to supSunday morning and evening. At the
P. G. Wooster, of Pasadena, Cal,, is vis- Ash,
latter service. Miss Mary Mayo and Mr.
port the widowed mother, with many of
iting his sister, Miss O. E. Wooster. He
her relatives.
The eldest daughter, Mrs.
Arey were heard in a pleasing duet.
will leave to-day to visit relatives at
Rida Judkins, was unable to be present.
Principal M. C. Foss goes to Castine this Washington Junction, Franklin and
J uly 6.
Spray.
week to attend the educational meeting of Sullivan.
school superintendents. Later he returns
W.
July 6.
BASS HARBOR.
here to move his household goods. The
Rev. Frank Hanscom and family, of
people genuinely regret his leaving, and
HANCOCK POINT.
wisn for him in his prospective position,
The Gird woods have arrived at their Brooklyn, N. Y., are here for the summer.
appreciation and prosperity. The edu- cottage.
Mr<fi. Mabel Dorr, of Northeast Harbor,
cational work done here by Mr. Foss and
Edna Gallison Russell’s little girl, of visited her sister, Mrs. O. W. Billings,
Miss Haskell evidences their fitDess and
last week.
is
relatives here.
thoroughness. The selection by the Portland, visiting
John Thompson, of Yinalhaven, with
Howard
of
is
Crabtree,
Massachusetts,
school board of Percy T. Clarke as superhis family, is spending a few' days with
intendent of schools for the remainder of in town with his family to spend his vacahis sister, Mrs. Mary Albee.
tion.
the year, is a good choice.
Miss Elizabeth Fanning is in the Bar
M iss Katherine
Hale
has
B.
to
July 6.
gone
Cherryfield. The many friends she has Harbor hospital having had two surgical
MARLBORO.
operations last week. She is doing well.
made here regret her leaving.
Work is progressing rapidly on the new
Bernice Dix, who has been teaching at
Ethel Hodgkins, who has been on a visit
cottage that Miss Baxter is having built.
Mr.
to Massachusetts, 4s home.
Her cousin Olamonfis at home for a short time.
and Mrs. Osgood, of Olamon, are with
Ralph Bowley, of Hancock, has moved and son came with her for a visit.
her.
his family into the Albert Hodgkins
S. C. Penney and wife, of Bangor, spent
house.
Mrs. May Baldwin Richardson is visitthe Fourth and Sunday with Mr. Penney’s
Mrs. Sarah Bowden and children, who
Mrs. ing her cousin, Mrs. James Benson. Mrs.
parents, C. A. Penney and wife.
have been in Boston since last fall, are Penney’s
sister, Mrs. Lucy Ball, and Richardson lived here until her marriage.
home. Little Miss Caroline Buck accomI Her old friends were glad to see her.
family joined them here at dinner.
panied them home for the summer.
E.
George F. Murphy met with a serious
July 6.
accident Saturday.
He was trying to
Summer arrivals are: Dr. Howes, wife
ORLAND.
start the hoisting engine on P. W. Richand daughter Mation and Mrs. Dennett,
Ira Gross and wife have arrived after a ardson's wharf, when the starting-pin
and Master Prescott Dennett, of Bangor,
at the Howes cottage; Rev. A. B. Lorimer,
pleasant visit witb relatives. Mrs. Gross dew out, striking his cheek just below the
wife, son Frank and Miss Curtis, of Lynn, remained in Portland w-ith her sister, eye and cutting a gash and making a bad
Mass., at the Lorimer cottage; Frederick Mrs. Turner, Mr. Gross going on to Bos- bruise. He rowed across the harbor and
started to walk home, about half a mile,
Palladino, wife and Miss Minnie MoGerry, ton and nearby points.
of Bangor, at the Palladino cottage; Mrs.
Among the summer visitors are Mrs. when Dr. Tapley overtook him and took
Sturgis and children and Miss Mary Royal Wentworth, Misses Dorothy and him home in his automobile. Dr. Tapley
Mahoney, of Boston, at the Wilson Barbara Wentworth and Miss Graves, of dressed the wound which required several
cottage; Charles Baxter and sister. Miss
Chelsea, Mass., at Miss H. P. Buck’s; stitches. Mr. Murphy has been very unGrace Baxter, of Boston.
Mrs. Sophia Emerson, Mrs. J. C. House,
fortunate, this being his third bad acciAre.
July 6.
Master Carleton and
Miss
Elizabeth dent since spriug.
OTIS.
House, of Hastings, N. Y., at the Emerson
The Fourth of July dinner and celebrasummer home; Louis B. Farnham, wife
Schools closed July 3.
tion under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.
Hayden Bunker, of Trenton, was a vis- and son Lawrence, of Portland, at Frank was ^a successful affair. The Southwest
Farnham’s; Louis Hopkins and wife, of Harbor band kindly gave its services for
itor at James Jordan’s last week.
Waltham, Mass., at Loring B. Bennett’s; | the day, declining a paying engagement
Granville Jellison is the first to pick
Mrs. Warren Kennedy and daughter Jean, in order to do so.
Its music was greatly
green peas from his garden, July 4.
of Boston, at Hon. A. R. Buck’s.
| appreciated. In the evening the band
John Grover and w-ife, of Bangor, w-ere
D.
July 6.__
j played at Mrs. Mark Hanna’s celebration
recent guests of E. L. Grover and wife.
! at Seal (Harbor. A pleasant feature was
EGYPT.
Austin Stevens, of
! the singing of patriotic songs by Rev.
Bluehili, highway
Margaret, wife of Willard E. Clark, ; Emma Harrison. Mrs. Harrison has a
inspector, was in town one day last week.
Mrs. Millie Koulliaid and son Philip, of died June 29 after a long illness, aged j stroug contralto voice, and has been a
She leaves besides her j
years.
public singer in London.
Boston, are here on their annual vacation. fifty-six
Nearly 200
husband four sons and two daughters.
i people did justice to an excellent dinner,
Miss Isabelle Warren, of Bangor, is The family has the sympathy of all.
j after which a basketball game wan much
M.
July 6.
spending the summer with her mother,
enjoyed. Much thanks are due T. W.
Mrs. Martha Warren.
! Jackson for the use of his field, where the
Domestic Economy.
Eben
Mrs.
C. Warren and little son,
“Why did she marry a naan younger ! celebration was held. Mrs. Jackson deaccompanied by her sister, Mrs. James than herself?”
| serves especial credit for the use of her
Lynch, of Ellsworth, visited their sister,
“So she could give him advice as to house and nearly everything in it. The
Mrs. Fred Stevens, at Brewer, last week.
how his money should be spent.”— day was all that could be desired, and
The white perch season is on at the lake,
Florida Times-Union.
everything passed off pleasantly, not a
and draws like a magnet people from all
single accident of any kind happening.
parts.
It is hoped to clear about f80 for the comMon of It.
Post—Thinks he’s the whole thing* munity hall.
Many a pretty picture is caught at the
does he? Parker—Well, I’d hardly go
July 6. _X. Y. Z.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Cuts, Burns,
as far as that, but he certainly considSores.
WEST FRANKLIN.
ers himself a quorum.—Smart Set
mer.

Mrs.

Taylor

and

daughter,

was

a

and

also of

_

_

_

_______

Mr. E. S. Loper, Manila, N. Y-, writes:
“I have never bad a Cut, Burn, Wound or
Sore it would not heal.” Get a box of Bucklea’s Arnica Salve to-day. Keep handy at all
times for Burns, Sores, Cuts, Wounds. Prevents Lockjaw.
25c., at your Druggist.

C ASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Us# For Over 30 Years

Signature'of

A Sustaining Diet.
These are the enervating days, when, as
has
said, men drop by the sunsomebody
stroke as if the Day of Fire had dawned.
They are fraught with danger to people whose
systems are poorly sustained; and this leads
us to say, in the interest of the leas robust of
our readers, that the full effect of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is such as to suggest the propriety of calling this medicine something
besides a blood purifier and tonic,—say, a sustaining diet. It makes it much easier to bear
the heat, assures refreshing sleep, and will
without any doubt avert much sickness at
this time of year.—Advt.

was as

well urea as

sne

She asked no queshandsome.
tions about five or six children. She
didn't express surprise that I bad lived
to the age of forty without having
fallen In love before She might have
shown some little doubt In her look or
speech when 1 said that I was going
out to Australia to sell out my sheep
ranches and return to England with
$200,000 and marry and settle down,
but nothing occurred to alarm me. At
the end of a couple of hours I felt that
I had won her. and there could be no
sort of doubt In her mind that she bad
1 walked about knowme hooked fast
ing that twenty-four men envied me
and bated me and called me names behind my back, but not for long. That
same evening a young doctor who was
going out to the colony got some one
to introduce him. and 1 saw Mrs. Warner hanging to his arm as lovingly as
Later on I
she had bung to mine.
found the doctor in his cabin. The Impecunious shrimp had retired to grin
and chuckle and feel puffed up. lam
I allow nobody to
an aggressive man.
Interfere with my vested rights, i determined to squelch that doctor right
on the start, and when 1 bad been admitted to his cabin I didn't lose a minute in saying:
"Sir. I desire yon to understand right
here and now that I am as good as
engaged to Mrs. Warner, and 1 want
no more of this lollipop business!”
“If you are engaged to her abe does
not know It.” be replied after recovering from bis surprise.
Then we bad a scrap. In which blood
was drawn and clothing tom, and it
was understood that as soon as we
landed in Australia there should be a
shooting match. On the next day the
widow was mine for a conple of hours.
While I talked love more or less, 1 felt
It my duty to warn her against the
other twenty-four men In the most solemn manner.
The lady thanked me
over and over again for my more than
brotherly Interest, and when I at last
handed her to a Beat and went off for
a smoke I was ready to ask her to
name the day.
After tiffin that evening, when I had
gone to my cabin to change coats, the
door was suddenly banged open, and a
fellow named Iiichnrds entered. 1 had
learned that he was a needy lawyer,
going ont to the colony In hopes to
better his puree.
"Sir, I want a few plain words with
you!” began the miserable wretch as 1
confronted him. ”1 am as good as engaged to Mrs. Warner, and If you will
only bear that In mind hereafter It
may save you trouble”
We came together. We clawed, kicked, bit and pulled hair, and we were
both badly damaged when we got
was

her

through.

As soon as 1 could properly appear
on deck 1 decided to settle matters one
way or the other. 1 was waiting for
the widow to appear when I was inj vited to the smoking room to debate a
matter of business.
I found the other
twenty-four men there. When the
meeting had been cnlled to order a callow youth arose and Inquired If It was
understood that the whole twenty-Hve
of us were in love with some woman.
It was so understood. He then stated
that he felt himself engaged to that
Svoman and wanted to know If the rest
of us did.
We felt so. Then the callow yonth asked If any one tmd a suggestion to offer. Twenty-four suggestions were offered In chorus, but the
callow youth turned them all down
for one of his own.
Then everybody drew In his breath
and turned on his neighbor, but before
Business is quiet at the black granite
a blow had been struck the
purser and
quarry.
a lady stepped Inside
It was Mrs.
Lewis Shuman was called to Milo by the Warner.
She nodded and smiled to
each man of the twenty-four, and then
death of his sister.
Eugene Butler is at home for thirty days the purser cleared his throat and said:
“Gentlemen, permit me to Introduce
from lightship 73, Pollock shoals.
wife.
If her little escapade has
Mrs. Fred Holder and two children, of my
been the cause"—
Dorchester, Mass., are visiting her parents,
Bnt we all rose up and bowed and
Norman Smith and wife.
laughed and shook bands all around,
and
Mrs. Harvey Kenniston
children, of and during the rest of
the voyage peace
Massachusetts, are at Mrs. C. E. Smith’s and
harmony prevailed to such an exfor their summer vacation.
tent that the run was voted a bore.
Ch’e’eb.
July 6.

j

story of two Scotchmen who lived
Each had a piano,
in the same flat
own
upon which he strummed in his
room, and one day a friend suggested
that they should run the two pianos
Into the same room so that they could
play music written for two pianos.
The two men thought it was a good
idea, and accordingly the pianos were
both placed in the same room. They
practiced diligently at a sonata for two
pianos, but with little success for some
time, the difficulty being that one had
generally finished his movement two or
three bars before the other.
At last, however, they succeeded in
finishing one movement'exactly at the
same moment ami one sold. "Aweel.
Donald, now that we’ve been so successful with the first movement suppose we try the second?"
Dpnald looked at him In profound astonishment "Eh. but. Angus." he exclaimed. "that was the second movement that I was playingl”—London
Tit-Bits.
a

By M. QUAD

Y. M. C. A.celebration.

here for the

McLean will dome later.

week.

her return.

wife here for

Miss

recent

farms here and

visiting relatives here.
Harry Rice, of Boston,

and

son

Mrs. George S. Mank, of South FramingMiss Mildred Morrison, of Bar Harbor, 1
ham, Mass., who is visiting her mother,
guest of Miss Muriel DeBeck, en- j Mrs. H. S.
Mitchell, has been ill the past
joyed a horseback ride from Mariaville
a

M. C. Lurvey, of Dracut Center, Mass.,

week to

H. S. Mitchell has gone to Port Clyde,
Arthur

Bertha

Mrs.

daughter,

came

and
from Waterville
wife

sons

Friday.

Mrs. Lula Crabtree and

of Hancock, are
B. Fernald and wife.

Hodgkins,

Allen and Francis

picnic

Sunday.

relatives here.

Dr. ii. <i.

ing

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

is

Dohnanyl, the famous pianist, tells

The Steamship
Widow

suming his commercial trips.

LAMOINE.

Fourth.

was

Davis.

Music Hcth Chirms.

NEWS

COUNTY

pets at the farm.

Washington’

ife, of Bangor, are
visitors at Mrs. Martha Havey’s.
Mrs. Josiah Smith, of Ellsworth^attended the Smith reunion Saturday.
Edward Bunker, wife and little girl, of
Brewer, are visitors at his old home.
Wyman Beale, a teacher at Higgins
classical institute,

trouble to rise

WHEN YOU ARE NERVOUS

you have the first symptom of a rutwwl
system, and nervous people
ceal their aches and pams and
silence, while,,/ ntgUcUd, this
often foreruns more serious
trouble
If those so afflicted would
stop uv
medicine containing alcohol
Which menace the foundations of
and just take the pure,
nourishment in Scott's Emulsion it
create new blood to
pulsate
organs, refresh their bodies and birii ™
the whole nervous system. It i, J.?
sustaining nourishment, free from
alcohols or drugs. Shun

toooftenS
con**?
iSP

strengthen!^

throushT

substitutes

You Want
More than
Just'Flour”

_

American Catacombs and Mummies.
Recent publicity has been given to
the wonders of the cliff villages of the
Gila canyon In New Mexico, where the
lofty pumice or tufa walls of the box
cauyon are honeycombed with the excavated dwellings of a nation of
dwarfs, whose mummies here and
there found, preserved by the stone
dust fur centuries, are clad in woven
clothes and ornamented with gay
feathers at neck and waist The re
mains of an adult man of this people
measured only twenty-three inches in
height, and the doors and windows of
their “homes in the rock" are hardly
passable by a half grown girl. IJke
the dwarf temples of Yucatan—of
which Le Plongeon wrote so entertainingly—hovel. mansion, fortress and
temple, seem like toys made with infinite pains for the children of a remote past; indeed, an antiquity fixed
by the best authorities at least as far
back as 6.000 years ago.—National

Magazine.
Glorification of Futility.
When General Ben Butler was practicing law In the courts of tho District
of Columbia he was famous for the
striking ideas he evolved and the effective methods he employed In order to
get the Interests of his clients before
the jury In a favorable light
In one case, In which he had a rather
poor show of winning, the time came
for him to cross examine a fellow lawyer, who had given testimony extremely favorable to the other side. Everybody listened Intently for Butler's onslaught. It was expected that he
would go after the witness with gloves
off.
"Gentlemen of the jury." he said,
with an air of confiding familiarity.
“I would as soon think of shooting
skyrockets Into the Infernal regions for
purposes of illumination as to cross
examine this witness in the hope of
extracting the truth.-'—Popular Magazine.

Superstitions of the Cingalese.
An old Cingalese woman wfjo lived
In an ordinary native hut by herself
died and was buried. On the following day a large Iguana (a species of
lizard which attains great size) entered
the compound of a gentleman living
close by and attacked his poultry.
Ilearing the noise and commotion, he
came out and on ascertaining the cause
got his gun and shot the Iguana. No
sooner had
he done this than there
arose a great uproar from the relatives
of the old woman, who declared that
he had killed her, because her spirit
had passed Into the lizard. In proof of
which they pointed triumphantly to
the fact that It had never before been
seen In tbe vicinity and only
appeared
after her death. Itupees finally appeased the outraged feelings of the old
woman’s descendants.—Java Times.
Lee at Vera Cruz.
Robert E. lee. ns captain of engineers. arranged the American batteries
when the United States forces landed
nt Vera Cruz In 1847. Lee’s brother, a
naval lieutenant, served one of the
guns, and here are Lee’s first Impressions of war. "Whenever I turned my
eyes reverted to him, and 1 stood by
his ann whenever 1 was not wanted
elsewhere. Oh, 1 felt awfully, and am
at a loss what I should have done had
he been cut down before me. • • •
He preserved his usual cheerfulness,
and 1 could see his white teeth through
all the smoke and din of the tire."—Chicago News.
Trade Secret.
"Where do you get the plots for your
stories?"
"I have never had but one plot," declared the popular author, “and 1 swiped that from Romeo and Juliet.
All
you have to do is to change the scenery and the dlalecL"—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Insisted on Her Rights.
Lawyer— You say you told the

serv-

get out of the house the minute
you found it was on fire, and she refused to go?
Mrs. Burns—Yes, she
said she must have a month’s notice
before she'd leave."—National Food
ant to

Magazine.

When you start

I

*

"I should like to see some spats,”
•aid the precise gentleman.
“Well, stick around,” suggested the
new floorwalker.
"The salesladies are
starting ’em all the time.”—Puck.
An Even Break.
Mrs. Hiram Offen—Your recommendations are rather poor. 1 must say.
Maid—Well, mum. yez weren’t recommended very highly to me, ayther.—
Boston Transcript

triumph. Richest

a

in

nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, because it is milted
by

special process
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
Og)
our

—

—

mWamd
¥\our

WIIITCOMK, IUYNKS
C.

CO.

*

^

W. GK1NDAL.

Heftiilta Tell the Tale.
Can you
worth

You

doubt the evidence of this Ells-

citizen?
can

verify Ellsworth endorsement.

Head this:
A. M. Franks, carpenter, High St., Ells“About two years ago I
worth, says:
noticed my back growing lame. As tin*

passed,
Finally

the

trouble

became

constant.

condition was so bad that I
had to lay off from work for se veral days.
When suffering in that way 1 got a supply
of Doan’s Kidney Pills at Moore’s drug
store, and the first few doses helped me.
After I had used two boxes of this remedy
I was cared. 1 confirm all I said in my
previous endorsement of Doan’s Kidney
Pills. 1 have never had any serious sign
of the former complaint.’’
Price 50c, at all dealers.
Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy
get Doan’s
tbe same that Mr. Franks
Kidney Pills
had. Foster-Mil burn Co., Props.. Buffalo,
N. Y.
my

—

—

FINEST QUALITY

LARGEST VARIETY

wli
only unit*.
positively contains Oil. Black*.

0ii«h
I

e
■

u—

ft

ladies' and children's shoes, sUuio witkssl
c.
rubbing, 'iSc. "FRENCH U.OSS."
"DANDV" combination for cleaning *r<i polhblH
allk.uU* >f russet or tan shoes, XSc. "STAK nn, <•
A«d*
"QUICK WHITE" On liquid form wit hs;
Ij deans and whitens dirty cans as *!•••■
"ALB0” deans and Hhltens BUCK. MKUI,
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES. In r«i.:
In liakopicked in t. lie boxes, wi h spot
some, Urge aluminum boxes, wub sponge.
s*rx*«

£“7

If yoar<t***lcr do«i not keep the kind t»u
the pi-irs m stamps f ur fullaue pack**;.-.

■

“r^V

iryesp**

WMITTERIORE BROS. 4 CO.,
20*28 Albany Street, Cambridge, Mm
The Oldest and Ixsrgest Manufacturer* QJ
Shoe Polishes trt the World. ___

FRECKLES
Don’t Hide Them W ith a Veil; Remove Them With the Othine Pre-

scription.
of
prescription for the removal
freckles was written by a prominent
m
physician and is usually so successful
clear*
removing freckles and giving a
This

beautiful complexion that it is sold W
tbe
to refund
under

j druggists

guarantee

money if it fails.
Don’t hide your freckles under a veil,
gat an ounce of othine and remove
Even the first few applications sbou

tbefflj

show

Spats.

make the dainty
c:.ke or luscious pie
or the Rood, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
to

a

wonderful

improvement,

some

the lighter freckles vanishing entirely.
Be sure to ask the druggist for t
double strength othine; it is this that
sold

on

the

money-back guarantee.

o

e
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NEWS.

COUNTY

Harbor,

spent the Fourth with her

Martina

Treworgy

and

and Paul
x
bluehill.
Curtis, of Bangor, epent Saturday and
from
bee
returned
Sunday with their parents, A. C. Curtis
p.uline Orindle
and wife.
visit in Penobscot.
One of Surry's old houses was
of Boston, is spending a
p Tucker,
destroyed
his family,
by fire at 11.30 Saturday night; cause undsvs with
known.
1.
The
of
New
house
was owned
York,
3. Trout,
by Fred
Anderson. Mr. Anderson
weeks here.
occupied onerending s few
half
of
it
and Ralph Collins the other
and family, of Lan, \v B. Bausman
Mra. Anderson and
children were with
pa are occupying “Woodleigh”.
her parents at West
itwi* 1
Surry at the time,
and wife are spending a while
staples
Mrs. Collins and children were with
.•red
with their son
her parents at
weeks in Portland,
son

rh.u'nce.v

Lamoine.
Both families
had insurance. Mrs. Collins lost all her
household goods. This house was so
situated on the corner that it will leave a

l,e

guijeDe-

\nnie L. Clough, of New York, is
A.
her mother, Mrs. George

Mi>,

"jng

wife are at their
ft’srd Peters and
after spending the winter
,0mer borne
in BostonB. Hinckley, of Roxbury,
Mi* Fannie
summer home on
ha- opened her
Mxe,
hill.
jsnney's
E. McGouldrick, of Fort
Mn. Frank
is visiting her parents, E. W.

Anon.

__

NORTH LAMOINE.
Roy Smith is employed at Machias.
Mra. Henry Clark, of Southwest
Harbor,
is visiting here.
Mrs. Daniel Champion and
family, of

Lawrence, Mass.,

hirtiehi,

are

home.

wife.
Mayo snd
of Bostod, has joined
jiotmsn H. Mayo,
are guests of E. P.
Mrs. Jlsyo here. They
wife.
Babson and
and family are in
Mr,. Coburn Haskell
will soon occupy their newtown, and

visiting

old

at her

Mrs. A. E. Austin will leave this week
for Castine to visit her
daughter, Mrs. J.
W. Bowden.
Mrs. Cora Sargent was called to Milo
Friday by the sudden death of her daughter Vera. Their friends extend
sympathy.

home’ '‘Dundree.”

Miss Agnes Tweedie, of
Cambridge,
Mass., who has spent the past week with

has been enHiaa Nellie M. Douglass
the Bluebill-George
to teach In
next year.
Stevens academy the
of Sewickley, Pa.,
Miss S. s. Hsrbough,

-pd

accompanied by ;
Mass.
Miss Bassington, of Cambridge,
Thetown hall on July 3 was the scene,
Mr. and Mrs.
ole pretty party given by
cobnrn Haskell and Curtis Walton in
the season,
i, in town for

in building
honor of the men employed
‘•Dundree’’. Music was furnished by
Kelly’s orchestra and dancing was enjoyed nnti! nearly break of day. The
(Ttnd march was led by Mr. Walton and
Mrs, Victor Slrobel, followed by nearly
1W couples. Dainty refreshments were
served by 3. G. Hinckley and wife, with
Miss
Orendie
competent assistants.
Mason served punch. E. W. Mayo, in beheif ol the men, presented Mr. Walton
with a gold w atch and best w ishes for a
happy future, expressing tho hope that

relatives here, has gone to Southwest Harbor to visit her aunt, Mrs. Kobie Norwood.
The correspondent wishes to correct a
mistake in

reporting last week in relation
prizes conferred on Lester E.
A oung, a Colby freshman. He received the
first prize in Herman and second in

to the

scholarship.
July 6.

V.
PENOBSCOT.

Mrs. Celia Sellers is visiting in Bucksport.
Miss Effi® Bridges is visiting her brother
Nelson at Ellsworth.
Mrs. A. E. Varnum has returned from a
visit to her son, B. E. Varnum, at Togus.
Mrs. Blanchard Roberta and children
visiting her mother, Mrs. Willard
Bowden.

are

architect for many other
Mr. Walton was
cottages in this town.
he would be the

-,

Oliver Lowe and family, of Winterport,
spent Saturday and Sunday here
Mrs. Lowe’s father, Oscar Leach.

with

quickly responded
surprise,
with a speech praising the work of the
Leo M. Sellers, of Boston, and Lester
welcome Mr.
Bluehill people all
men.
Thomas, of Dorchester, Mass., spent the
end Mrs. Haskell to their new borne, and
Fourth with Dr. M. A. Wardwell and wife.
trust they w ill enjoy many happy years
but

it

The many friends here of F. N. Bowden
w ife will be sorry to learn that
they

‘‘Dundree"._

i

TROTTING
The h

MOUNTAIN TAKR.

AT

Wescott

in every
to he congratulated

is

The

manage me lit.
failed

have

to

a

rate was

of

owner

his

phoning that he
work

have moved to

park, July 4, j bought a large
way, and Fred j
July 8.

success

was a

and

trot at Mountain

r-*

horse

on

hand,

tele-

have

to

te

good

horse, and will
reckoned with thia season.
inch contested the special race

Hiram H..

w

with buii.

tius

race

speed, and Bluebill people

him carry Mr. Wescott
vic.ur> iiimy limes this season.
to Me

expect

Fuui

m.triers

green bt

faced

the

to

on

in

the

rsie, which was very interAil of these horses showed bursts
rst-

Wting.
of *peta, and with a little
Beard from this year.

Follow

wire

.i»u is a

Woodlccke.

GREAT POND.

since

Miss Arabel Rowe is visiting
cousins, Inez and Phyllis Williams.

Baby Lawrence, owned and driven by
Miss Maru'ii Newman, of Mauset, showed
a

have

j Burns Avery, who has been away
j early spring, is at home this week.

Agnes M, the former owned by
Burr, of Northeast Harbor, and the
latter by D. Grindle.

still

they

Friday.

smiusand

i>

where

farm.

Miss Inez Williams closed her school

lame, but by hard
arranged between Altiswas

Mr.

that be

Bluehill,

its

on

Mackie Boy!

|

training will be

her

Lee Archer and family, with friends,
from Wesley, were guests of Fred Colson
and wife over Sunday.
The community was saddened by the
sudden death of Mrs. A. H. Stevens, of
Milo. Sincere sympathy goes out to the
family. She was the eldest daughter of
J. R. Shuman, of this place. Besides her
father, she leaves her husband, two children—Roger and Inez; one sister—Mrs.
Sada

Coyle Bickmore,

of

Derby,

and

one

brother—Lewis Shuman, of Franklin.

summary of the

July

races:

E.

_"

5.

FREE-FOR-ALL.
AfOM H

II

( a.

Lu.i

2
1

WEST BROOK.UN.

111
2 2 2

Arthur Rich

2.2*, 2.21.

Baby L ,i
Hn*w it.

ce.

chg...

..

1
2

1

1

2

2

Charles
the

Tim,

?. .j. 2 27.
2.2»4.
OktLN HORSE RACE (HALF MILE).
Livery Boy. bg. (* heeler). 1 1
Evelyn 8.. :m. (Snow). 3 2

Twilight star. cbg. (Cushman).
BabyWiikte.bg. (Hinckley).
Best

time, 1.20.

Ju*y

6.

2
4

3

3!

4

4

j

is home from

Harry C. Ueea,

of Portland, is the guest
M. Ward well aud wife.

Hr. Sylvester
Beach, wife and child, of
are at the Boardmau-Milliken

Vinal-

haven, spent the Fourth aud Sunday with
his family here.
Harvey Candage and family, of HtoningCaudage’a

wife.

Mrs.

Frank Mills and children, of
Providence, R. I., are with Mrs. Mills’
Parents, U. L. Candage and wife.

frrauk Wescott and little son Malcolm,
are visiting Mr. Wes^°xhury, Mass.,
C°U’8
parents, E. A. Wescott and wife.
Mrs. A. Ward Leach and little son, of
°*

summer.

H. I., are with Mr. Leach’s
B. Leach and wife, for the

Juiye.

k.
SURRY.

%

Martha Beede is visiting

Hayside.
Newton Clark

her

bister in

has gone to Rockland to
VX8it his
Bister, Mrs. Fish.
Mrs. Bernice
Phillips has moved her
ousehold goods to Brooksville.
Otis Carter has moved from tbe-Shapei8h house to the Billington house.
Hr. William
has
to

•ss., where

Emery

he

Overly hospital.

gone

spending

Beverly,

has employment in the

Mrs. Hattie Curtis and daughter, of
sworth, are visiting Mrs. Curtis’ sister,
Mrs. Lucy
Emery.
Mrs. Kate Horton and three children, of

are

relatives here.

Bridges, of Woolwich, is
visiting her father, 11. E. Bridges.
of
Mrs. Clayton
Willet,
Brockton,
Mass., is visiting her parents, Freeman

Higgins

and wife.

Roy Hamlin,

of

Unity,

is

visiting

at

E.

C. Lord’s.

Hr. s. M.
Milliken, of New York, came
Friday for a short stay with his family at
their cottage.

Evidence,
Parents, A.

are

NORTH B ROOKS VILLE.

cottage.

Mr.

wife

_

•*ugu*ta,

who works in

and

here.

Henry Bridges and family, who are
spending the summer at South Surry,
spent the week-end Here.
B.
July 6.

H. C ousin*, of Hanford, is visiting
F. W. Cousins.

l°n, 8|»eut the Fourth with
Parents, C. L. Candage aud

F.

at

Mrs. Addie Owens and children, of
Bluehill, visited her mother, Mrs. Merrill
Richards, recently.

buson,

Richard Ashworth,

visiting

Miss Odessa

east bluehill.

M.

Mosley

summer

visiting

l
2

__

H.

are

Fred Fletcher and family, of Winn,

H.

Mish Margaret Wardwell
Portland.

and wife

G. Higgins’.

*1ECIAL|RACE.

Mrs. A.
for
1

the

M. Goodeli has gone to Vermont

summer.

Perkins is home from Orono, to
visit her sister Bernice, who is ill.
A. H. Gott and wife have gone to Dark
Harbor, where Mr. Gott has employment.
Anna

Collins and wife, of Belfast,
wife
guests of G. A. Pierce and
John

were

last

week.

Goldie Grindle and Mildred Lord have
Saunders and
gone to Haven and Hattie
Edna Yorke to South Brooksville for the

/

summer.

July

I BREAKING THE I

message which the
ns from the steps
of the station at Lattell. He was pale,
and his hands shook as be spelled the
words out slowly.
He didn't hare any need to tell ns
the danger. Nor did be call for volunteers.
To try to get to Yardsley was
like buying a through ticket for death
and be done with It.
We stood around and discussed the
terrible news and did nothing—except
That

LIMIT
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1: An Engineer’s Ride For Life ! I
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By JARED L. FULLER
Copyright by Frank A. Munsey Co.
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PRETTY MARSH.
The Bowlkers
High Head.

are

at

their cottage at

of Otter
Edgar N. Walls and wife,
Creek, were at their cottage here for the
week-end.

Mrs. Winslow Newell, who has been in
home
past two weeks, returned
J. T. FreeSunday, accompanied by Mrs.
of Bosman and Miss Annie M. Freeman,
Boston the

here.
ton, who will spend the summer
Charles LawBon and family were guests
Mr. and
of W. H. Gray, Saturday night.
Tremont
airs. Lawson were en route for
old home.
They
to visit Mr. Lawson’s
from Boston in their
were making the trip

automobile.
July6-

G-

me of eczema that
"Doan's Ointment cured
time. The cure was
had annoyed me a long
8. W. Matthews, CommUAdvt.
Me.
,loner Labor Statistic., August.,

permanent.”—Hon.

twist to his lean features.
“Them three boxes there empty?" he
asked, jerking his head backward toward the sidetrack.
Donaldson nodded.
“I’m going to hitch my engine on to
’em. Jimmy and me’ll see If we can
git down there and beat that barbecue.
Gimme a clear switch!"
The roundhouse foreman only stared;
but, after Lannigan had disappeared
from the window, he rushed to the
door and yelled after him:
“Hey, you. Grandfather Longlegs!
You’ll be fried like a pancake on a

the end of the latter’s first week on
the M. and S. P. And this was It:
“That Grandfather Louglegs never ’ll
get to hold down a passenger lever on
this rood, whatever he's done back
east. It ain’t In him.”
Then the old man chalked up the
limit on the side of his little smoke discolored office, spat with emphasis and
—well, that closed the subject as far
as Pug was concerned.
I reckon If Lannlgan hndn't begun
by blowing about his eastern record
1
he'd made more of a hit with us.
lie was a tall, awkwardly built man.
with a shock of sandy hair and a
smooth, humorous face Ills legs and
arms were remarkably long and thin,
and old Donaldson’s sobriquet stuck
to him.
“Daddy Louglegs” seemed
to fit
Lannlgan got a freight, and the worst
bunch of scrap Iron on the road, which.
In moments of enthusiasm. Pug called
an engine. If there was any man handicapped In the race to break the limit
It wus the new man from the land of
tenderfeet.
The system of advancement followed by the M. and S. P. did not Include
length of service or "pull.” Just one
thing counted—the ability of a driver
to get speed out of his machine over
the worst track the law ever allowed
to

away

and out of the yard.
“He’s making a blufT.” some of
snld.

Safe and Sure

BROOKLIN.
“Pint-crest” opened Thursday.
E. E. Lurvey and family are at home
from Belfast.
at

Mrs. Agnes Wickersbam and family
the Balloch cottage.

There
house at

flag-raising

a

at the

new

should be your relief from indigestion, biliousness, or constipation. Known to be reliable
and famous for their prompt
and certain efficacy—are

are

club-

Haven Saturday.

Beecham's

M. E. Taylor, of Bedford, Mass., is
her son, H. M. Pease.
W. H. Freethy has moved into R. E.
Carter’s cottage at Center Harbor.

.Mrs.

visiting

Pills

Dexter Strout and wife, of South Framingham, Mass., are at A. H. Mayo’s.
A.

Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World*
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c*

E. Farnsworth and wife spent the
their camp at Pond Island.

Pauper Notice.

week-end at

Mrs. Charles Rabold, of New York, is at
her cottage, “Mandalay,” for the season.

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
may need assistance during the next five
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care ior them s-t the City Farm
house.
M. ,1, Dhitmmey.

HAVING

Arthur Dunham, who is employed at
Pond Island, spent tbe-Wcek-end at home.
Rev. Paul Sperrey and family, of Brockton, Mass., are at their cottage at Haven.
Mrs. Byron Sellers and children, of
Somerville, Mass., are here for the sum-

You want Good Mustard.

viuera

wuu

teoiirvicu

iuc

experienced.

I

Ask for

mer.

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard

Llewellyn Herrick, o! Somerville, Mass.,
spent the Fourth with his grandfather, G.
C. Hail.

AND GET IT

2Lcga: Xrtirta,
NOTICE OF PORECLOSURK.
W. Ash, of Eastbrook,
Maine, by his mortgage
7, 1875, and recorded
June 7,1875. in Hancock registry of deeds, vol
147, page 569 conveyed to me the undersigned
certain real estate situated in the town of
and
State
Eastbrook, county
aforesaid,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Commencing at the town road and the northeast corner of land owned
by Leonard Jellison; then on said Jellison’s line about 30 rods
more or less to land owned by the Macomber’s; thence easterly fifty rods more or less
to the town road; tbence northwesterly on
said road to the point of beginning and containing six acres more or less, with all the
buildings thereon, being my homestead and
the same conveyed to me by Theo Bragdon
and R. G. Wakefield by deed dated Oct. 26,
1867 and recorded in vol. 150.
Also another lot of land in Eastbrook aforesaid and beginning at the northwest corner
bounds of lot No. 26 at a birch tree marked
“E”, thence N. 1° east 80 rods to a stake
marked “E”. tbence 8. 89 E. 200 rods to a
cedar stake marked “E”; thence 8. 1J W. 80
rods to a stake marked “E.” thence N. 89- W.
200 rods to the point of beginning and containing about one hundred acres, excepting
about four acres heretofore sold to me. Hereby intending to convey one-half of this last
discribed lot and being the whole of the lot
named in Henry H. French’s deed to me
dated Oct. 1. 1874 and recorded this day in vol.
151, to which reference is hereby made.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, I now claim foreclosure by
reason of said breach.
Everard H. Gheely.
Ellsworth, Maine, June 23,1914.

George
Hancock county
WHEREAS,
deed dated June

last week.
miss

us

Dr.

Herbert

Washington, D. C., are

omitn and

at Haven

Caroline

Smith,

of

for the

season.

il

took to approach the fire thought he’d
never get through, but would waste his
steam for nothing.
•‘Well, .Timmy, it's going to be a hot
run,” the long legged Yankee told his
stoker as they neared the first belt of
fire. ‘‘You fill up the furnace, and I'll
1 don’t
slow down so yon can Jump.
want to take another man to perdition
with me.”
“Oh. I guess I’ll stop," says Slosson,
kind of shamefaced.
Then they shook hands on it. and
from that moment neither questioned
the other’s intention of sticking to his

lay.

The entire system of the M. and S. P.
\Ye had pullwas pretty well tied up.
ed freight as near the Are line as we
dared, and the sidetracks were about
full of waiting cars.
The Are was still burning Aercely beside the roadbed in more than one
place, and we weren’t asked to try to
pull a train through to the Junction.
Naturally there were plenty of locomotives and plenty of drivers at Lattell that day when the news came from
the Yardsley operator. It was his last
dispatch, for be had remained nntll it
was too late to escape by any track
through the forest and there wasn’t
even a handcar left at the station.
"Wind changed. Fire will reach os

atrfjerttBcinmta.

NEWS.

griddle!”
Mrs. Amanda Sellers, of Sunshine, who
But Lannlgan only grinned nnd leap- has been visiting
here, returned home
old
ed aboard the
engine. We didn’t Sunday.
know what he was up to until he'd
Mrs. Fannie Allen, Mrs. Lucy Griffin
coupled on the three empty box cars and Miss
Arlene, of Rockland, visited here
and rattled
over tbe switches

The country was new when the M.
and S. P. was surveyed and laid down.
It had been a race between the M. and
S. P. and another corporation to see
which should reach the terminating
town where connection could be made
with the Pacific road first
We won. but at a cost which crippled the road financially for years, and
the renewing of the first roadbed was
a slow and laborious job.
W’e ran one fast passenger—the Limited. The through mail cars were attached to that train too.
It was a continual fight all through
the year to keep that one train alone
up to the schedule called for by the
contract with the government
If any man on any other train showed the ability to get speed out of his
engine he wns watched, and if he
"broke the limit” he stood a good
chance of displacing the driver then
running the mail train.
The M. and S. P. In those days was
a “farmers' railroad."
Most of the
way stations were merely huts and water tanks In forest clearings, tapping a
certain section of farming country
stretching westward of the line.
Lannlgan had been with us since the
winter before. He was a good driver,
but not brilliant. Anybody but a prejudiced old fool like Donaldson would
have recognized his good points, but
you never could stir the roundhouse
foreman when he'd once made up bis
mind.
Lannlgan Had learned the road and
if he followed another
his engine,
train he was on Its heels all the time
and got himself well cursed for It
Some of us began to see that there
really was more to the eastern man
than we had believed.
That fall was dry, the sun and wind
all day and every day drying the sap
out of the trees and brush and burning
the leaves brown before the frost could
make them pretty.
By and by the Inevitable happened.
Fires began to light up the heavens
nightly, and by day streaks of blue
smoko hid the tops of the higher hills.
Reports reached us from all directions of families burned out and settlements threatened, but for a week
the conflagrations kept away from the
line of the road.
Then suddenly one Sunday morning
a flood of Are swooped down the mountain side and crossed the tracks some
miles south of Yardsley.
The Limited came through somewhat
scorched, and the next day traffic on
the road between Lattell and the Junction was cut off altogether.
This shut ofT several settlements as
well as Yardsley, except by telegraph.
The wires were still working, and our
operators stuck to their posts like the
brave fellows they were.
Pretty near every living soul In a
hundred square miles of territory lit
But!
out for less dangerous ground.
Yardsley was caught napping, and Its
800 people were practically hemmed In
by the flercest forest lire the state bad
ever

COUNTY

the

Lannlgan.
He appeared at Png Donaldson’s
window and, leaning his arms on the
sill, looked In with the same humorous

Pug Donaldson, who had been the
roundhouse foreman so long that he
thought he owned the entire system,
gave out his opinion of Laimlgan at

man

was

yardmaster read to

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

gloomy place.
Ja*y«-

Oough-

liken bv

In one hour. Three hundred people to
danger. Can yon reach ns?”

father, George Sperry.

Edward Tuck and wife, and Paul
Bailey, of New' Hampshire, are visiting at
H. M. Kane’s.
Kev.

Mrs. Augusta Staples has returned from
South Thomaston, where she has been
visiting her son Charles.
is

Miss Phyllis Judge, of Concord, Mass.,
spending the summer w'ith her grand-

mother,
There

Mrs. Susan
was a

Judge.

dance at I. O. O. F.

hall

on

Music by Atherevening of July 4.
ton’s orchestra, of Bluehill.

the

Mrs. Virginia Wilson and Mrs. D. M.
Musselman, of Germantown, Pa., are at
Rockledge-on-the-Reach for the summer.
Job.
Mr. Saxon and family, of Washington,
But Jimmy had loaded the old enD. C., are occupying the Bentley cottage,
for
bear
all
before
they
gine
right
“Builtruore,” this season. The Bentleys
reached the fire line. She was whirlare abroad.
n
rate
her
drivers
at
miles
under
ing
Mrs. Blanche Gott and children, of
to beat even our one fast train, and
Swan’s Island, and Roland Kadcliffe and
the empty boxes behind were dancing
family, of Rockland, w ho spent the weeklike mad over the rough roadway.
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
“We’re getting there. Jimmy!” sings end with Mrs. Naomi Allen, have reIn the matter of
)
turned
to
their
homes.
over
into
"Shin
Gilbert G. Gatcomb,
out Lannigan at last.
{) In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt,
so
Lee
H.
Powers and wife entertained
the water tank and fling a pail or
To the Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Distheir friends at whist Tuesday evening.
over me when you get a chance.”
trict court of the United States for the DisHe stood out on the. running board Mrs. Henry W. Flye and O. L. Flye won ! trict of Maine.
ILBF.RT G.
GATCOMB, of Hancock,
with a hand on the lever, his cap visor first prizes and Mrs. Naomi Allen and
X in the county of Hancock, and State of
shielding his eyes from the smoke and Gleason Allen the consolation prizes.
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents,
that on the 14th day of March, last past,
flying sparks, peering ahead as best he
Mrs. W. W. Dodge and family, of Washhe was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
could at the rails. Jimmy, up to his ington, D. C., are at the “Wayside” for the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
neck In the tank, flung pall after pail summer. Prof. Henning, of Harvard col- he has duly surrendered all his property,
and rights of property, and has fully comof water over his long figure.
lege, and Miss Alice Henning, of Wash- pliedofwith all the requirements of said acts
the orders of court touching his bankSuddenly the engine seemed to ran ington, her brother and sister, are visit- and
ruptcy.
into a veritable wall of flame. It ex- ing her.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
tended far across the roadbed, and it
from all debts provable against bis estate
Une Femme.
July 6.
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
wrapped the train about in a living,
as are
excepted oy law from such discharge.
seething mantle as she rushed on.
Dated this 25th day of June a. d. 1914.
ftailroatis anb Steamboats.
It seemed ns though no man could
Gilbert G. Gatcomb,
Bankrupt.
go through that sea of Are alive, but
Order of Notice Thereon.
when the old engine staggered out of
District of Maine ss.
the Are belt Lannigan still stood upOn this 3rd
:
day of July, a. d. 1914, on
right at the lever.
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
His sparse mustache, his eyebrows,
upon the same on the 14th day of August a.
his shock of sandy hair were gone. He
d. 1914. before said court at Portland, in

C'l

^

was as bald as a parrot, and his clothing was afire in a dozen spots. But he
turned a horrible grin upon Jimmy and
waved his hand.
“Give 11s another bucket!" he croaked. And the stoker climbed out of the
tank, more dead than alive himself,
and put out the burning garments.
Then they reached Yardsley.
I guess If any two men were ever
welcomed as nngels straight from
heaven It was Lannlgnn and his stoker,
though they must have looked a deal
more like devils from the pit.
Two hundred and ninety people, who
had given up their last hope of continued existence, piled Into those three
box cars like cattle. The doors were
closed, and then It was up to Lannlgnn
and Jimmy to run them back to Lat-

tell.
The old engine was reversed, and
back through the awful belt of dame
and smoke she went with the three
boxes.
Lannlgnn certainly showed that day
what he could do when he had the
right of way.
Scorched almost to a cinder one instant and saturated the next. Lnnnigan
stood at Ills post and brought the resThe box
cue train through to Lattell.
cars were afire and the passengers
half suffocated when they arrived.
Jimmy was pretty nearly drowned In
the tank, and we picked Lannlgnn off
the engine Just as be caved completely.
"Daddy Longlegs" was some time in
the hospital and came plaguy near losing his sight, and all because of that
run.
But If a man was ever popular
along the line of the old M. and S. P.
his name was Lannlgnn.
The first day he got down to the yard
the super happened to be there himself.
The line was open again and
everything running smoothly by that
time, only the miles upon miles of
charred forest and the heap of ashes
where Yardsley had stood telling of
the forest fire.
“nurnph!” said the super, trying to
pick out the engineer’s hand which was
“I hear
least bandaged to shake.
you’ve been doing some tall running
down here, Lannlgnn.”
And the driver grinned sheepishly,
as though he had done something to
be ashamed of.
“Dona'dson’s got your record chalked up on his ofilce wall over the Limited. Guess we’ll have to find you something better than a freight to pull out
when you're well enough.”
And Lannlgan got the mail train the
next fortnight

QUARRIES, FACTORY

LOCA-

said district, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
said district, and that all known creditors,
and other persons in interest, may appear at
the said time and place, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
W’itness the Honorable
Clarence
Ii&le,
judge of the said court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 3rd
day
of July a. d. 1914.
Jambs E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: James E. Hbwey, Clerk.

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,
SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

on

the line of the

Maine Central R. R.
give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location for a new start in life.

Undeveloped

Powers,
Material,

Water

Unlimited Raw-

Bankrupt's Petition
Jn the matter of
George E. Moon,

Bankrupt,

and
Good

Await

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
Maiue Central, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

Maine Central 1?. 1?.,

(

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
EORGE E. MOON, of Hancock, in the
X county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in said district, respectfully represents, that
on the 14th day
of March “last past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he
has duly surrendered all his property and
rights of property and has fully complied
with all the requirements of said a'cts^ and of
the orders of the court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed
by the court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against
his esuite under
said bankrupt acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this25th day of June,a d. 1914.
George E. Moon,

Eastern

Steamship

Corporation.
Mount Desert and Bluehlll Lines.
To Boston
Round

From Bar Harbor $5.25
Bluehlll
$4.75

Sedgwick

$4.25

j

Trip

$9.00

$8.50
$7.50

Leave Bar Harbor 2pm dally (Sundays Included) for deal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland; connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Leave Bluehlll 1 p m dally Including Sundays
for South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland.
Leave 8edgwlck dally Including 8unday at 3 p
m for Herrick's Landing, South Brooksvllle,
Eggemoggln, Dlrlgo and Rockland.
Returning, steamer leaves Rockland 5.15 a m
week days and Sundays for Bar Harbor and
Intermediate landings.
Leaves Rockland 5.15 a m week days and
Sundays for Bluehlll and Intermediate landings
Leave Rockland week days and Sundays at
5.15 a m for Dlrlgo, Eggemoggln, South Brooksvllle, Herrick's Landing and Sedgwick.
Turbine steel steamships Camden and Belfast (Boston and Bangor line) connect with
the Bar Harbor and Bluehlll boats at Rockland
for Boston.
E. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
M. ilLKKicK, Agent, Bluehlll.

Bankrupt.

_

Order

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Ay

Discharge.

In

Farming Land
Cl
Development.

are

u

for

of

Notice

Thereon.

District ok Maine ss.
On this 3rd day of July. a. d. 1914, on
reading tbe foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 14th day of August
a. d. 1914, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in tbe forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all kuowu creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is farther ordered
by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and ihis order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 3rd day
of July, a. d. 1914.
James E. Hewby, Clerk.
fL. S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
T

R°Bankrupt,KS’
To

j

the
creditors
of Robert
Jones, of
Stonington, in the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 27tk

NOTICE
day of
Robert Jones

June. a. d. 1914, the
said
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first meeting of bis
creditors will be held at my office, Ellsworth,
Maine, on the2uth day of July, a. d. 1914, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

Ellsworth, Me., July 6,1914.
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EA8T SULLIVAN.
Beaton Winslow and wife have arrived
at their

bungalow.

Fremont Bragdon is home after nearly
Porto Rico.

three years in

Tug

vessels

staves from

are

at

shamefaced look came over Ainsworth,
and he smiled feebly.
"Don*t worry
abont It,
captala
These cadets are doing the same thing
you boys did a dozen years ago, and
cadets will keep on doing It as long
as the academy lasts.
Come and dine
I wish you to
with us this evening.
meet my husband."
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A dance for the graduating class
of West Point
A
and their friends was In progress. Captain Ainsworth was among the onPearl D. Robertson is home from WashFlirtations
42d ANNUAL TOUR OP
;l
;; lookers. He stood behind the chair of
<1
< >
been
for
where
be
has
nearly
ington
state,
BEST
OF
THE
.
a lady.
A young girl of perhaps sixfive years.
11
< •
teen came to her to ask some quesand
Lawrence
Miss Abbie Bragdon
::
1! tion and called her auntie. Later in
By EUNICE BLAKE
ii
11
Orcutt are home from their schools in
the evening Captain Ainsworth was
Washington county.
Introduced to the aunt
Burlow Winslow Noyes, younger son of
“You are not one of our army circle
Captain Alexander Ainsworth, after
Mr. and Mrs. Everard D. Noyes, was
a dozen years’ absence from the Unit- here at West Point I believe?’
christened Sunday morning.
“No. I am a visitor from New York.
ed States Military academy at West
Mrs. John G. Allan, her son Dean, with
I know
was ordered there as Instructor I came to chaperon my niece.
Point,
Mrs. Allan and two children, will arrive
how girls enjoy West Point for I was
He was twenty when be
In
artillery.
this week at Mrs. Julia A. Dyer's.
here when a girl myself. I remember
was graduated. Now he was approachMiss Mabel McKee, of Loveland, Col.,
my experiences here with grent pleashis
arThe
day after
ing middle life.
ure—that Is. all except one. I met my
en route for her home, from Porto Rico, is
The
rival, not yet having entered upon his first disappointment here.
A cadet
the guest of Edward E. Bragdon and
duties, he strolled about, recalling here was attentive to me. I listened to bis
Here This Season wife.
One day be asked
Miss Georgia Emery spent Sunday here, and there scenes and Incidents of his flattering words.
me to stroll down Flirtation walk with
the guest of her cousin. Miss Helen Hill. cadet life.
She, with the Hills, were entertained at
Mounting to old Fort Put, he mused: him. I was persuaded. He stopped
He
dinner by Mr. and Mrs. Thomsen.
Miss "What a day that was when I came at a little nook part way down.
Emery has but lately returned from a up here with Jennie! How my heart told me’’—
I Glance at the briefly-stated trip around the world.
“Don’t go any further, I beg you,"
warmed toward her! I can smell this
WI III i
said the captain. “You are the second
Leading Features. Two SpecEdward H. Smith arrived from Stam- minute the delicate
ial Railway Trains, an Army of Hen and
perfume there was person I have met since I have returnford, Conn., July 3, coming from New about her. I can feel the silken softHorses.
ed to the Point whom I asked to be"—
York in his automobile. Dr. George Pat•
ness of her sleeve, the sweet touch of
“You are Fred Nolan?”
1
■
l
'—I ten, with Mrs. Patten, who was Bernice her
fingers when mine came In contact
“No; I am Alec Ainsworth. Aren’t
Smith, came from Augusta with him. Mr. with them. Those beautiful blue eyes!
you Edith Andrews?’
Smith has been taking his friends to ride
How confidingly, how lovingly they
—Mrs. Sarah J. Hill, aged ninety-one,
“No; I’m Belle Harwood."
looked Into miner
and Mrs. Elizabeth Dunbar, aged eighty"Ohr
seven, being among the number.
Descending, ne crossed me piam ana
“It Is only a ease of another cadet
IL
soon found himself on Flirtation walk. and another
July 6.
girl. Doubtless there are
Again he mused: “It was right here In dozens of proposals on that walk every
SOUTH SURRY.
this little recess when with Bello I year.
I wonder If any of them ever
Mrs. Alice Emery arrived June 28.
stopped to tell her that I loved her. results In marriage?”
Willard Treworgy is home for a few She knew what was coming and lookOne bright moonlight night Captain
weeks.
ed out on the river and the hills be- Ainsworth and a party of his friends
Mrs. Maynard Carter and little son j yond, waiting for me to speak. I told were trying by the uncertain light to
Sumner, of Surry, have gone to Upper her that, though we bad met but a rend on the monument on the northWashabuck, Cape Breton, N. S., to visit ; week before, I had come to love her ern end of the plnin at West Point the
I re- names of officers who were killed In
with an unquenchable flame.
her parents, after an absence of five years.
Several
School closed June 28, after a successful member that at the time the word un- the war between the states.
quenchable seemed to me very well others came up, and there was a genterm. A short program was given by the
1 was then a yearling with eral Introduction.
chosen.
children which was enjoyed by the visitthree years of study before me.
“I am looking,* said a lady to Caping parents.
Confectionery and fruit nearly
What mattered It? We were In the tain
were served.
Ainsworth, “for the name of my
summer encampment with little to do
cousin who was killed at Antletam."
Earle and Clark Bonsey, who have been
but make love to the girls who had
The captain started. He had heard
visiting at Stonington, are home. They j
sprung up all over the Point like dalJk. GRALim
before and had never forwere accompanied by their uncle,
Harvey sles In the sweet springtime. In Sep- ! that voice
TRAVELING Z00L06ICAL GARDEN. Candage, with his wife and son Leamon. tember they vanished, and we were gotten It. He told the Indy that If
she would give him the officer’s name
Affording a lesson in Natural History, Mr. Candage returned Sunday, while Mrs. again grinding away at our books.”
he would try to find it for her, but
with every known species of animals. Candage and son will remain for a visit
He returned to the plain and strolled j when she told him ho exclaimed:
?2S,000 Herd of Reason-Gifted Perform- with her father, J. A. Bonsey.
West
Point
the
monument
to
the
past
| •‘He was In my class. You can't see
Drove of Lumbering
ing Elephants.
George Easterbrook, with his wife and graduates who had fallen in the war
Camels. Blue-Ribbon High School Me- son
the letters at night, for they are In
Clifton, are here for the summer. and,
on
the
declivity directly shadow. Tomorrow you will And the
standing
nage and Cake-Walking Horses. 300 They will occupy their tent at the Francis
north of It, looked out upon that view name without
Head of Horses of blooded pedigree—a Curtis shore.
any trouble.”
valuable stable. 200 Circus Artists and
Henry Bridges has caught a few up the Hudson river, as beautiful If
When the others passed on Captain
Performers, in 100 Acts of Refreshing mackerel in his weir, and one day recently not more beautiful than any In Amer- Ainsworth and this
lady lingered.
Scores of CLOWNS to please he captured a small sturgeon.
Newness.
lea.
“The view from a little farther this
and amuse the Young and Old.
Mrs. Emily Goss and Mrs. Lottie Hodg"It was right here that I stood with
kins, with her son, came Sunday for a
way,” he said, moving northward. “Is
Monster Street Paradi
The
Alice Ward on that moonlight night of beautiful.”
brief visit with Mrs. Charlotte Copp, who
Mad# ©vary forenoon at IO o’clock correctly.
is employed at Mr. Harden's.
the day I graduated. My cadet days
She went with him. and they stood
of the Shov
Tells the
Lyman Curtis has spent a few days at were over, and I was an officer In the side
by side looking up the river.
Bar Harbor.
army. But the boy had not yet all got
“I remember.” said the captain,
READ AID OBSERVE OUR ANIOUICEMEITSII
July
out of me. I had been sitting on the
showing emotion In his voice, “stand• THE STORE VIIDOVS AID BILLBOARDS - <
porch of the hotel with Alice. There ing on this very spot twelve years ago,
HANCOCK.
were a dozen other couples there, and
when I was a cadet, with a lovely girl
Mrs. C. A. Crabtree and daughter Caroto escape the clatter of tongues I pro- who was a visitor here. The
line are visiting in Franklin.
scenery
L Hours ol Opening same ns usual. (
Miss Lura Young is visiting her sister,
posed a walk in the moonlight We was the same as it Is now and was
Mrs. Maurice Lymburner, at Bar Harbor. came here and stood looking out on
lighted, as now, by the moon. I bad
Herbert Galley, o! Northeast Harbor, this very view, though then Instead of
Just passed from cadet to officer and
was a week-end guest at the home of John
in
the
sun
was
It
mellowed
flashing
by was to leave West Point the next day.
M. Oakes.
I
should
have
known
bet“I bad passed four years In the acadMiss Gertrude Crabtree, of Portland, is moonlight
spending the summer with her mother ter this time. I was of age. I did emy and every summer had taken on
know
I
Ellen
but
failed
to
Mrs.
Crabtree.
act on that a new love. In
better,
passing from cadet to
I drew her to me and lieutenant I had
Mrs. Ira Gray and children, of Mans- knowledge.
my last affair of the
are
at
the
home
of
her
Mass.,
field,
par- kissed her.”
heart, and though I was not aware of
ents, A. B. Crabtree and wife.
The blood of shame mounted to his It I was
taking on a love that I would
Mrs. A. I. Foss went to Bar Harbor
cheek when he remembered that he never be able to throw off. Under the
Tuesday to spend the Bummer with Capt.
Foes, who is commander of the yacht had told her she was the only girl he Impression that It was a passing affair
Endion.
had ever loved.
like the others I failed during the folAlbert Carson, with daughter
Mrs.
“But” he added, •though I did not
lowing few months even to write to
Flora
and
Miss
of
Cstrson,
Rosa,
Lexing- know It at the time. It was the truth.”
the girl In question, assuming that she
ton, Mass., are spending the summer with
He
turned
from
scene
bethe
away
her mother, Mrs. Rosa Foss.
considered It, as I did, a mere West
fore
the
that
led
him,
taking
path
•* July 8.
C.
Point flirtation. When I learned that 1
around by the officers’ quarters. On had met the
Stomach Tronble Relieved ■
only girl 1 would ever
BROOKS V1LLE.
the way he met a lady with a boy flve love It was too late. I dared not reJ A disordered stomach brings H
Black is painting cottages at or six years old, the child running
Floyd
■ many ills. For 60 years.
open the matter seriously with one I
about chattering to his mother. The had so
Norumbega.
shamefully neglected.”
■ “L F.” Atwood’s Medicine
was
the
of
wife
one
stationed
at
Miss Hannah Carter tis working for F. lady
Doubtless this was the only truth
Si has proven a never-failing remedy B
thj
Point
and.
an
officer
recognizing
W. Cotton, South Brooksville, whose wife
the captain had ever spoken on the
W for‘’sick”stomachsanddigestive H
by his uniform, bowed to him. He subject In question, though after his
B complaints.
B is ill.
doffed
his
and
said:
bat
Hartland, Me.
Mrs. J. Walker Babson and family, of
graduation he bad told no more Ilea
<B^
“My husband’s stomach troubled him bad- ^B
presume, muuum, you are one oi
^B ly.
saia tDe iaay Desiae nxm.
H e could not eat. andprescriptiotisfaiix, too,
B-:
Washington, D. C., -are at their summer
our
army family here?”
to help htm. He tried 'L. F/ Atwood's
"had a similar experience. My cousin
home here.
^B ed
Bp!
and
was greatly improved beMedicine,
"I am.”
^B fore he had taken three bottles.
^B
being a cadet, I came with others of
James H. Saunders, jr., of North Bluef|fl
[ipy
"I have Just arrived after an absence
®
(signed] Mrs. J. R. Lary B
our family nearly every summer while
hill, is visiting his grandparents, J. H. of twelve
®
Prevent sickness by keeping your sysj’®i|
years.”
he was at the academy. I soon learntern toned up with ‘L. F,' Atwood’s
'j|; Billings and wife.
"You are Captain Ainsworth?”
Medicine.
Druggists Big Bottle
ed what meaning to attach to an avow)|§i
Orcutt is employed at Roy
Miss
Hattie
Bottle
B
Mailed
Sample
35c.
FREE.
!ffi
“I am.”
al of love from a cadet
What It Is
Allen’s, North Seugwick, and Miss Villa
Medicine Co.
Portand, Me.
"I have heard of your coming. We
Saunders at Herricks.
now X don’t know; then It was one of
on the changes as they
Eliza Perkins, teacher in Spelkeep
posted
Miss
A.
his privileges which were not considjI man
You relieve Lieutenant Waseminary, Atlanta, tia., is visiting her occur.
ered binding.
[ sister, Mrs. E. L. Roberts.
I
ters,
believe?”
THE AMERICAN'S advertisers art I L. H.
"The last summer I came here I reBillings, Albion Cloeson and
“I do.”
ceived a proposal from one of the
letting down the price-bars into the flela j Dudley Jones, who are employed at
“Does
the
same
Point
look
the
to
island
the
week-end
at
yon
Swan’s
home.
spent
of barqains.
graduating class. At the time 1 conas when you left It?”
A.
July 6.
sidered It one of those West Point af“West Point can never change,
fairs of flirtation rather than of the
LAMOINE.
Sixteen ounces of performance to every
though Its buildings may. 1 have been heart 1 never
expected to hear again
pound of promise in the advertisements i There will be a dance at the town hall visiting old haunts.”
from the cadet who went to a post In
: Monday evening, July 13.
Monaghan’s
of THE AMERICAN.
"Indeed!”
orchestra.
the far west, and I never did. But l
“Yes. I first visited Fort Put I readmit that I found, like you. that for
membered being up there once with a
once In my West Point experience 1
very lovely girt”
had flown too near the candle.
My
“She was’’—
wings bad been singed. I have never
"Her name was Jennie— Upon my
wed."
word, my memory is getting shaky P'
There was silence for a time, after
after coupon is filled out, and
attach it to a
“Was It Marston?”
which Captain Ainsworth spoke:
"Marston!
Certainly! How names
mail it to The Ellsworth American.
"Since it was the man's part not
do fall us when we try to recall them!
yours, to make good his words you
Did yon know her?'’
are in no way to blame.
If be la ex“She has always been an intimate
cusable It la that though he had no
Me.:
Publishers
friend of mine.”
right to play with edged tools, be was
“Is she married?” asked Ainsworth,
living In a little world where they were
months’
to
for
Enclosed find
assuming an anxious look.
played with. Being guilty myself, as
"Ob, yes; she’s married, but It re- he was, I would
to be sent to the
The Ellsworth
gladly atone for his
quired some time for her to get over fault Let me stand in his stead and
address:
that visit to Fort Putr
you will make me a happy man.”
“You don’t mean ltl That was the
She not resisting, he drew her to him
Name .........episode of my life. But—I was noth- and kissed her as he had kissed her
but
a
ing
plebe.”
long before.
Address ..........
“Jennie was very young too. She is
v
And there, a dozen years after a
married
now.”
happily
(bock love affair on the part of two
“She mnst be an Intimate friend of triflers, on the
very same spot and unyours.”
der the aame moon, they plighted their
“My husband accuse* me of loving troth.
at end of time
to be
her more than him.”
Later It was announced that Captain
"Yoo are’’Ainsworth had met an old flame of his
for unless cash for renewal is sent.
“I was Jennie Marston. I am now who was visiting West Point and the
Mrs. Fimnm.”
couple were to be married In the ason your
condition will be
There wee a twinkle la bar eye. A
tunia
v

fiu-1 i;

H. Ivah Thomsen has purchased of
bridge parties the motor boat Winifred.

Story

j;

ALL.

HOWE’S GREAT
LONDONSHOWS

3 Rings, Triple Menagerie,
Elevated Stages, Museum,
and World’s Horse Fair

Only Great Show

Coming

NEVER EQUALED IN MAGNIFICENCE
AND MAGNITUDE ON EARTH

CT(1D

)

Majestic

Story

6._Tramp.

COUNTY NttWS.
NORTH CASTINE.
Clara P. Dunbar is visiting at East Orland.
Miss Una Grey bas gone to Seal Harbor
Annie B. Conner leaves to-day to
work at Castine.
Walter Conner, ot the Salisbury lifeMiss

saving station, is visiting here.
Mr. and Mrs. Knapp, of Brockton,
Mass., are guests at Fred Dunbar’s.
Miss Lowena Conner is at the Devereur
cottage in Castine for the summer.
Samuel Conner, of Auburn, is visiting
his sister-in-law, Mrs. Alma Perkins.
Mrs. Samuel L. Bates, of Portland, with
her children, is visiting relatives here.
James Ordway, of Lisbon Falls, Is visiting his brother, Capt. Edwin Ordway.
Arthur P. Guilford, of Vinalbaven,
spent the F’ourth with his family here.
Misses Emma C. Wsrdwell and Vera
Dunbar left Friday for Seal Harbor to
work.

Elisabeth Guilford recently visited her
aunt, Mrs. Jennie Guilford, at South Penobscot.
Howard Lowell has moved bis family
from the Hatch tenement to the Domanaky bouse.
Dr. A. J. Pare came from Brockton,
Mass., by automobile last week to Join his
family at the home of F'red Dunbar aad
wife.
Miss Pauline Conner, who has been
teaching at Northport, came home Friday,
and left Saturday for Castine, where she
will be

jgj

I

__

Stick a Pin in This;_
$1 bill,

American, Ellsworth,
$1
eight
American,

subscription
following

?

Subscription
(This

stopped

printed

paid

receipt)

employed at

the normal

dormitory.
L.

July 6.

Mrs. Etbel Haskell and two children, o(
North Sullivan, |have been viaitlng here
the past week.
A committee of two was appointed at
the Asbville Sunday school to see about a
picnic after haying.

Gordon and daughter Elsie,
East Franklin, visited Mrs. \V. H.
Hammond recently.
Mrs. Susie

of

Miss Bernice
Marshall and
Lewis
Young, of Hancock, were recent guests of
Mrs. Etta Hammond.

Watervllle,

,re

„u„,

g’w,,s

Mlaa Annla Handy, of Bar
Harbor „
rived Friday night to spend the
weelt-enn“
with her aunt, Mrs. K. E.

Robinson.

E. H. Smith, of Stamford,
Conn n.
George Patten and wife, of
sm
their mother, Mrs. Lydia Smith
wer*
guests of relatives here Sunday.

August*'

News was received Monday of the
death
of Mrs. John H. Cole, of Waterville.
was Jennie Hamilton, of this
village. Tiu
™
body will be brought here for burial

8h°

Ju‘y

*■_a
BAYSIDE.

Mrs. Frank Jordan
Lewiston.

has

returned

Miss Lizzie Morris is at her
“The Birches.”

cotti*.

Charles E. Stover, of
Jonesboro, called
friends here recently.

on

George 8. Foster and family are at the
Burrill cottage, at Shady Nook.
Dr. Louisa Griffon, of Hart lord,
has arrived at her

Conn
Shady Nook cottage

Mrs. Ethelyn Hemlck has closed
the
school in district No. 3 after a
successful
term.

Ernest Ray and wife are
receiving congratulations on the birth of a son, bora

Juiyl.

W. A. Trim and wife spent the
week,
in Bucksport with relatives
and
friends.

end

Qipt. Frank S. Lord and family with
were at the Joyce
cottage tor the
holidays.
friends

The Smith cottage at Pleasant
hesch is
occupied by Mrs. Julia Gray and her two
sons, Charles and J. Edmond Burke, snd
Henry A. Brown and wife.
July 7.
j)

A8HVILLE.

NORTH BLUEH1LL.
Mr*. Carroll Dunbar spent list week it
East BluehiU.
Frank N. Bowden, of Btonington, spent
Fourth with his parents.
Mrs, C. F. Wescott is visiting ber
daughter, Mra. Carl Stevens, in Beltsst.

tbe

Waiter R. Barker and son
Harry
her aunt, Mrt. W. 9. Hinck-

Mra.

visiting

are

ley.
William Bowden, wife and daughter, of
were week-end guests of relatives

Brewer,
here.

William Sinclair and family, of SargentMiss Hazel Willis left last week for
ville, visited Mrs. Sinclair's sister, Mrs.
C. G. Small, last week.
South Brooksville, where she bos employMrs. Cora Pinkham and Harry Weeks, ment.
of Bangor, were guests of E. A. Hanna
Jay Saunders, who has employment at
and wife ever the Fourth.
Islesboro, spent .Saturday and Sunday
Curtis Leighton, who is employed at with his family.
Bar Harbor, visited bis mother, Mrs.
William McDonald and wile, of KingFanny Leighton, over the week-end.
man, spent part of last week with Arlbur
William Schieffelin and wife, Miss Mary Wescott and wife.
Mrs. Ora Qetcbell and daughter MarSchieffelin, William Schieffelin, jr., and
Jay Schieffelin have returned from an garet have returned from Caatine, where
automobile trip to Detroit, Mich.
she has been employed at the dormitory.
J uly 6.
L>.
The Fourth was spent quietly here. In
the evening the public was invited to see
8chieflelin cottage.
children
to and from the cottage in the automobile.
July 6.
Phcebk.
the

fireworks at

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

the

Jay Schieffelin kindly

carried the

Miss Marjory Haney, who has been visiting at Cranberry Isles, is borne.

Haskell, who is employed

Sherman

steamer Uov.

TWO PERFORMANCES DAILY

Jj

work.

to

MIm Jolla Lakln, of
J. W. Cole’s.

at

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

Perley Uarriman left Saturday for Banafter two weeks at borne.

gor,

Owen L. Black, who has been in Mount
Vernon, N. Y., the past two years, is st
home

Earle L. Grindle was home from Bangor
over the Fourth and Sunday.
Miss Della Hatch is viaitlng her uncle,
W. Groves Leach, at Penobacot.
Mrs. Austin Davies, of Bangor, ia vUither parents, H. W. Lowell and wife.

ing

on

Bodwell is at home.

on a

vacation.

The correspondent was presented July
4 with s branch of an apple tree in lull
blossom.
It grew on a tree owned by
Kalph H. Condon.
Some

attempted to burn Ells hall on
Jaly 3. The Are was disand extinguiabed by a party cele-

one

night

tbe

covered

of

Mrs. Laura Brown, of North Haven, ia
brating the Fourth.
vUiting her parents, A. J. Staples and
July A.
wife.

C.

_

of

George Grindle, wife and three children,
Brockton, Mass., are vUiting Henry I.

Harriman and wife.

Andrew Staples celebrated bis birthday
4. All of hia children—four
daugh-

July

ters and

son—were present.
The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs.
Jennie Grindle July 1. In two weeks the
society will meet with Mrs. Emma Sbedd.
Miss Alice Allen returned Friday from a
visit to her brother, W. O. Allen, in Bangor. Mr. Allen came Saturday for a few
days’ visit.
one

Carl Elttredge, wife and four
children,
of South Framingham,
Mass., are at the
home of Mrs. Kittredge’s
parents, Andrew
Staples and wife.
July 6.
y

HULL’S COVE.
Mite Floeeie Eeezar it visiting her sister
in Waterville.
Mrs. Chastens Uamor is visiting her
aister in Lamolne.

Wlntbrop Stanley

and wife visited rela-

tive* here last week.
Richard McBike, of Miilinocket, visited
hia family here last week.
Mra. Lucy Viles and children, of Madi*
have returned home after a visit here.

aon,

Mra. M. C. Sweet ia at home after sevwith her daughter in Holden
Alvah Pierce, who ia employed in Ban-

eral weeks

Saturday

gor, spent
his family.

and Sunday with

July 6.

Anne.

FRANKLIN ROAD.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. August* Perkins, of
Wsterville,
visited relatives and friends here last
week.

Idelle Howland, who is
employed in
Searsport, spent Saturday and Sunday at
home.

Daniel Hamilton has sold his (arm to

Maynard Springer.
Mrs. Stella Shaw-, ol Ellswortb,
visitor here last Saturday.

was a

Harold N. Stewart was a visitor in
Calais last Friday and Saturday.
J. Daly and wile, ol Bangor, and Mrs.

Percy Perkins, who is employed as engineer on the auxiliary yacht Siesta, has Lizzie Bartlett, ol Ellswortb, were guests
been home a few days.
Sunday ol Daniel Hamilton and wile.
M.
July 6.
Earle Sellers and wife, Florence
Staples
and Berwyn Beale
spent Saturday and
TRENTON.
Sunday at East Orland.
Percy 8. Moore and lamily spent tie
Wednesday, July 1, the ordination of week-end with relatives in Ellswortb.
the beloved pastor, Chester A.
Smith, was
A. C, Jordan and lamily, ol Northeast
held at the BaptiBt church. Seven visitHarbor, spent the week-end with his paring pastors were
_

The evening
Kcv.
Mr. Mayo, of Franklin, spoke
first, and
Dr. Mower, of Waterville, followed.
Kev.
Mr. Hargrove, of Bluehill, gave the
right
hand of fellowship. It was a
day long to
be remembered. About 125
attended the
evening service.
■»“*? 6Mat.

ents, B. F. Jordan and wile.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
J. (inlanders and automobile
party
made a week-end trip to Moose head
Cake.
F. E. Wakefield and
family spent the
week-end at their old home in
Smithville.

ington,

present.

service

was

especially

interesting.

__

Mrs, Ernest Rice and son have
gone to
Hancock Point to visit her
sister, Mrs. E
G. Abbott.
Mrs. Gussie

bor,

is

Harrington, of

visiting

Hatchings.
R. C. Kerr and

J.,

are

Winter Harher sister, Mrs. C. C.

family,

of

Montclair,

N.

(occupying the Van Ness cottage

this summer.

Mrs. Elsie Cole and

son

Wilbur and

School closed Tuesday altemoon, with
exercises.
Refreshments were served.
Ava

Davis, aged live,

was

perfect

tendance.
July 7.

in at-

Mat.

BIRCH HARBOR.
Alton Gross and Fulton Hart, ol Stonare

visiting

here.

M. H. Winslow, wile and daughter Alda
are

visiting

in

Cherryfleld.

Mrs. Frank Huckins is spending
weeks with her niece in Belfast.

July

a

lew

c-

8.

BLUE HILL FALLS.
Stewart Conary is in Bucksport (or
week.

a

at®
George Dempsey and wile, ol Ohio,
boarding at H. E. Conary’a.
Mrs. Nevin lost a valuable cow recently-

The animal
drowned.
July 6.

fell

Into

a

well

and «»»

CBURBA

